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.Prepat-ethewaYfor a Intensify the .campaign for
:GeIJeral'Striketo unify the release of the Trotskyists and political
all the dernandsof the
prisoners in Mexico
rnasseson wages, housThere has been news from Mexico of a criminal att~k
the-and
of the politiw prisoners in Leeumberri. On tbe
of
iI~g, ed ucation ,transport, lives
January some criminal prisoners .
by the prison
Andres Puentes
attacked the politiw prisoners
Vargas, armed with knives and iron
at
least
10
of
them,
four
of
them
seriously.
These eriminal elements
wounding
"workers control
roaming at will through the prison by friday afternoon (2nd !an).
were

j'.
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safety
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The sueeess of .dtcgreat gen~al strike mItaly on the 19 November
:.and the mass meeting of: the cngmeering worket'$ in Rom~oJl the 28 are
irrefutable evidenee of the ~diDessof ·the· Italian masses. to .take power
• .ud the. total-inability of Italian eapitalismto find a stable capitalist solution
to the sodal and politieal problems of Italy. Attempts as· with the bomb
~utrages in Milan and the provoeations of the· fasdsts ·to o~ the way:to
"an authoritarian regime,' only reveal the heSitaney of Italian eapitalism in
faee of the massive coneentration of the Plasses, and the feeling that a new
situation is developing in ..the Italian Communist Party, so that the old type
.of coneHiation with the CP no longer has historic viability. No doubt
Italy is the weakest link in the eapitalist ~n in Europe, but the fundamental aspects of the ItaliaD situation are true for all Europe whether it be
Spain, Franee, Germany or Great Britain, that is a eapitalism, whkh is
~ert and crumbling, whieh is eonstandy losing social authority. which finds
.it impossible to eon~e ei,eept on a hand to mouth basis, surviving, not from
its own strength, but from the weakness of the leadership of the Workers
States and the hesitancies, coneiliations and lack of confideneeig; the leruIer.
$hip of the workers. oraqiions.
Similarly on a world' scale, the confusion

b~

direCtor, .

still
.The prison authorities issued a communique .saying that the political
prisoners were responsible for the.; trouble which had broken out.
Only a massive reaction by world progressive pubJie opinion can stop
these outn,lges and guarantee the.safety of the prisoners>. We appeal to the
workers vanguard in the Unions, ,in the Labour Party" in the CP, to the
Young Sodalists and Young Communist League, to the student organisations,
to Amnesty International, to progressive and sodaHst. lawyeQorganisations
to condemn this attack and demand that the Mexican governmeut guarantees
the safety of the prisoners.
.
Adre~ letters and telegrams to ,Diaz Ordaz, GovemmentPalaee,
Mexieo, DF Mexico
or send to the embassy here.
The Ambassador, The Mexican Embassy, 48 Belgrave Sq., S.W.I.

IThe demonstration of the metal
,workers in Rome on the 28th

in relation to the demands of the situation. Capitalism has not even the capacity
ault of the limitations of the Arab leader- to meet a fiu epidemic, it has to pretend
ships. particularly in the case of Nasser, that it was not an epidemic, whilst the
who does not feel confident to break USSR has taken the necessary precautiresolutely w;th the feudal sectors of 'Ons. Undergr'Ound transport fares in Lon:Saudi Arabia etc.,' though he does form don are to be raised a 100% on the
ca front with Libya and Sudan, defined minimum fare, with no prospect of im·by the leadersh;p of the IV International proving services or reducing congestion
PARTS OF A LETIER OF THE P.C.R.(T)
as "installed Workers States". Nevertheless in the city, As for education no one can
ITALIAN
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lmperialism pours arms into an increas- argue that the mass of people have the
ingly aggressive Israel, which poses more best that education can offer, only a small
The terrorist assasinations in Milan have shown just to what lengthaand more the need for a leadership in minor:ty proce4old to further educat;on. Ca. the Italian bourgeoisie will go to try to defend itseH against the mass move'11le Arab states· committed to a revolu- pitalism cannot cope with a conception
tionary anti Imperialist, anti Capitalist of education being a continuous process ment. It uses criminal methods, methods of civH war to prot«t its threatenecl
programme. Although conditions vary from for everyone in all age groups. Thus the power. The guilty ones, are the police, the agents of bourgeois repressiOn,
country to country. the fundamental pro- workers 'Organisations have the obligation and it is among their ranks that the people responsible for the Milan bank
.
blem remains as Trotsky defined it, the· not merelyt" demand higher wages- explosion must be sought and founel.
Theobjeetive of such a crime is to try to diminish the pressure of the
problem of the leadership to overthrow which should AUTOMATICALLY RISE
Capitalism and Imperialism.
WITH 11HE COST OF LIVING-but put
big strike movement, to reinforce the role of. the police, giving the exeuso
Superfic1ally Great .Britain appears to forward demands, whIch unify all the for it to act against the organisations of the left, and to create the conditio.
have a greater r~:lience than' the puny needs of the masses, which demand a sys- for the intervention of the army, for a military dictatorship.
force of Italian capitalism. The structure tematic social planning of' production to
Some minutes after the crime, the fascists distributed leaflets calling the
of British capitalism is' firmer than that meek these needs.
army
to intervene. The poliee profited from the situation to repress some of
'Of .most capitalist countries. It has a large
. We appeal particularly to the middle
and prosperous middle class and a large cadres in the trade un~ons to campaign the small leftist groups, but its weakness was shown in the fact, that it eould
aristocracy of labour, and the workers for 'a comprehensive programme to be not attack the CGIL, the PCI, the oommnnist vanguard. In the areas
the poliee tried to take advantage of the eft'ed produced to attaek eomnumist
«ganisations lack any serious porticaI put forward in the trade unions. It is
life, but despite these advantages for ca· important when underground and other organisations, the intervention of the commnnist masses in work stoppages
.
pitalism, the .British and Irish masses have transport workers organise to protest at was immediate.
succeeded in administering two massive the reduct'on in transport services and
The big struggle, whieh is developing in Italy, is not between the poIiee
defeats agaInst British imperialism. They the increase in fares, and when th~ sec- and the leftist groups, but between the peaceful, eonciIiatory, parliamentary
have created a permanent crisis in Ulster, retary of the TUC objects to the fantastic
reaction of the leadership of the Italian CP and the enormous pressure of the
which is going to release all the sup- increases in fares in London, but it is
base, of the eommunist vanguard, to organise the struggle for a PCI-PSIUPpressed revolutionary forces in Great necessary to ORGANISE on a national
PS-Left Christian Demoerat goverument, based on the trade ~ons and the
Britain itself. and they have thrown. back scale to defeat these and other measures.
.
the attempt to fetter the trade unions and IT IS SCANDALOUS TO ALLOW THE fadory and area eommittees.
We publish below large extracts of a letter of the Italian eomrades on
impose a wage freeze. All this erodes the TEACHERS TO FIGHT CAPITALISM
the hig mobilisation of·.the engineering workers in Rome on the 28 Nov., whidl
capacity of cap'talism to renew its au- BY 'tHEMSELYES. Transport workers,
thority before the masses, and the ability power workers, farmers, etc" all show a
shows where the true eentre and the. true reasons for the msoluable erisis
t'O cut a figure on the International plane desire to combat capitalism, to defeat its of Italian eapitalism is to be·· found.
has long since been eroded by the advance wages policy, to impose their will against
The concentralinn of the engineering th<! exploited sectors of the countryside
of the world socialist revolution. It IS all the will of ca!,italism, and the objective
the more abSurd then that, although the situation demands the organisation 'Of a workers of the 28th November in Rome and the towns, all the petit bourgeoisie,
masses constantly endeavor to take ad- general strike, if necessary of unHmited grouped together some half a million have not only shown their decis'on tl}
vantage of the weaknesses of capitalism, duration to impose a soluti'On to all the people. It is the th'rd most important, as advance in general towards power, but
they find only a modest, not to say trivial demands of the masses. One 'Of the unify- far as numbers are concerned, demon- they have made' a veritable mass execution
response in the leaderships of the class ing factors in the Italian general strike stration s:nce the war, after the demon- of power~ The demonstration really funci..
organ:sations, particularly the trade unions. recently, was the demand for much great· strations of 48 reacfng agains~. the at- oned as an organ:sm, as a soviet.
The factories have not only brought
tempt on Togliatti's life, and 64 for the
Despite all the chatter about an im- er expenditures in relation to hous:ng.
proved balance of payments, the fact reWe appeal to the trade un:ons to take bur:al of Togliatti. Th's deplonstration has their combative decis:on, but :1180 their
mains that capitalism is not capable of up firm positions on fundamental ponical shown the immense force and decls:on of slogans. The divers'ty of the slogans was
at!- increasing or even a stable rate 'Of
issues, to wage a stru~gle in the Lahour the proletarian classes of the country, and immense, from the most elementary, wh,ch
growtb. which can meet all the .necessary Party against the react10nary objectives of tbe whole of the masses to advance t.o- expressed the hatred. of the class for the
bosses, and those, which p~kedfun at the
demands of the maSses. Housing, educat- tb~ government, allainst the polley over ward: power.
If the ,generaistrike of the 19th No- government, up to those which. expressed
ion, social amenities of aU sorts lag be- Vietnam, a2a'nst·the NATO war amance.
hind hopelessly the needs of the masses. It is crim'nal: to 'remain qU'et on these . vember expressed this decis!on .011. ana- the . potticat maturity of tbe _class "contr. Figures whic1.I ar-eproduced to show that issues,to adopt a Doliey of wait and see. fonal scale,. the concentration. of .the en- act and power" ''We w:II' exert all oUr
exoenditures are constantly rising. in edu- The sill-nee over 'Ulster is ·criminal. Wbat gineering sector,·· has raised tb's decision streng~h for power", "This is only a be.
.. .
cation, the health services etc,,~ean no- 'rlRht have British troODS to be there? and made it advallee ina . prograJ.llmatic ginning, we want power"..
If the placards of the masses.: and c)f
'. thing, when it is conspicuously obvious Wlmt r'l!b.f ha~ the· reactionarv' jud!cial and ,organic way. 'rhrollghthe fllgineering
wprkers, the masses of the C~lIntry, all
CONTINUED ON p,AGE~f
that all social. ~rvices are detet:ior~ting
CONTINUED ON' PAGE 4
~t the Arab Summit at 'l{abat is the re-
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The discussion
the preventative war In)
the Soviet Union, and the unequal and
combined process of the World Socialist:
Revolution
J. Posadas 8.
. The document which we publish below appeared in No. 484 (No. 19
in, clandestinity) of Frente Obrero of Uruguay. The introductlon and
the title oj this document are by the editorial board of Frente Obrero.
INTRODUCTION
We are publishing this article by Comrade J. Posadas written almost.
2 years ago, which is fully confirmed today by the discussions, which Ole
bemg developed in the Soviet Union, as the declarations of the Soviet
Vice Minister for Defence Krilov express in a limited way. He declares
that imperialism is preparing for the atomic war, and that it already has
a centralised command to launch it at any moment. He also says that,
.. contrary to what the Imperialist ideologists assert -(when they say that
the nuclear war will not have' either victors or vanquished). "This
is false and against the laws that determine to progress of history. In
the event Of a nuclear war, in the case of it being launched. the victory
will belong to the socialist world find to all progressive humanity,"
It is the 'historic and dialectical dominion of the mUltiple forms of
the process ot the political revolution in the Workers States, of the
counter revQlutionaryand contradiCtory historic nature of .the bureaucracy (although not antagonistic to the Workers States), which permits
comrade. Posadas through ·a. simple press agency telegram-which We
publish below, to analyse the depth of the discussions, which are being
held within the Sovler Army on the preventive wqr. These discussions
arose two years ago in a very limited wayan the' surface and were the
distant expression of the politic;al revolutirm, which is going on in the
Soviet Union. It is the understanding and the elaboration of Marxism
in this state of history, which enables Comrade Posadas. to' forsee the
general course of e.vents, as the' role of the Soviet ArmY, which joined
to the defence of its bureaucratic interests. has to forsee even though
empirically, future events and 4efend the Workers State. This line. is
imposed by the historic nature and structure of the Workers State, the
Soviet proletarian vanguard and the masses of the Workers States. This
is what happened with the intervention ot the Soviet Army in Czechoslovakia. ahd which is expressed today in the declarations of this Soviet
Marshal (Krilov). We appeal to the communist militants, to the proletarian and revolutionary valtguard of the country to discuss and study
this document, the documents of comrade Posadas ahd the IV International, which are the basis, ,the instrument for the dominion and under.
standinf{ of this unequal and combined process of the world socialist
revolution, in whic.h today, as Comrade Posada." has ann.lv<:ed in df'C7{me'nts
previous to this article, it is the combined aSf)ect, which dderm;nes and
permits the unequal aspects to be compensated for in the objective courSe
of the world socialist revolution.
The problem o~ the preventative war is
being d.scussed in the SO'\li.':t Un;on. Basically, they are discuss_rig on the one hand,
C; the
preventat:ve war and' on the other,
how not . to let themselves be taken by
surprise. Otherw:se t,le discussions, which
· the papers have announced about the ex- pUlsions from the Soviet Army in 1941,
and about the invasion' of t,le German
Army would not have any sense. The dis· <cussions at the present time in the Central
.. Corom.ttee of the Communist Party in
:.the Soviet Union are :about how it'. was
that they had not foreseen the onslalilght
· ,of the capitalism, -that ~apitalism was go_ lng to fall on them. And it is the. same
thing today! They are discussing that ca· pital;sm .is prepar:ng to - fall
them.
In that period,_. th.~re was only one
Workers State, now there are 16. If they
are discussing this way today, it is because
they ha:ve drawn conclusions, they have
appraised that· they 'cannnt Jet themselves
pe taken by surprise. A tendency exists
which does not want to let itself be taken
for a r;de. It justifies itself with the statement of the Soviet marshall who says;
"We, have the nuclear arms to .take the
-initiative, and liquidate North America."
And on the declaration of UNITA, the
organ of the Italian CP some 20 days ago,
a Soviet military leader sa;d more or less;
"We said that war was poss:ble". It is a
c lie, Th.ese
people have always said that
the war is nonsense. But nQw they say
_ on the contrary; "We have never sa:d that
the war was impossible,but that it was
pcssible." It means that. t)1ey are discussing and see what is coming.
All this indicates that in the Soviet
:On;on, layers still at the top, are dis· cussing and drawing conclusions. This is
the military sector, which is the most
sensitve to this understanding, because
it sees the Yanks and their preparations.
They draw the conclusion that such preparations ar-e to be launched against them.
This IS the way in which one. of the bases
of the politic,al revolution is developing.
It does not beg:n bya aiscussiol; of democratic rights, of political rights, of right .
· of tendencies, of prQl~tarian democracy or
of soviets., Thcy are not discussing this.
But they arc- discussing aspects, which are

on

today absolutely necessary to the progress
of the Soviet Un:on and its. const:tution.
That h why they are preparing for the
war. In t:1is s.e.nse, the military team which
one or two years ago published a book
in w:lich they posed that they had at their
d;sposition enough arms to' [qu:datethe
Yanks, was \vell in advance.
The political revoluton is not only bas· ed on, nor dep;:nds, on the restitution of
soviets. It is very certain, that this is the
centre. But one of the' cond:tions of the
Political Revolution is that the. SovIet
Workers State :plays its role in history;
which is to prepare ;'tself for. the nuclear
war, not to .let itself be taken by surprisI(
and be crushed:
'.. .
The bureaucraey has a panic fear of the
world nuclear war, just as it had a panic
fear of' the preced:ng war. Trotsky' said
referring to th'c\' Hitler~Stalin tiact; "The
essential historic cause of 'tli:s pact is that
Stalin has a pa~ic fear of the war, and
his task and actual policy it to wish to
prevent the war".' For. them i~ was death.
One can find this today in all the texts
of Trotsky; the bureaucracy has as much
fear of the war as Imperialism. It fears
t'le war more than capitalism, wh:ch can
hope to survive, but not the bureaucracy.
It is crushed between the revolution and
· capitalism.
The fact that today a tendency emerges,
which poses basically the problem of the
preventative war, indicates that we are
no longer ln 1939; that is to say that the
· weight of the 16 Workers States; the
we:ght of the masses, the:r pressure and
the advance of the world revolution in
every way, penetrates the Soviet Union
and forces, even in a limited fashion, these
people to forsee and prepare themselves
for these events.
All th:s is going in the sense of preparing . the sov'et people. It is the same
thing in this film "If yOU love your home"
(see the press agency report, which we produce below), which ,signifies a preparation of the soviet people according to the
newspapers. It is an expression, still only
m·nimal. of the Political Revolution.
The Political Revolution is developing
in an unequal .and combined way; in
China in one' way, in the USSR in an-

other, in Syria in a third. The permanent that which is convenient to the interests
Socialist Revolution needs to advance. but of these, in the preparat;on of the nuclear
it does not have a harmonious point of war. They wish to cut th;s process, and
support, which directs it, prOfiting from they think that they must cut it miUarthe best occasions. If it could advance Uy Today it is under this form, which
with all the force which it has, it would the need~ of the Workers States are exhave already destroyed capitalism. It ad- pressed. Tomorrow it will be under the
vances in an unequal and comb.ned way. form of the revolution.
In as much as there is not a centre, not
There is not any theoretical Unity of
a programme, not a revolutionary leader- any leadership of the Workers States in
ship, which leads this struggle, the Work- ths process of the revolution. Fidel Castro
ers State makes its pressure felt in every says one thing, the Syrians another, the
way. This is why it is unequal and com- Chinese another. the Soviet Union still
b;ned. The film "If you love your country" another. Faced with this lack of theohas an immense importance. This ~ the retical .unity, we are the centre of such
preparation of the Soviet people for the a unity in which they cannot understand
war. "We will not let ourselves be taken anything ot what is going on, and!.w:thvut
by surprise"; this is the basis of the which understanding they cannot advance
quest:on.
consciously to organise the forces.
Why do they condemn Stalin now for
We are not so naive to believe that we
not having foreseen the invasion? Why? are a theoretic;:al . organising centre with
To condemn the past? It is absurd. They a material and organic power. We do not
do it because they are preparing for the . have this strength. But h:story shows that
present. The discussion puts this .cleady in eertain, determined stages of· the .moveinto evidence. It is of immense import~· ment and the. -hifitorical process, when the
ance, and confirms the meeting of the material forces ripen and are ripe for fusi9n,
historians of the Academy of Military they is no progress if there is not thqoSciences in Moscow of which the rev:ew retical understanding wh:ch allows this
'''Sinistra'' of Italy carries a report.
.' . '
.;
weld:ng.
The report made of the public discusWe have this Understanding, and t.he
sions confirm that anti-Stalin groups have matUrity already eXists. The catalyst :'of
existed in the army and continue to exist. which Pablo spoke when 'he was still 'in
Th:s was said at the moment of the sackings of Shelepin, Semichastny and legorichev. Their anti-Stalinism was not abstrA FILM AGAINST. STALIN;'
act, but becaust: they saw the rotten role
of Stalin, his incapacity to ~ee the. GerIlAS <BEEN SHOWN
man· invasion. Today these people say
that they do not want to allow. this to be
-IN MOSCOW
produced again. This is what' they are
discussing~
At ·the very moment where
I, MoS'et>W·(A.F.P. October 1967}"
Kosygin seeks contact with world capitalism, gives over the factories to the autoAU the. Russian commanders of;
nomy of enterprises. This' film, these disthe
military distr:cts wer~ shot dur.;
cuss Ions' are ging against all this. This
ing the!'ummer of 1~41. when the.:process is still not expressed politically.
German invasion of the Soviet ~nion..·
These discuss:ons, this film seeks to
occurred. This information was i i,·,:
res3'ond' to the preoccupations which exist
in the "soviet· masseS. Otherwise, they
closed for tire firstt:fue in the Sovj.'··
would 'not come out to combat it now.
et p:cture "If you love your home","
Why do they come out? They come out
wblch . win be officially shown .in"
w:th the ·view of establishing contact, in
Moscow. (jn Octo~erthe 2~th on 'th~:~
· th:s empiri'cal form, between the m;litary
occasion of the S.Oth. A,.nmve~sary of);
wing, the intellectual wing and the masthe October RevolntlOn •. It was pre- ..
ses, the advanced cadres of the proletarsent~d yesterd~y' evenillg privately,';
.: ian, peasant, 'student vanguard, who are
and repurts on "The Battle of Mos.)
· equallycoflscious, and are concerned that
cow" in, the w:nter of: 1941, 'accord-,!
the Yanks are preparing to launch the
;. nuclear war, and that it must be faced.
ing . ti> the principles of a document..:·,
Such: afilrn:~ would not 'llave' arty sense
ary: unpubi:shed newsreels w:th bOhr!
if there' was noi' an - interest, 'a. concern
commentaries; "and . a permanent ef-,::
jlor the problems :of the' world revolution,
f(nt tote,a~b.pure objectiv~ty•. · •
; :if there' was not -an interest· to intervene.
jJefore .the ~h.cnvi.ng, the' fiJm., gay'~,
Towh:tlm is 'this film· directed? It is: a
rise
to passionate debate' and. pro~:'j
· ,film with a purpose,' a film Of a tendency
voke.d fef.()Cioull ()pposition. IIJ. prac~,
which wants to respond to· this concern.
fce . fin:/ihed !lIst '. year;, 'the; film went"
: This is' why-oit 'i~ iillportant that it 'Should
throilgh tbelast barriers of . censor·.:·
.beprojectedIt(}w,:even if it has:not been
'shClW1l recently. They wish to' 'profit frdm
ship, and will be.o'ffic:ally presented"
the discuss:onon the events of' 1941, from
· ill MosCow on -'the 20th of' Octol:ier'
the present ,events Of Syria' and' of the
in'SbDIe 20 ~inemas; M~debyVasm';
,. Middle .Ea-st.. It: is necessary' to demand
Ordinsky for' the" "Expt!rit\tental' '.
why, they have not shown ·this 'film beStudio';,. which VladimZr Pozne.r. d:.:,
fore?
.
rects,
with scripts. by Constantine ..
·
It is necessary to intervene on the
Simonov and EvgeniVorobiov, ·the.
rythms, the" dehiys with which Syria is
· film has three principal stars,' who .
d~veloping. Our consciousness is not abin the opinion of the pro·ducers "are'
stract nor unconscious.' It is' on the contrary very consc:ous. We understand very
go :ng to make the screen explode".'
well all the risks wh;ch exist; very well.
They are the marshalls Jukov,
The risks, for example, of a coup in SyKon:ev, and Rokossovsky,. who:
ria, and of a retreat. This is possible, but
were filmed and interviewed last'
.it will only last a cock's crow. The level
summer on subjects that hav~. been';
already reached by the revolution forces
"taboo' up to now; the B~ttle .of;
the bureaucracy more and more, in spite
Moscow, the reason for the German;
of its alliances w;th the Yanks, to pay
advance, the role of Stalin, the" de-:
attent:on to what is happening in Syria,
finit:on of the true nerve of . the .,
to the alliance with Syria: It is forced,
because Breshnev and Kosygin don't want
Soviet people, ,the lack of ·prepar."
to ·do anything. There are not mariy posatlon of the SovIet army ror the";
sibilifes left for the Yankees. And morewar, the naivety of Stalin in the face'
over, it is necessary to count on the forces
of sure indications that ann,oll,nce:d
wh;ch are rising up within the USSR, and
.animm:nent German aggres!!i(,~,;;
which are rapidly going to find the inand a negative affect produced. in.:
terest of defending Syria openly. .
thtil Red Army by the repression. of ".
The Generals, Admirals, Air Marshals
the h:gh command·, The film ·evokes',
who today are present in the Soviet Union
and comments on subjects still·con.,i
are those who say "We must intervene
in Syria now, we must throw out all the
s:dered improper judging simply by'
military people who are agents of feudalthe violent attacks,wh;chthehist~ i
ism." This goes aga::nst the Yanks interorlan NtilkrYchhasjuSt.
'sub~;
ests. There is a more arid more profound
jecte~, ~o"
.
..
...
. , .. ',:;
. - coritni.diction between what is conven:ent
to Kosygin'; and in pattto Breshnev, and
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The discussion of the preventative war . ••
CONTINUEQ FROM PAGE 3
the IV lnternat:onal, 'taking up a word
of Engels corresponds to this idea, which
we have just expounded. Engels posed
that communism was the centre, which
):berated the immense forces of' humanity. Communism permits. them to liberate
.themselves. Engels said "humanity will
.c·ome back to a pr;mitive communist form,
but with abundance." It is. a good image.
In be stage of Jlrimitive communism there
was no reason for bad intentions to ex:st.
There was no individual interest. And humanity will come back to this stage, but
~nstead of living materially' as it lived
then, it w:ll be the stage of abundance,
'a stage whertl life will l.1e dominated.

and ex:st there. We are base'd on this. We
must act on this.
The discipline of the Syrian masses of
the Syrian revolution proves that the centre is there concentrating all the revolutionary will for progress. This has to be
the norm for the International, all the
International must as' well be submitted
to this.
This example is equivalent to an jmpor~t point of the p.olitical revolution.
This example Ims be,!)n made by. the bureaucrats, who, try to defend the. bureau·cracy, but tb;s issue is more related to
the masses than to Kosygin and Bresnev.
This is the unequal and combined process
and the contradictory nature of the bureaucracy. There is not a single bureau~ratic sector that could go so far, not
:even the sector, sensitive to, and influenced

by the revolution, the middle sector. they must not be repeated, in .fact they
As a rule it advances a !:ttle, then a discuss the strategy for the future. As
littel more, theJ;l one sector and another .they don't have consicous revolutionary
sector, until a nucleus is formed to be interests, tney discu's8 Jl such a way. 1hat
swept afterwards by the .revolution. That's is why inspite of what is happening, the
why it is important what is happening unequal aspect is still more, important.
now, long ago you needed 30 years to The centralised and concentrate,d "process
get this .. And now it is happening in one should have arisen in the, USSR Or in
month. In one month! When a film like ChIna, but it has arisen in Syriil. It is
this ~ made Obviously the discussion is because the revolutionary processes are so
not over Stalin, but over the strategy of powerful that they surpass them all. But
the Workers State in face of the capital- ,the combined aspect pushes forward now.,
It is such a small revolut~on in Sytia~ ,with
ist world. This is tbe point at issue., .
These are the fundamental problems of such a small internal force anq" ~eo~raph
the political revolution,; which strategy ieal importance. But of Sllt;h. ,his~or:cal
will enable the Workers State to survive weight, it takes the most advanced points
. and tr:umph. They are not discussing the of the revolution, and is open to ,receive:
criminal attitude of Stalin, but what the infiuencesof the world revolution., ,
,
j. ' Posadall
strategy '~ey" .should" carry out. When
they raise issues like that, saying that 8. 10. 1967

The revolutIon is unifying itself on a.
world scale, because there is a' natural
necessity for this, but IItill there is no
'Centre to un1y and harmonise, it. And
every leadership reacts in a different way.
. The military sector of the Soviet bureaucracy, who say "we must support Syria~
and throw out all the military agents of
imperialism", go against the alliance
of the So\-i~t bureaucracy with imperialism.,
They are saying th:s, even' while the alliance of the Soviet bureaucracy w:th i'mperialism is convenient to the military;
convenient because they' are people who,
are going ~o .oppose the revolution. These
are the contradicfons between them, but
they are not solely' contradictions between band;ts. 'They are contradictions
which in a very indirect, tortured and
disfigured way, express the needs of the
'
Workers State.
This is why Trotsky defended the Soviet.
Workers State, when it invaded Poland.
(TATEN FROM LGUA;'OPERAIA. PCR(T») .ITALIAN SECTION IV INTERNATIONAL) ,
He said, "In spite of Stalins intentIons"
the Workers State forces him to invade
Poland, before it can be seized by the
'Ihe leadership of the AJgel'ian revolution advances more and mort! indispensable problems; the' party, . the inNazi's. They must invade Finland. before'
within the area of a Workers States. Boumedienne iu his last speeches, v;tation to "aU the militant political cadres
the Nazis can do it." That is to say, the
in which he accentuated his intervention, makiug public declarations one to integrate themselves in the vanguard
Workers State should extend its territory
after the other, shows himself obliged in this way to respond to the risiug party", the soviet (on the agenda throughto prevent the German invasion. In the
out all the political work). In the programinternal
process. Boumedienne ,and the leadership of the revolution ~1how ming
worst moment, Trotsky put the principles,
of articles, in the initiative to make ad,
themselves
as
,sensitive,
to
changes
on
the
internal
plane
as
much
as
changes
into'action. Now there is Syr~a as a result
vances in the, trade unions,in the,UGTA, in
.. on the, world scale (seeJds speech to the ambassadors).
' the organs of the press of the re~oluti(m, is
of this' principle.
,
, Moreover, why is Trotsky ,discussed in
More than at any other tiule iu the .previo:us period the conditicn1; the line of Posadas on Soviets, Communthe Soviet Union? Why?, Trotsky said in
are in fun open d~eJopmentfor the united front; giving an impui&'e; es, socialist democracy, cOhtrolQf .the
193.8 "In, teh years .the programme, oJ the
for, the, united Knut, alall levelS\£or the revc)Jutionaty, policy ,and programme masses in w9rkermititias, full liberty: of
IV International will guide miIrons". In
so that the" socialist revolution can advance. The pI:Oce~ towards th.e all the levels of the life of ,the country,
i948 there were millions, there was China,
trade unions role as the classorgan~sations
Algerian Workers' State is accelerating iulmensely.
Korea, Central Europe. There were milof the proletariat w:thout submiss:on' to
lions!' He' was net wrong; absolutely not.
In h'S d:sconrse on th~ meet:rtg'of the the wmkers, peasants and the masses in the party nor to the state-=-th6' constant
His h;stor:cal foresight was correct. Trotsky
'.cadres
'Of the FI.N,Boumedienneis pos- general, bave· not been posed at ,all", or , s~ruggle against bureaucracy agaln~t p~i
didn't. see the form, that is why he di:ln't
ing
the,
problem of the ,party, apparently "Things show themselves to be complic- vIleges, the, necessity for the, revolution,
'give a policy. Trotsky gave the, profor the cadres, for the represeiltatives of
extQDing
the old, FLN agahst' every other ated only at the lev~I of the cadres".
gramme not the policy, ','he couldn't
the Alger:an revolution abroad to 'live ~s
format'on including the UGTA(*) and the
He is drawing conclu&ions regarding· the .the
have g:ven any, because' the policy COfmasses Iiye.·
, "
.
trade
nn~ons.
In
~reality,
i.t
is
anew
forand
the,
problems,
wh:ch
the
buweight
respond to the form in w'1ich the histor~u.afon,.
which,
he
,is
mak'ng,
lind
Jlot
reaucrat:c
sectors
create.
And
he
is
makThe oldest cadres of' the lotialunion
icalevents develop.' Bes:des he, didn't say
because he was
is prepared to-!Iay. It ing an a.ppeal to the mas~es, to the workers, of Alg:ers and of the UGTA:maintain
millions would follow the IV Internat:onis, t!Ie internal ~n d ' worldlJr~cess,which "to the peasants" Or 'he is preparing ·to their vitality, 'and even if noW-they .apal; because' he didn'tkilow what was gois making itself felt in theeouiltry; wh'ch make an appeal to the masses. Th:s is pear depr;ved of great initiative, they make
ing to haupen to the IV International. '
forces him to, respond. It,: is a, new form. .very important, because it is indicating . themselves felt and put themselves in
This 'm1I:tary sector ~hthe Soviet Union
ulationoffhe FLN, wh'ch, isbe';ng rna,de fundameritaJy 'that the internal pto'cess of c~mmun:cation with thenew!'vanguatd,
who de£endthepreventative war, is playing the same role that was played by the .(which bere'p¢at~ in pai(ht the, spee<;h cOlftraqicfons, which \ is accumulating is With the cadres who are ar:slng>Th:s old
in tlle Congress of teachers ("a'sinjIle very profound, and is opening the road .vanguard must" feel the attrattions',of
sector' that decided the invasion of Poland
arid Finland. This we have already stated. . party~in whose ranks wemustjj'e mUit. more strongly,' thail before; during and these positIons; which ' Boumedienne ,is
This'. is" a very unequal and . combined ,i.mts-:-and according to .'t~e ", principle of 'after the ,lrd Congress of ,the UGTA. We . launching. These· positions and the;'role
recall by the. base .. ,"), orIn the speech 'record what Posadas analysed on that as- :itself which the' leadership is playing :in
process. Without' that theoretical understanding it is not possible either to fol- 'to the, di~lomats "("ii is necessary, that all 'sembly;\'Of last year, thai ·by itself it was the revolution, are determ:ned,. have been
low' or understand this process. It is im- ,(~htJ ,.,rJlina~t polif~al ciilir~r , 'integrate tltiIising a programme. The 'tight wing, ,prepared by the whole structu're·' .. of the
themselves in the vanguard party").
"bureaucratisei( wing;" conciliatory' with im- revolution, which . could not be· delltroyed,
portant to understand this! No matter
These statements ill relation to the party perialism and also with the Soviet bnreau- 'and which has ,maintained' its} ;'own"'vita:lwhat, happens we .will fight andtriumptdn
the revolution. Half of the literature of are united •to' -critical considerations' re- cracy, in part also pto capitalist in sect- 'ity, its own ernpirical'funct:oning,! its OWn
garding the bureaucracy. In the speech he ors, has totally failed in its attempt to internal d:aleCtical relations betWeen:, .;the
the world is concerned with the revolution,
does not menfon d:rectIy the bnreaucracy, d'sorganise the mass movement, beginl}i.ng !J:lasses, tbe vanguard, the city;:, conntry,
~bout Vretnam,()jba, Syria, ,and China.
but t~e, wfe~nce' Jsy, iI'I"itremely' clear. with destroying the centres, of i;lecision Intellectuals, students, army, sectors, of ofHalf Of it! The other half is addressed
the which existed and exist in the trade unions , fi~erS ' sensible' to the Uiadership '·vf tne
25% ,to the bourgeoisie, 25% to, the petit Boumedienne referring directly'
cadres of the FLN says "In the conrse and the UGTA. This force is not, and stat~ ana the revolution. Consciousness is
bourgeoisie. The novel ;has 'disappeared.
of the strug!,le for liberafo.q, there has .can not be liq.uidated even if now it opening . the: road~ The correct' ideas of
The novel is in the revolutiori. The novel
is there if you want it, look at V:etnam. • been a unanimous, adhesion, but ' soCialist C;innot make itself felt openly. Boume- Posadas· are,' imposhig themselves' 'yesterThat is where the fellows who used to and revolutionary education has given rise 'd'enne adds: "The administrative link in dayin the sectors of the vangna;d, today
write the great novels are going now, to to and still gives r:se to , ~ontrad'ctory itself does not answer to the' demands of also Boumedienne must express this. Ttte
Vietnam, China, Cuba. They write 'a:bout opinions among tbe cadreS", or "The reo the revoltidon.· It is necessary to seek apparent pass'vity of these' cadres can
that. Fellows who used to write novels volut~onary understanding of cadres is, not new political links which unify the cadres and is determined by the fact that they
.are expressing instead the relationships of perfect", or "Problems' at the .level of around the party".
themselves do not understand everything
the people and the way of life, they exthat is changing ,in' the leadership (the
plain Cuba, China, V:etnam . .In fact they A NEW PHASE OF THE ALGERIAN REVOLUTION HAS OPENED temporary separation Of Kait Ahmed has
don't explain it, they just say what is
not been accidental), which 'is a process
All the forecasts of Posadas, particul· The preceding analyses of the Internation- of complete renovation. But at the same
happening there. That's enough.
The concentrated and centralised' weight arly of the 8th World Congress, and in al confirm themselves with all their force time it is a process wh:ch IS ,still conforced to recognise tained. If the moment of the' necessarv
of the Syrian political' situation is pre- a more general way before and after the now. Boumedienne
par:ng another greap leap forward, be- fall of Ben Bella, have been confirmed "There have been no problems in effect leap is near, and the best forces, which
once mora by the actual course of events. at the level of the workers from their must stimulate' it, are restrained, it .is
cause it is preparing a "sui generis" world
united front. As we have said, there is But the confirmafon of tottay has an im. adhesion to socialist education". This is because they are not organised and do
alrea:ly an anti imper;alist world unite:! mediate force of project:on and an in. the guarantee, this is the source of con- not have the necessary security. But ' the
front, and a mass commuhist international finitely greater profundity; it is a quesfon scious force and capac:ty in the elevation force which comes from the world revolin the consc;ousness, and the heads, and of a new phase of tbe Algerian revolution of the Algerian revolution. But it is not ution (Bonmedienne says to the 'ambasthe actions of the masses. The masses in the global process of the revolution in the only one. It is fundamental that in sadors: "The world s'tuation has changed
are already functioning still on an un- all the Arab countries, a phase which is this phase, the leadership itself of the sensibly), the force which elevates itself
conscious level, but the consciousness is also the phase of the fusion of the IV revolution, a sector of th:8 leadersip (cert- throughout all the Arab countries, at the
coming. Syria is a great step, so also is Internafonal and of Posadas, directly with ainly much more selected than in the level of the programme, and the organistbe Workers States.
preced:ng period)' with Boumed:enne as ation of the revolutionary partv, the conFidel Castro.
In Algeria this phase is maturing. The , centre shows itself sensible to the neces- centrated force in Algeria itself, is imTheref6re we must pay attent;on in the
International to those cadres who advance most important thing, (because it. is the sary progress. Whatever might be their mense. Boumedienne is behind th's. This
in this understanding' and basing ourselves sodal and organic force, which will de- limitations, this is fundamental. And the in spite of his function, is important.
on these. Not on those who live llubmit- cide, which will stabilise in the first place tasks of the united front must today more
. Bonmediennespeaks under the pressure
ted to the petty tasks of domestic, progress. the full continuity and fusion with the than yesterday, be seen at all levels, on Of a henceforth uncontainable contradictWe repeat, we are fond of all the Trotsky- programmejis the 'Algerian ,vanguard. the ,basis of .the leadership itself of the ion; the conscious function aild" weight
ist comrades, but weare 'ionqerof manrevolution, which shows itself. sens;ble to
(*) Algeriitll TV C.en!re.
kind: This is., the r.eas6n:why ·we struggle
advance, towards, the understanding bf the
"CONTINPED ON PAGE '4
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'of ·the, masses and res.stence of the sectors
'of tile bureaucracy and of what remains
of cap:tal:Sm. It is the progress of the
critical phase which demands the dialect.k:al leap towards the completion of the
Workers States. In the speech of the ambassadors, he 'made, reference to the fact
that the leadersh:p of ·the revolut:on does
not forget that parto[ the land 'is in the
nands, of the big landowners~' Although
he does not give an immediate solution
to this;, he ,does not make promises, he
'indicates a'disposition to prepare changes
in' this 'sector, which axe decsive'~ to fulilli
thit leap towards the Workers State. The
:same when' he speaks of International
capital, .and declares himself 'against economic e~plQitation through foreign trade.
.Here" he 'is certainly declaring measures
to complete the mechanism of the monopoly of foreign trade. And in these days
firmsdeat:ng with imported machinery
have been' nationalised,
In the army, there is in development a
wing which is stimulated to make the so-'
ciaust revolution advance. This \vingmust
be one, of the determining elements, together w:th the revolutionary trade union
cadresaild the pressure Of the masses, in
the' most deds;ve changes.in the, leadership of the revolution, in the preparation
to prepare a leap, in the most elevated
programmatIc struggle, against, privilege,
,
",
against bureaucracy,'
To 'the 'atnbassadorsBoumeaierrne says
that they must I've like' the people, demands an' austere life from them so that tiey
are. not merely diplomats, but militants
of the social revolution, And hecoriclud.
es saying to' them that from the' meeting
flJ.ust begin a true revolution, It is one of
th'e most .elevated indications of the process in the internal elevation of the
Algerian revolution,

All the speech to the ambassadors is the emphasis, which the speech makes on
'on. the same line 'of introduc:ng the, Ai- ";mpeding every foreign p'ower";;"whoever
geflan revolution into the area of a work- it might be-:--weighing on our political
<e rs
state; but Algeria is defending decis.ons" can be a way of plac;ng conitself, at the saine time, from the bureau- diLons on the Soviet Un;on not to subcracy, ,that" is to say the Soviet bureau- ordinate Algerian' foreign policy, above all
cracy. And this has a dual importance 'in relati~~!olsrael, to the Soviet policy
first because it does not reject the pro~ of conCIliatiOn and fetter:ng the armed
cess itse[fOf maturation and seeks for a struggle against Israel and its imper;alist
conscious ,: solution to' the present contra- control. It is interesting to record the exd:ct:ons within the bureaucracy; secondly ample: of the Syrians,who some months
bec~use in this way, it predisposes itself
ago' received a refusal from the soviets
to lOfluence the Workers States themselves , for 'new concessions of arms, turned to
elevating' ,the' conditio!) 'for itscomun: the: 'Chinese; who gave them armoured
ication with, tbebest forces of the'politIc- veh'cles and 'missiles, and· after that the
al revolution In the, .USsR. It is' a' formid- Soviets
also gave arms: to the Syrians.
able phase of the Algerian revolut:on. All

spe~ch was dominated by the danger
WhlC.l Israel and imperial.sm represent
and in relation to this the' problem of tile
Maghreb; without this being correct, this
is explained as' in other cases of the
Arab Ieaderships through the nature itself
?f the~e leadersh.ps save for exceptions
III theIr 'present phase. The struggle to"
throw out Israel not only does not con'dition the development 'Of the revolut014
but it is poss;ble to win in a, short stage
and at no great cost. '
And ihe speech' is' elevated in the reo~Iutio~of help to "aU the peoples who
struggle' in' Asia;. Africa, MiddliEast 'aDll
Latin America. uT~e situati<m has changed cOlis:de~bly4ecsays-weare far from
(he years or Bandung and Belgrade".
THE ALGERIAN," LEADERSHIP MAKES ~:AN 'APPEAL NoT TO Other factors liave''llppeared iii interna. SUBMIT ITSELF TO' THE ·SOVII!.T BUREAUCRACY WHILE " IT ,tiOD;lI PI?I!tics,: w~ich, render sterle the
po~i$;Y • of neutraJismii this' does Dot rest.
ELEVATES ITS Al~TI·IMPERIALIST POLICY
O]J new bases". ,
" ,
"
In' .the, s'peecii" to the, educators, be
In all thh speech Boumedieune places' to construct the Workers State in the
the accent on the stuggle against imperi- country" the soc'afst ,-evolut:on. It b a speaks of the ,role of the teachers: "The
alism. on the role of the exploitation of contrad;ctory process without a totaUy social base on . which the soc:ial'st revo-colonialism and neo co}ouial.sm, aga:nst conscious dec:sion of Boumedienne and ~on supports itself". "To create tbe
"co.operation" Ct is' a preface to meas· of his team, but one which will have a n~w man conv;nced of the socialist policy
ures aga:nst French ,imper:alism). He says great eD'ect on the masses and on the van- a'S tire,' inescapable, way for development
"We have need of a co·operationfree guard of the :country, ,and also in the .fa aD aspects". Too same when he, refers
from every form of explOitation". And he Arab countries. A leap is bdilg prepared to tire students: "In so far as the students,
demands at each step the 'Algeria, wh:cb wh:1e if advances In a more ele,vated way reina'u ,disorganised, they will rema"n tot.
has chosen the road tosocial:sm, sociaUst in the, preceding period in the fusion with any at the margin of the historic popular
educat:on, socialist revolufon.
the Workers S~,tes, stabilising links or lJattle". '~Revolut:onaiy . power does not
That is, the Algerian leadership h mak- preparing to stabirse I:nks, with tbe pro. demand anything from.. the students save
ing the appeal not to submititseIf to the' cess oftbe polit:cal revolution in the their partici3,)at:on, in, aDd their fuU' adSoviet bureau\lracy, while it elevates it· USSR and in the other determining hes'oD t() socialist policy." It is necessary
to' g:..,e adhesion to theorgan:sation of'the:
self in the dec;s'on to appeal to the mas· centres.
Confronting the problem of Israel, this stUtleDts and to their integrat:on as a:
ses ("to go' to the base" "to restructure:"
the party" etc) and to make them inter- ,line becomes more clear: "we have sought ~endency in the UGTAwith the prQgramme
vene (the appeal to the students to '"Or- 'to negotiate, to wa:t, and reality has of tile' socialist revolufon. All' this elevganise themselves to defend the soc:al'st shown that the way was different arid an ~tes tIre subjective and objective' condit.
revolu ti9n") not only in relation to the armed, way". "The struggle is inescap- ions for the rapId progress of the Algeria,
struggle against Israel, wh 'ch It feelS able and it is indispensable to enter into revoflltion alid its construction as :tI
imminent, '!Jut also in the tasks of how battle", In general a great part of this Worllivs State.

THE DEMONSTRATION OF THE METAL WORKERS •••
:CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
the faCtories, ,indicated proletarian opinion,
worked' out in the centres of concentration of the class,in the marches
wards the b:g demonstrat:on, in the de.
,mDD$tration itself, the level of, the slogaD$
~aS, raSed a thousand: times through the
numerous 'initiatives of the masSes. This
was expressed in the shouts, the slogans
hammered out; the ,improvisations were in·
credible. Together w:th the shouts of the
,demonstrators there were the drums, and
the other different instruments to make a
noise. The attempt of represSion prepared
and in part applied ever since the general
strike of the 19th, was strangled in the
throat of capitarsm.
, In aU the previous course of the strug.
gle demanding new work contracts, a
whole network of factory committees, of
area eommittees, developed s;de by side
w:th 'the functioning of assembres, which
imposed themselves on the trade union
leaders. In the last days Un!ted Front
Committees .of the three trade union centr·
es bavebeen fonned by the s:deof the
counCils of workshops and section delegates. All these forms of organisation
of. dual power were expressed In the demonstrat:on Of the 28 in Rome.
This demonstration has immensely raised this conscionsness of power of the
masses which is being Imposed to develop 'the tasks towards 'the seizure of
power. Among the factories represertted
has been FIAT of Turin, with aim.
mense banner 20 metres long and a strong
group of workers. This sector arr:ved on
the square running and to the shout "the
work'ng'class must direct everything".
, This' engineer'ng demonstration did not
signify merely a struggle for demands of
a Category ,or sector of workers, but
through it· the whole of the masses of the
country have eXpressed, be it by their
presence. be it by their combative reo
ftection, the decis:on to un'te the immedi.
ate demands with the political perspectivo
es of the class, to give It solution. to the
social and political cr:sis of the country.
Faced with the impotence of cap:taUsm
torespoBlI to the ,aspirations and needs
of the masses, their desire for a dign'fied
Ufe, the, masses demonstrate once more,
that they are not disJ)osed to put
up with tbe cr:sis of caJ)itaIism, not dhpose to pay for th:8 crisis. They are stlIl
advancing in a fragmental')' way, because
of the indecision of their portical and
trade union leaders, in the exercis:ng of
power; but they are preparing to take
power.
The party intervened with strength in
thisconcentrat'on. It was the- only workersparty to intervene as a party.
The CPI intervened, solely through its,
1rade 1Iuion Cadres of the union apparat..

'0.

us. Since the general strike of 19 Nov.
its line has been to yield faced with the
sharpening of the ybjective course, which
demands a class and pol:t;cal solut:on.
Our party intervened with two plaeards,
one four metres long, Carrying the emblem
of the hammer and sickle, the name of
the party followed by the slogans ''FOR
A
PCI·PSlUp·PSI·LEFT
CHRISTIA..~
,GOVERNMENT BASING ITSELF ON
THE TRADE UNIONS AND THE NET·'
WORK OF COMMITIEES AND AS·
SEMBLIES, WHICH ARE BEING OR·
GANISEDIN ALL THE COUNTRY"
and the other said "WORLD ANTI.IM.
PERIALIST ANTI·CAPITALIST UNIT.
ED FRONT! OUT WITH NATO FROM
ITALY AND EUROPE", The welcome-reeeived in the course of the demonstration
and during the march. has been very great.
Many workers and leading Cadres came
up to salute the comrades~ who d:stribut.
oed SOOO 'Ieallets and sold 200 LOTIA
OPERAIA, all they had brought with
them. Many commun;st workers came
running up to buy the paper saying "Come,
jo:O the party",
, .. When the commdes eame into the

,EDITORIAL
apparatus to condemn Bernadette Devlin
to imprisonment? The TUC should take
a position on Ulster, calling for a plan of
produetion, to meet all the pressing needs
of t!te Irish masses, to eliminate unemployment by a programme of pubUc
works. And it is necessary to openly sup..
port the struggle of the Arab masses
aga:nst Israel, to attack the reactionary
element~ in the Labour Party sympathetic
to Israel.
Everywhere the masses of the world are
struggling to take power from capitalism,
impeded though they are by a lack of
their own organisms, factory committees,
sov:ets etc. Their struggles inter-influence'
each other, and it is not possible to
isolate the struggles of the Br:fsh masses
from those in France, Italy, Vietnam etc.
On the contrary, it is necessary for the
revolutionary current in tbe Unions and·
the LP to base themselves on the
suecesses of the international social·
ist revolution, not to allow discusss10n of major issues in the ,LP
and the Un:ons to be confined to con.
ference time. but to impose a discussion
,with bulletins etc. And in this we re-em·
phasise the fundamental role, which the
communis.t mil:tantl!!. c:an play, particularly
in the _unions. Th~y are among thtl van. gilai'd of the British working dass, a.' pro-

square with the demonstration carrying ,the DtlCessary programme in relation, t.
their enormous placards, a leader of the the perspectjl'es, which the proletarian:
trade union said to them through the vanguard and the masses are seeking,. and.
microphone from the speakers platfonn to put them into practice. It is necessary
"We salute theeomrades of, the ,IV Inter- to use all the immense force of the ~
Dational". This has an immense import· ses to win aD the demands.
...It is necessary to prepare the perspeetance, beCause it shows not only the
anthor:ty of the Internat:onai, but the ex- lve of power, cap:talism is powerless to
istence of a whole current in United Front resoi'ye the problems of the masses and
with the IV Internat:onal, indicating that prepar.es a coup. The interventiolt of
the immediate perspective is to give a fascist.- gangster groups, the violent, skugmore elevated form, more consistent or. gle w:thln the Chrisfan Democracy sho:wa
glmisat;on to th:S current by making it the: sharpening of the social crisis, wh:ch
intervene more dynamically to inftuence the country is Uv:ng through. CapitaUsm
the middle cadres of the CPl.
fs not going to' let it go on; it seeks to;
This demonstration has not only been retard the decisive confroutat:ons in a&\
made by the engineers. It has attracted much as it understands the immensa force
a whole sector of the class and the po- of the masseS. The engineering; demonpulat:on who have expressed through this stratiOlt bas increased the fear aud the
tll.eir decision to march towards power. impCttence of capital:sm on one hand, but
Thls is the class and' not a sector, which has elevated on the other its dteistolt ..
is expressing itself. It is for th:S reason interv:ene for it sees that all the ~ontain·
that the trade union leaders themselves ing waJli;, which the concnia~ory. leadef"
hlWe spoken" elevating their understand- sIi:ps used to const:tute, are cracking uning,. showing that it is not a question of der the pressure of the in:tiat:lIe and of.
It purely trade union struggle, but of a
fenskeact:on of the masses.
poI:ticai struggle. It is necessary to pass 29> November 69
frem this generally correct formulation to;
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strvggIe to caU for a GENERAL STRlKf:,
it is neeessRry to put forward the anticap:talist progamme in the u.iOltS' and
the LP. with demands for the planning
of production to meet the social, needS
of the ,masses, all wages to rise with the
cost of I:l'ing, rents to be dec:ded by
tenants committees, all profit.. of automation to the workers, workers control of
the process of production, worker swdent
teacher goverument of the unll'ersities and
colleges etc.

Iongation of the Workers State in Great
Britain, even if the British CP is smltU
and containing a big proport:on of mid.
die class 'conciliators. The worker bas!s
in the CP enjoys the prestige of being a
representative of the Workers State. and
as such cau irradiate an influence far
superior to its numerical basis. AU this
act:v:ty in union branches and trades
_"I!!!I!ilI.~~
councils can stimulate the polit:cal I:fe in
the unions and the LP, the absence of EUROPEAN
MARXIST
which allows the right wing to cont:nue.
We reiterate our appeal to aU the Lab· REV lEW NO.1.
our Party militants, and the un:on mTt.
ants (8 invigorate the d:scnssion in the LP Contents:
and the unions, to isolate the reacfonary All the polit!cal documents of the VIII
elements, as they are being isolated in World Congress of the IV International
Ed:torials by 1. Posadas
Italy, to take advantage of the action
of the masses, wh:ch constantly weaken
Activity of the International
cap'talism, and weaken the basis of the
8/6 P.P. or 7/6 Collets or Omons
right wing in the LP. It is the slugg:shness
of the internal t:fe in the LP and the
unions, which allows capitalism to continue. We appeal to Tr:bune and the Published by Revolutionary Worket;l'
journals of the unions to aDow the force Party (Trotskyist), . Fourth International
of the world revolut:on to enter their Publications 24 Cranbourn Street, London.
pages to abandon th~ habits: of insularity,
W.C.2,
to realise that with the events of Ulster
a' new stage is preparing for the whole
bf .Great .Britain;' The spirit <if Belfast
and Derry is Silently m,atlii'lngthrough. Printed by' St, ,Martin's Prin~ers ~
out Great Britain. ADd tostimnJate' ·the '(lei. Lilli. Rd., S.W.fI. 'tel.:Ol-3IS1Of

Workers of the World, Unitel

Without the . Party
we are nothing.
With the Party we
are everything.

liED
FLAC:

TROTSKY

The sUbstitution of
the bourgeois state
by the proletarian
state is not possibe Without Violent
revolution.
LENIN

REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY (TROTSKYIST.)
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DENOUNCE THE

For the Labour Party
'to power on the anticapitalist :programme
STRIKES, DEMONSTRATIONS, MASS ASSEMBLIES TO IMPEL THE
REVOLUTIONARY LEFT IN THE LABOUR PARTY, AND TO
PREPARE THE IMPOSITION OF NATIONALISATIONS, WORKERS
CONTROL AND THE SMASHING OF THE BOURGEOIS STATE
The General Election is taking place in a situation immensely favourable for the British. and Irish masses, and utterly uufavourable, in fact
catastrophic for the forces of capitalism. It could hardly Occur at a worst
moment for the forces of international and national reaction. AU the relation
of world forces is going to impel. the British masses, before, during, and
after the electio't wni1h we confi«!.ently believe will result in a massive cou->'E' ••-·•••• "O:',"" victory;C"toseeir' ano'Hn(f
tbe- means to take power, SJUash the state apparatus and build socialism.
1+.

it

will
of the third .world war is P1ll1 of the whole process, but
not impede the.' constrnction
of
the
British
Workers
State
...
on the road to
socialism. Every day brings new victories for tbe world masses and the
Workers States, and new disasters for capitalism.
,

",

The invasion by Yankee imperialism
,of Cambodia has characteristically backfired. Not only has it tended to cement
the relation between the Workers States,
'but it has elevated the united front of
the masses of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam, resulting In a series of useless mi'iltary exercises for Yankee imperialism,
which have displayed for the whole world
. to see, the inability of world imperialism
to conquer the masses of :Vietnam. In
the Middle East Israel is faced with the '
growing response of the Arab states to
the brutal escapades ,of "Zionism backed.
by Yankee' imperialism.. The war is heginning. to .weigh on the Zionist bourgeoisie, the casualties mount, foreign minister Sban has even spoke of the need
to make concessions, and Dayan, who represents the wings most dedicated to the
interests of terrorising the Arab masses
and defending the interests of imperialism, has to counter this by speaking
'of their determination to fight to. the
finish. As elsewhere the process of the
socialist revolution lays bare, the contradictions at work in the camp of the ruling
class, and devastates the whole structure
of the ruling cliques.
This reaches a climax in the confusion
within the imperialist war apparatus
within US imperialism. The House of
Representatives refuses to countenance
subsid;es for the Pentagon war in Cam'boida, pathetically Nixon cannot sleep
and feels obliged to speak to students
whose questions he cannot answer. Governor Reagan has to revise plans to meet
the danger of revolution in the United
States. The structure of imperialism cannot act with forsight, but only impressionism, really responding to the needs of
the moment. And the split in the Yankee
rul'ng class is now glaring. As for the
specific situation in Europe, the general
election in Britain is going to have tremendous consequences from the point of
view of impelling the 'Socialist revolution
throughout the continent. In Italy the
situation smoulders. continuous, and can
break open at any stage towards a revolutionary situation. Here again the local
elections are awaited with a certain dread

from Cambodia
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Imperialism

BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL
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Out with

b>:, the ?ourgeoisie, confirming as they
wlll, the ,mpotence of the bourgeois parties, and the instability of any centre left
arrangement. France and Italy are already
in a state of attempted repression by the

ASSASSI NATION OF
OlA VO HANSSEN A
BRAZILIAN TRADE UNION

LEADER IN SAO PAULO
We denounce with aU our strength the latest crime of the Brazilian
military regime against the workers movement. At the demonstrations,
of the 1st of May, Olavo Hanssen, one of the most respected and militant
trade onion leaders of Sao Paulo, was arrested, tortnred and killed.
Arrested. together with 14 other trade nnion militants, he was. ta~en
to prison and tortured on the 5th of May. The other trade '";momsts
arrested with him, saw him after his torture, and he was very IlL On
the 7th he was so iII that the prison doctor ordered that he S'hould be
taken to hospital, and he was removed from. th~ cell to another Small
room in the prison. Then the other trade nmomsts were released, and
did not see him· alive again.
When his comrades outside the prison enqnired about him, they
were told that he. had been taken to hospital,. but they could. tin~ ~~/
,of: ;h.~m~y .~H}3pitjll·.in;·tiicdty... :Lat!r;his,p·b6d~·was·"f'6U'ni!;'i
in a park, and it is cl~ar that he died in the pnson, and his body wa~
taken there by thep.oy'£~!. ..
We denounce this and make an ~ppeal to the Labour and Communist Vanguard, to the YS and Y<;L., ,to the student move~ent, to
Tribune and Morning Star to denonnce this latest attack agamst the
workers movement in Brazil. It is an attempt by a pro-Imperialist regime,
without any social basis of support, to intimidate and terrorise· the
popular masses. It must be met by a campaign of denunciation by the
workers movement and progressive pnhlic opinion in this conntry.
Send resolntions of dennnciation to· the Brazilian Embassy
.
. .. 32, Green Street, W~l.'
or the President, Government Ho~, .BraziIia

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Elimin~te. the
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.right. ,wing in the··Communist

·Party. For the application of Leninis,m in the
pOlicy and·,cprQgramme of the
Communi'st'. Party.

It is quite clear that the offensive of Yankee Imperialism in Cambodia
and the greater intervention of the Soviet Union in the Middle East to sustain
the air defence of Egypt, is opening a new decisive phase in the. struggle
between a dying Imperialism and the forces in the world advancing towards
Socialism. We have only to see the process as it is developing in Great
Britain to realise that the masses are concentrating themselves around the
Labour Party and the trade unions in preparation for great events, with the
expectancy of taking power from capitalism. The preparations in Ireland for
the renewal of civil war, the crisis in the government of Southern Ireland
about how to contain the process in Northern Ireland, and the ceaseless
relay ot strikes in Britain as a whole, are not the prelude to the parliamentary
road to socialism, but a prelude to the development of a revolutionary situation. The conditions in Italy although more advanced than that in other
European countries are only different in degree from the process in the
rest of Europe. The succession of governments, which find no stable support,
the generalisation of strike actions, which go beyond demands for wage
increases, and call for immediate improvements in all the conditions of life
of the, masses, to complete lack of perspective for capitalism, constitute
. a crisis which can only find a revolutionary solution.
Italian capitalism has shown itself afraid to launch a military coup and the
most favourable situat:on has long since
passed for it to do so. We are seeing
thus the proletarian revolution in Eurolle
as part of the whole world socialist revolution. But how to accelerate this course
of events? Are the workers parties and
organisations adequately prepared for
this task of leading the way to the
conquest of power? Now it is quite

clear that they are not ready. The experience of Italy has shown this without
question. There the' process evolves from
a pre-revolutionary to a revolutionary
situation and back again, because the
leadership of the Italian Party has for
so long been based on a policy of conciliation with capitalism, that when this
policy no longer works, it does not know
what to do. It can no longer restrain the
process, and it is sensitive-apart from

the right wing sectors of Amendola etc.to the pressures' of the masses, but the
instrument, that is the party. to take the
power is not prepared, theoretically and
hence organisationally.
In Britain we see the same process with
the Labour Party. Its sluggish mode of
political existence, which flows from its
non marxist social democratic outlook is
an obstacle to the objective. process of
interior entrism, which is now at work
in the' mass organisations of the working
class, that is the generation within these
organisations of tendencies open to and
partially expressing the revolutionary
programme. The programme of the Young
Socialists for example-which the Morning Star has not publicised, nor understood-and the demands of the Socialist
Charter Group, that the Labour Party
prepare
to
take
the
power
and
take all steps to secure the expropriation
of
capitalism-all
express the force of interior entrism in the
Labour .Party. But although the masses
funadmentaUy are concentrating, and will
concentrate themselves around the Labout:
Party, the small British Communist Party
has a strategic role to play, provided it
frees itself from the various anti Leninist
policies, which have largely controlled its
policy for some time, and debilitated its
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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On the need for a scientific characterisation
•
of the Internal process In
each of the
Workers States
The degenerated
Workers State

l . P 0 SAD A S
AUGUST 1965·

Trotsky has already explained the degenerated Workers State. I will in one country, they left on one side the
resta~e it, amplifying his analysis. Degenerated means that the Workers State . revolution ~n the country itself. Thus they
constitut~d as proletarian power exercised through the .medium of soviets, strangled it, suppressing all the revolutitrade. umons, worke~ con!rol and the functioning of the Party, no longer onaries, aU the internationalists; and reexercIses the power In this fashion. At that moment the Party functioned
as. a revolutiona!y organism. Between; the. trade uuions-parties-factcry· Cumnuttees, and sOVIets there was a relationshIp through discussion. The Party
was preponderant within the soviets, factory committees and trade unionJ
which imprinted their influence on the class. And this in return exercised
its influence OIl the determination of the Party and the government.
At. that moment, proletarian power was
exerCIsed directly, from the base, and
any correction was made immediately, the
party be:ng that which expressed it. Then
the layers, wings, tendenc;es, leaders of
the Party determined the policy) orientated it, basing itself on the functioning
and on the direct contact with the class.
The leadership was in direct contact with
the base of the party, . and when 111 the
course of a Central Comm:ttee or Political Bureau, the revolutionary wing found
itself. in a minority, did not succeed in
imposing its line, thanks to this revolutional'Y functioning, it could put itself
in contact with the Party to make it
participate. Without waiting for assemblies, meetings, or· .conferences, it based
itself on the revolutionary life of the
party in factOries, the sov:et, the factory
comm:ttees and within the trade unions.
This functioning was destroyed by
Stalin. The revolutionary democratic life
was destroyed and replaced by the life
of th~ .appar:at!lcSes, t~el1y 9Y ,life at ~he .
summits, and In the last place by an·
admin;strativc functioning. The party did
not live any more. The class did not live
any more, politically; did not weigh any
more politically; the trade un:ons did not
funct:on any more, but in an administrative way and at the to]? The functioning
of the base was de.stroyed, that is to say
the support of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
The dictatorship of :the proletariat i.s
against the bourgeoisie and not against
the proeltariat. Whne it does iwt mea!:).
any political and social right for the
bourgeoisie, it means every right for the
proletariat, and including that or exer~sing its .c9ntrol, of judging the Workers
State. The· economic structure of the
Workers State requires on the other hand
an econoJUic lloviet functioning,. which in
its. turn signifies proletarian democracy.
or as it is popularly called, socialist
democracy. (The exact term is proletarian
deml'cracy for in soc;alism d~mocracy is
!19t necessary.) One uses the term socialist
democracy in the same way as Lenin said
"Socialist State" to mark the triumph
over capitalism and to give· a distinct
picture of the State.
The destruction of the life of the proletariat, of the functioning of the trade
unions, of the soviets, of the .factory
c~mmittees, of a11 the political life of
the trlasses,of tendencies, and fractions
(thus am:lI.illirig the creative capacity of
the masses) has givenb:rth to the. functioning of apparatuses. From that time
the Party could not make the international and national policy, which suited
the masses, hut made the one which was
suitable to itself. The development of
the Workers State has been replaced by
the preoccupation to keep it passive, to
conservatise it. The pressure, the forces,
the intervention, and the creative capacity of the masses has been stifled, and
all the external activity of the Workers
State has been directed to preserve its
conservative interests. It was no longer
interested in effect in preserving the revolui' on, but in maintaining its conservatism.
The theoretical justification of this process has been "socialism in one country".
Formally they have not destroyed either
the. soviets, or proletarian democracy, but
t4ey have been destroyed in life under
the theoretical and programmatic justi~
ficat'on of "socialism in one country".
This theoretical conclusion was given
by Stalin and his fraction. The >rest of
th.e 'bureaucrats· did not have any import~
anc~,
'any weight, any capacity, any
auiliority. Sta1i:n had an authority, whiCh

was in part leg:timate in as much as he
was an old bolshevik, but it was ma;nly
usurped.
Starting from the difficulties of the revolution, he concentrated in his hands
the apparatus of the Party once Lenin
was dead and Trotsky eliminated, and by
suppoi:tng himself on the lim.tations or
the med.ocrity of the other bolshevik
leaders. They had been able enough for
the revolution, but follov.ing on they
showed their mediocrity to construct the
\Yorkers State. They .expressed the lack
of preparation of the .Bolshevik team
for this task. That is why comrades it
i.8 necessary to take into consideration
our insistence, and prepare ourselves theoret:cally. These leaders were revealed to
be mediocre yielding to the pressures of
socialIsm in one country.
Trotsky explained all this in a correct
but insuffilcent way: He gave the essential bases for the comprehension of
the degeneration of the Workers State.
But, he 1,Inderestimated in part the lack
of hpt:tutie' and· anility of i the Bolshevik
team. If this team had shown itself more
capable, Stalin wouldn't have had the
great carreer that he had. The limitations
of history had not permitted the creation
of a more capable bolshevik team, that
is to say more knowledgeable, more rooted in the class. It yielded to the great
difficulties .before the choice of socialism
in one country and the revolution.
It is logical th~t it was like this. There
only exist· two ways of looking ath:story;
through thl! national Sl!ntiment or through
sentiment-national
the
internationalist
consciousness pr jnternational<;onsciousness. It showed itself to be insuffic;ent
and Stalin based himself on this insufficiency. He accentuated the national
consciousness and sentiment, the nationltl
interest, even with it being socialist revolut:onary national interest, faced with
the difficulties, which accumulated. Nevertheless these did not create the conditions; they existed and were developed.
By suppressing the life of the Party,
fraction and independent life of the Trade
Union, Stalin impelled consequently th~
timid and hesitant Bolshevik tendency to
accentuate their fear and their national
regional· sentiment. This gave to h:im a
iarge mass base. On the other hand as
Trotsky said, an important part of the
Bolsheviks were eliminated by the civil
war, and in /loS much as it ;haq not been
possible to replace them by others,. tbose
who before the revolution, a!)d during it
had shown iliemseJves to be Weak (going
as far as opposing the taking of power)
began to reappear and to advance. A
whole weak and hesitating team incorporated into the Party, yielded before the
difficulties. At the time of the Bolshev:k
vanguard this sector wouldn't have had
any weight, but with the elimination of
this, it exerted all its weight.
Stalin suppressed the Soviets, not in
the form, but in their function. They
continued to meet but without deliberating. Then the S~viet life was prepared
previously in the trade union life, in the
factory life, in the Party, in the public
literature, in the public revolutionary discussion. Without this, the soviet was no
more than a tomb, a shapeless organisation manipplated by the apparatus.
They suppressed the soviets, factory
committees, trade union independance.
They made all the oragus of power of
the Workers State degenerate. By maintaining a rigid structure of the Workers
State to avoid putting it in danger,by
justifing the non extension of the revolution as a means of defending socialism

plac;ng them by a team of carreerists, allow:ng them to develop egot;stical, individuaLst interests. They broke the perspective of optimism of the revolution to
the extent where today there is the development of the relations of a capitalist
type w;thin the Workers State itself.

In this degenerated Workers State it
is not longer the proletariat wh:ch commands,. but the apparatus which no longer defends the revolution and socialism,
but socialism in a single country and
then private interests. It can only ~ct ,in
this way against the proletariat, and not
only aga:nst capitalism. The proletariat
is going to dispute power with it to develop socialism.
And this is the de·generated Workers State.

The deformed
Workers State
The def.ormed Workers State signifie!l
that it was born th:s way, that it was
never, even in the beginning, based· on
the Soviets, on the factory committees.
The takng of power has been made by
the apparatus, that is to say by the Commun;st Part:es of these countrles, basing
itself on the Sovbt Army, except in some
cases. Th:s Workers State was constructed
without sov·eis, without factory committees, w:thont a revoluti~nary life and
party. It was deformed from the beg:nning.
This qaul:ficat;on, wh:ch was already
made by the old IV International, while
being a generally correct appreclation,
because it underl·lles that from the beginning there were 110 proletarian organs
,of i power, is. insu~c1ent. The, quallficafon of deformation indicates a historic
genetic defect, but th:s is only in the form.
Basically it is a quest:on of a Workers
State in the image of the USSR, submitted to the USSR. The deformation is
within the form. Basically there is a suigeneris Workers State acotrlb'nation of
deformation and strangulat:on, because of
its submiss:on to the Soviet Union. The
proof of it is that in order to elevate

soc:alijm ill Czechoslovakia. it is nec~
sary to beat .the Sov~et bureaucracy. It
is in this sense that the formulat.on of
deformed is insufficient. Th:S did JJot
COnK! from the limitat:on of the comrades.
of the period, who. tricdto g~ve an answer, but from the limitation 1,1' the:r com.·
prehens:olil, wh:ch was a product also of
tile muiUude of forms taken by the revolution. From 'this lack of compreheDIIion came immed:ately the notion of
"glac:s", which is a capitalist term. U
is because of this that they could say at
the second Congress of the IV Internat:onal "ne:tber Moscow nor Wall Street".
Glac '8 implied the tron curtain. Thus
Germain spoke ,ja a teit Of 1946 believing
.
himself to. be a great genlus.
,At.th~~ .~omentiSoviet. t.rooPJi.we/.'e .in
Czechos!ovak:a, and he sa:d; "neither the
Sov.et troops, 1I0r imperialism". Later it
was "neither Kremlin nor Wall $t.". When
the correct slogan was "Out with the
troops of imperia[sm, let the Soviet
troop. give power to the masses". Today
thls slogan is still correct. But as he did
not feel e:ther with one side or the 6ther
be c!lllcluded 'Neither one nOr the
other".

The sui generis
Workers State
The term Sui Geooris workers state applied tf) (:uba is b1lSed on t~
fact that the foun_Don of this state was CQnstruct~ with a leadership ~
bourgeois o~ which tried sJmpl'y to structure I) bO~~~te. It tri_
to install a humanistl sta~ but on the way it saw tb!lt this was not possible
and it then took the road Qf the Workers State. At the beginn.ing this grOllpsaW nothing, but the ~. said to· them; "no" >'no", and ·in 1960 they W
to begin to expropriate, a course which they had not previously been. pr~
pared t~ take, and: for that reason the Yanks htld supported t&e.n. The
peasants began to take the farms. Goovara w8$· eVe!) ~ at· the be;id of •
armed detachment to try to make them return the .land. . But· the arme,d
peasants refused and said "either you nationalise or we kill all the eattlll~~
"But this is an attack on the revolution". No, the peasants replied ''t~
attack is if you leave them to the Yauk$, we want ~ fanus for the ~ountr.,J
not for us"~ .
Thus under the direct pressure an!i
initiative ·of the mass!o':S the process of
nationalisation began, which afterwards
the leadership accepted and pursued. This
leadership thought to develop humanism
and the masses impelled it to make the
revolution, to structure Cuba as a Workers State. There was no place for humanism. (This is the same process in Peru,
Bolivia and for that reason the panic of
imper:alism, which speaks of new Cuba").
Whatever measure is taken to develop
the internal market tends to escape capitalism. It was not possible to take capitalist measures to regenerate the Cuban
state.
Under the pressure of the world process, and above all of China, which exercises on Cuba a great influence, the Cuban masses have forced their leadership
to go forward, on the basis of their human:sm-which was socialist basicallyfor it was impossible for them to reach
this humanism under capitalism. They
uQderstood that what they wanted could
only ·00 realised with socialism, and in
no way with capitat:sm. It is thus that
the Cuban revolut'on was transformed into the socialist revolution thanks to the
determination of the masses.

They exercised in the Y O\lth ~ongress
such a pressure supporting the document
which we h 4 d presented there ~or nationaIisation, that at the end of this Copgress in a demonstration collecting 200,000
people, Castro announced the nat:onalisation of 36 enterprises. And before he had
been able to say "we will compensate
them" the masses shouted at the top of
their voices "no, no". It was in this way
that the masses forced Fidel Castro to
nationalise. From this we have the Worker State sui generis.
Of bourgeois origin, with bourgeois poiltical positions,. this bourgeoi$ leadership
has communist feelings. Thus they have
constructed a Workers State. There is no
example or previous analysis, which allowed them to understand this process.
That is why we define it as sui generis.
For Us that. was not new, We had already given in 1956 elements for the interpretation 9f the revolutionary processes
in Latin America. At the third Conference of the Latin American Bureau in
1956 we said; "in the present conditions
of the world revolution, the petit bourgeois leaderships can be won to the so··
cialist revolution, to take power and con"
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Eliminate the right wing
CO)ITINUED FROM PAGE 1
funcLoning. In order to do tnis it is
necessary to raise the yvhole level of
political discuss:on and the celebration
of the b:rth of Lenin, posed very forc.bly
the need to apply thenofms of Len:nism
in the Communist Party, the need to have
a party geared not for social democratic
functioning, but for the preparation' for
the taking of power. How can one commemorate Lenin without llpeaking of the
funcfon of the Bolshevik Party? or how
to apply Bolshevik norms now? Did not
Len:n specifically denounce those who
'thought to confine the class sp-uggie with,in parliamentary objectives?
We appeal to the CP vanguard to
study and restudy the document of
Posadas on the role of Lenin and to
comprehend in all its depth that the Posadists-the Trotskyists of this epochare part of the Lenin:st heritage, that
there is no separation between the re,volut:onary communist vanguard and the
IV International. The breach that Stalinism made in the international communist
movements is healed.
At the CP meeting commemorating
Lenin, GoHan d:d not make ~ political
appraisal of Lenin, but treated him as
if he were simply a person true, to himself (a peculiar and not very helpful formulation), On the other hand the soviet
delegate spoke. although in Jitnited fashi9n
of Lenin's dedicat:on to 'the cause of
social revolution.
The Moscow ~onference with its emphasis on the anti imperiaiist and anti
capitalist struggle. and Breznev's recent
reiteration that iinperialism can only be
sh:fted by force, demand's programmatic
response. It is true that the leadership
of the Soviet Union, being a bureaucracy,
is incapable of providing the revolutionary programme, although its position in
the structure of the Workers State forces
it in some degree to meet the exigencies
of the advance of the world socialist
revolution i.e. armed support to Egypt,
armed preparation for the war that is
to come, demands that the French and
Italian parties takep"flwer etc, But this
in no way prevents the commun"st parties responding to the pressures of the
masses, putting forward the anti capitalist
programme, appealing for the creation of
the mass organisms of dual power, factory committees, area committees, mass
assemblies, and demanding that the Workers States throw all their military and
soc'al weight into the scales to expel imperialism from the face of the planet.
In effect the documents of the Moscow
Conference,
despite
prevarications in
their formulation, were the denial of
peaecful co-existepce.
And this means
that w~thin capitalist countries the line
of peaceful co-existence within capitalism
must be "bandoned, and that means the
revolutionary struggle to take power from
c~pita1ism. Natur!llly the Soviet bureauci~cy is hardly specific prQgrammat'cally
about anything; its greater readiness' to
ia;lte steps' a~ainst wodd capitafisrri is

forced upon it, ~u.t that does not prevent the consciQus commun:st vanguard
in the British Communist Party real.sing
the need to rectify the policy and functioning ot the party, which in its presellt
line is not respond:ng to the needs of
the masses. Events show that sectors of
the class, who respect the Briti~h Commun:st Party ,as representative' of the
Workers State are impelling it, although
the CP remains a small party. The successes of the CP in some of the local
elections, the election of Les Dixon 'onto
the AEU committee, all show the immense posslbility for the CP to influence
the revolutionary left in the Labour
Party.
But we repeat, a thorough ideological
struggle is necessary in the CP, a struggle over programme and objectives. Appeals in the "Morning Star" speak about
the need to use the paper as a weapon,
but with what progr~mme? The "Morning
Star" in its present form is hardly the
ideal transmitter of revolutlonary energy.
It reflects only too well the limitations
of the present internal life of the CP. It
is full of redundant material and is
weighed down with sport <;olumns, and
pseudo cultural nattering. Whet) Lenin
was being commeIllorated, the whole
function of the party press should have
been Q;scussed. Iskra was a revolutionary
political paper concerned to educate the
class politically, to draw upon the experiences of the class, it d;d not simply
report events, but formulated the line to,
follow. The "Morning Star" in compar-'
ison is full of petit bourgeois chatter. It
gains a following, not because of its line,.
but because it is linked with the Commun:st Party, which sectors of the vanguard see as representing the Workers
State. There is a growing contradiction,
between the base of the CP, who wish to
impel the class struggle and the negligent
attitude of sectors of the leadership. The
CP is full of concealed and impending,
conflict. The last Congress in the discus8;on over Czechoslovakia, showed a.
tendency, which rejected the line of the
right wing leadership, and considered
that intervention by the Soviet Union in
Czechoslovakia was justified. All the commlinisfparties show a tenden'cy towards
the removal of the right w:ng elements
or crises in one form or another, the
original spilt in the Finnish CP for example, These crises can be approached
with confidence; they can no longer be
contained. It is necessary to eliminate
those elements in the CP who support.
Z'onism and who resist the application
of a Bolshevik functioning and programme in the CPo Indirectly these elements
help sustain the rightist elements in the
Labour Party. The monstrous document
of "Cogito" (product of the right wing
of the CP) supporting the rightist sector
in Czechoslov.akfa should be replldiatecf.
ft is nothing· but bourgeois liberalism
masquerading . as· Marxism. 'A campaigll
denollncing· such right whig attitudes
sholdd be waged in the CP, a struggle
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should be imposed, because it is only
in this way that the revolutionary sector
in the CP is going to be able to weigh
in the Labour Pal'ty. And coupled with
this there must be the struggle to revolutionise the structure of the party, to
remove is soical democraCc functioning,
to place more and more weight on the
factory cells of the party with the anti
capitalist programme, to ach:eve a superior fusion w:th the ciass, which in turn
will impell ~he party.
We have the greatest confidence in the
capacity of tl1e revolut:onary sector in
the CP, sustained as it is now by the
emergence of the revolutionary seCtor in
the Labour Party with the programme
of the IV International (the Young Socialists), susta;ned by the tremendous progress and advance of the world revolution
and the total decomposition of the forces
of capitalism and imper:alism, to overpower the forces of the right. We put
forward the policy of the United Front
of the IV International led by Posadas
with the' forces of the revolutionary tendencies in the LP and the CP on the
basis of the anti .:apitalist programme.
There are already in the recent h:story
of the growing rapprochment of the
CPs and the IV International striking instances of the United Front. The Spanish
communist youth in Barcelona recently
brought out a leaflet in a united front
with the IV International, on aspects of
the anti capitaCst programme such as
workers control etc. In Italy the IV International has been invited by the CP to
intervene in the conference of communist
women and has been invited to attend
cadre schools of the CPo It is necessary
to develop this work in the British CPo
We appeal to the communist vanguard
to base themselves on the documents of
Posaqas as a constant source of profounder confidence and understanding. For the

renovation of the traditions of the Third
International in the CPo For the reinstatement of Leninist norms in the CP. Fqr
the Bolshevik selection of ca4res in ~e
CPo For the application of the anti capitalist programme in Britain 011 the basis
of the extra parliamentary inte~ell:~q~ 9f
the masse~ with fa,ctor y COl111!l~~~ee,'s~ ~r~a
committees and mass assemblIes! F/ilr t1:\e
preparation of the LP and' CPor~~Ili~~~i.
(mally and politically to t~ke power With
the masses, smashing the bolltgeois $tate
~llq ipstall:ng proletarillll ~~Woc~~(:¥la
British and Irish Workers Sta,te ll:~ I\lirt
pf the United Socialist Stll:tes of E:ll'rqJ'le:
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The scientific
characterisation
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2.
SUI GENERIS WORKERS STATE
struct the Workers States". This intervention was reproduced in the Marxist,
Review no 3 or 4. Also to characterise
Cuba, we had applied what we had forseen. TrotSky sa~d that in certain conditions the petit bourgeois Stalinist part~
ies, could attain power. We added "petit
bourgeois" in general, not just Stalinist,
as ,we pose it today for the Left Christian
Democracy. We have been the only ones
who w:th years of anticipation forsaw
the course of the proce~s ot the world
revolution in this stage.
Such a process sui generis creates in
its turn" astrricture, which !tHows a political revolution' sui generis, that 'is to
say~ without need for violence through
a revolut:onary process of change: The
latter remahis necessary, but not at the
level of a violent political revolution, a
paralysing interior struggle, y.rhi<;h gives
advantage in every Way to the enemy,
which allows him to win time, to breath,
to contain the de,!el9pmet)t of the reVO~
luton.
" .'. ' . . .'
Nothing like thi~ is necessary in Cuba,
because sui generis means that there exisi
the forces for change, which impose
themselves" becaUSe the intentions are
correct, even if the means of organisation are not. There are no other examples
in h;story" and this process requires this

interpretation, this term of sui generis
(which is not a definition).
. ~t is this analy~is which eXl?lain~ 01lJ.'
attitude towards FIdel Castro, even in- th~
worst moments, where he said; we wet~
"stink:ng" things, that iain·· t\1e Tn co~:'
tillentaL Today he must' say'; "tllis' IV
International is goodY Witho~f th~*
characterisation of sui generis, We' w~ul~
be led by the empiricism of Fidel Ca;str~
as the capitulators have been, Maita~~
Germain or pablo, who belieVed $~t
running behind Ca~trQ they w{)ul(i 'be:
come "participants" and be supported.
Also :vhen they saw ih~t Cil~trQ' ~~4 n(jt
do thiS, they showed tnenlSelve$ to. be
decerved, and put everythln'i in qtie~~
under the pretext that he was not d(i)ins
what they· said.'
..
..,
These people are not guided i.. ~
function of Ii dialectic reasbning ~y,' fWil';"
lYl'ling structllre, prO~raIllme, p(jU~, .W-\1~
an~lyse as a functlOIl of tpe . ~~~~~~
which they h~ve, with wpoeyer i~ tq~re.
The Qeformed Workers States II,re in a
certaIn fashion sui ~eneris;becalls~ they
have an origin in a leadership, which 'ha~
.strangled the Workers State. But
de.:
generated Workers State can no h'>nger
be produced in its own image:, the Dew
deformed Workers States are s~* ge~ri!!
But this process also depends 9P. our
own intervention.

it:

'as

The installed
Workers State
, These forms of degenerated Workers States, deformed Workers States"
sui generis are no longer going to be repeated. Today there are on the contrary other forms, as that of the installed Workers State. This is not aD
arbitrary !erm. It is d~tenl!iood by. th<; concentration previous to the taking
of P?wer In a way which did not eXist In the past. That is rendered at present
pOSSIble by the fact that there existS! 16 Workers States. In the Workers
Sta!es in formation or installed! there is! an immense quantity of revolutionary
SOCial forces already apt and ready for the measures of the Workers State
fro~ the. taking of, power. Wit~out being communist, without being in the
SOVIet. bloc, and W!thou~ belonging to the world of the socialist revolution
emergmg from nationalism, these countries have no less the decision and
prepare themselves ~o be Workers States. That is why we speak of installed
~orkers States; WhICh does not meaD that they are now installed but are
Installed in conception. Basically it is a scientific term, but not in th~ fonn.
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FOR THE LABOUR PARTY TO POWER ON THE
ANTI-CAPITALIST PROGRAMME
EDITORIAL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
bourgeoisie--the recent laws passed in
France against subversive groupings and
the "bomb outrages" all point to the
attempt by the bourgeoisie. to repress. as
part of the preparat_on for the coming
civil and nuclear war. But this in no way
hampers the steady advance of the united front of the French worker and petit
bourgeois masses. Thus the CFDT, one
of the two leading trade union confederation in France, has affirmed the need
to overthrow capitalism, and shows that
despite the timidities of the French CP
leadership, the strength of the United
Front of the masses grows. The problem
throughout Europe remains that of impelling the revolutionary leadership in the
workers parties, communist or . social democratic. But everywhere the various re-

volut:onary tendencies become bolder.
The most significant aspect of this in the
recent period is the appearance in the
German Social .Democratic. Party of a
current,
revolutionary
in
orientation;
which in effect dominated the Congress
and threw the leadersh:p completely onto
the defensive. Events in Cambodia helped
to centralise this attack on the Brandt
leadership, and the question was being
posed a class party or a party "for all
. classes". Germany will shortly see a massive intervention by the working class as
part of the united struggle of the British,
French, ItaVan, Spanish, Belgian masses
to expropriate capitalism throughout the
continent.
The General Election is being held when
the process of international civil war cannot be contained. All the social bases of
cap:talism are slipp:ng away, all the capitalist political parties tend to collapse
and the possibilities of surviving on the

Bolivia
,The Miners Trade Union
declares itself for the
struggle for Socialism
.

,La Paz (AFP). "Torn by internal struggles, the: Bolivian miners, as.
sembled today in Congress, tried to rediscover unity aronnd a workers political line in front of the revolutionary government of General Ovando.
The trade nnion Siglo 20 (20th centnry). bastion of the miners, will
submit for the resolntion of its XIV Congress a document, which underlines· the fact that the government of General Ovando will fail if it
does not orientate itself towards socialism, but affirms that 30,000
Bolivian miners will know how to defend with arms in hand, the "limited democratic process", which began with the coup d'etatoi' the 26th
September. Continuing, it added, that "tbe recent events in Peru and
Bolivia will reinforce the international 'struggle against imperialism
which advances necessarily towards socialism, and is incompatible with
the private economy". After declaring itself for the urgent caUing cf a
continental meeting to "forge a South American workers movement,
capable of transforming Latin America into a socialist country," the
communique rejected neutralism between the two blocks, saying that
the socialist block is not "imperialist"".

'I

It is with profound revolutionary
joy that we report the resolution of
the miners trade union Siglo 20, heart
of the miners vanguard in Bolivia,
which at the same time that it poses
again the necessity of the struggle for
socialism and appeals to the government to orientate itself towards it,
affirms the defence "arms in hand" of
the nationalist revolutionary pro~ess,
· opened with the government of Ovan~
do, and",also appeals for a continental
meeting 'to "forge the South American
workers mo~ement capable of transforming Latin America into a socialist
continent". This resolution of the
· trade union Siglo 20, which takes the
fundamental slogans of the IV Inter· national and of Cde. Posadas for the
,process which Latin America is living
in this stage. is the .most conclusive
demonsiration of the authority of the
IV International and of the programmatic ,and political maturity of the
revolutionary and workers movement
of Latin America, which is now expressed in Bolivia, but which represents all Latin America.
As Cde. Posadas has analysed in a
series of documents on the revolutionary process in Latin America, the deficiency in the construction of the
mass revolutionary leadership, makes
it almost inescapable. that the process
passes through a stage of "revolutionary ,n:ationalism", and that the independant intervention of the proletariat
and of the masses in this course
strengthens the advance of the "Nationalist Revolution to the Workers
State." The intervention of the masses
vanguard in Bolivia has this significance, to impel and secure the socialist
revolution, organising themselves and
appealing to the masses of all the
continent, but at the same time, to defend what has been acquired "arms
in' hand".

This Miners Congress has and will
have an immense transcendence. In
it, the miners proletariat has launched
itself to consolidate its organisation on
the base of a clear' anti-imperialist,
anti-capitalist programme. The election of Lechin as secretary of the
miners is not the determining factor,
it has no fundamental importance, because Lechin to maintain himself wilf
have to submit to the programme posed by the miners, and in that, the
expropriation of the daily "Presence"
which is not the programme of Lechin, but the programme of the struggle for the advance to the Workers
State. The election of Lechin is circumstantial and is based on the fact
that the miners proletariat has still
not been able to construct the leadership in accord with the programme
that they have drawn up, but what
determines is the programme, and the
programme demands the construction
of a class and revolutionary leadership
and this Miners Congress shows that
in the next stage, it will be constructed.
We salute this immense progress of
the Bolivian revolution, and we salute
the comrades of our Bolivian Section,
who with their activity have impelled
this revolution, above all we salute
comrade Posadas, who with his permanent intervention and understanding
of the world revolutionary process, has
prepared the sections of the IV International to intervene as a leadership
in this process. The resolutions of the
Miners Congress of Bolivian are a
triumph of the masses of Bolivia and
of the world revolution.
We appeal for resolut:ons of support to the conclusions of the Miners
Congress of Bolivia.
16th April 1970

basis of conciCatory communist or social 'manner of programmatic demands have
democratic parties disappear. In Britain been raised recently by the class. Dockit is quite obvious, that the Tories are ers have struck for complete nat.onalisatin a process of decomposition the tend- ion of the docks, the AEF conference
encies aga:nst the "law and ~rder" line has 'again called. in a limited fashion it
multiply" capitalism senses that the end is true,· for the nationalisation of the
of their so:cal order is rapidly approach- great monopolies, and the need for the
ing. The Wilson leadership is as frighten- guaranteed wage tq meet "lay offs'\ mined of the outcome as the' Tories and ·ers. have called for the natlonalisation
tries to lim:t the election campai~ as of . the coal d:stribution industry, and a
much as possible, but the election is tak- complete overhaul of the functioning of
ingplace in a period when the Young the. coal industry to meet the inter.!sts
Soc:aLsts have adopted principal aspects of the miners, and the end of wholesale
of the programme of the IV International, contracting of the industry, irrespective
when the Socialist Charter group speaks of social needs.' Such is the phenol1leJlal
of the need for the LP. to "take the po- advance of dual power in the unions
wer" and secure the "power" against all that at the recent conference of the ETU,
the interests who are opposed to social- whose leadersh:p is amongst the most
ism. The Communist Party also speaks reactionary, the execut~ve was instructed
of the need for socialist policies, although to submit all national agreements in fuits programme and orientation, as yet, is ture to a conference of shop stewards for
not benefiting from the interventon of .d:scussion and· ratification before signthe programme of the Young Socialists. ing! With all this activity of the class,
The masses have been preparing for the there is no objective reason for lack of
election for some time and are doing the confidence among the m:ddle cadres of
maximum in their power to impel the the .Labour Party, the left MPs etc., in
Labour Party into power, and stimulate confronting the right wing of the LP.
the new revolutionary leadership in the Already this right ~ing is on the deLP, despite all the obstacles that exist fensive. On the debate over Cambodia
for this course of action. And in this Wilson was faced with a massive rebelrespect the interinfiuence of the Irish and lion of 60 MPs, and under the enormolls
British masses i!$ of tremendous conse- pressures with;n the LP, took a position
quence. There is no difference. in the that was distinct fro1\l· that of his foreign
quality of the struggles in Ireland 'and minister Stewart. It was a position in a
Great Britain. The masses of Northern sense of trying to balance between ImIreland without the fetters of an inert perialism and the Workers States.
LP apparatus to contend with, have been
enabled to advance directly into civil war
In this phase of the world revolution
and seize areas from Imperialism as in the LP apparatus is faced with a situatBelfast and Derry. This is going to occur ion to which it is unfitted. Sectors of
again on a much vaster scale and the this party and apparatus seek to establtroops of British imperialism are going ish firmer relations with spcialist organto crumble, are going to go over to the isations in Europe, Spain, France etc,
side of the Irish masses. Already the A hundred MPs reecntly condemned ~he
renewal of fighfng in Belfast, the inter- regime in Portugal, an ally in NATO.
vention of the youth in these combats In effect the apparatus is fractured, the
shows that the conditions are developing world situation no longer allows it to
towards civil war, and a war, which will play the role of containing the masses.
be fought for socialist demands, Terrified, The masses have already defeated lhe
the abject representatives of capitalism in rightist sectors in the LP. There is no
Northern Ireland speak of how the logical reason for them to remain there.
elect' on is going to accelerate "trouble", It is necessary to wage this electoral
.certainly it is, but it is going to acce- struggle with the perspective that it is
lerate "trouble" in Great Britain also. a prelude to very . great events on the
In due course, as a result of the General world and Europe3"h arena. ,All the exElection in Great Britain the proletariat periences of the world revolution, Jhe
is going to take violent action to impose
French revolutionary general ,trike .of
the anti capitalist programme--national- 1968, the Italian "November", the victisations" workers control etc.
ory of the German social democrats in
All the previous strike actions of the the elections, the Irish "August", all the
masses, car workers, dockers, miners, proecss of advance to .new Workers Statteachers have been with the obiective of es in the Middle East, Latin America
centralising the class around the anti ca- etc., the new relationship between the
pitalist objectives, and in the Pilkington Workers States and communist parties
strike, however marginal it may appear and the world masses,. the process of into be, we have an index to the whole terior entrism. all these experiences in
spirit of the British masses. Again, despite various degrees have been assimilated by
the refusal of the trade union leaderships the revolutionary vanguard. The British
-and it bas been a criminal refusal- masses require a new leadership, they
to generalise the Pilkington strike througb7 move into the elections .with the expectancy
of a new leadership. We appeal for the
out the car industry, the. strike bas shown
conclusively the elevated spirit of com- General Election to ,be fought with the
bativity of the masses, their willingness utmost vigour by the revolutionary tendto repudiate utterly treacherous trade encies in, the LP and the CPo We apunion offiicals, as in the case of the peal for the holding (If mass assemblies,
mass(ve abandonment of NUGMW. The demonstrations, for the calling of strikes
concentration of the strikers, the intensity as a means of impelling the concentratand violence of the struggle, the fact that ion of the' masses around'the Labour
Labour councillors have been prominent Party on the basis of the anti capitalist
in the strike leadership, is in miniature programme. Use the election to make
the spirit of the whole British proletariat. the masses feel their own power in the
Objectively it is an impulse to the whole streets and the workers areas, to discuss
proletariat to prepare the way for the the programme and the way forward.
Impel the preparation for the General
taking of power. The speed with which
the strikers appealed to the rest of Eu- Election on the basis of the anti capitalrope to aid the strike, shows the spirit ist programme· and the organistaion and
of identification of all the masses in the strengthening of the organisms of dual
anti capitalist struggle, throughout the power. The La'bour Party to power on
the programme of the nationalisation of
continent.
the economy, the banks, the industries,
We appeal to the revolutionary left in the land! For workers control, for all
the .Labour Party and the Communist the profits of automation to the workers,
Party to campaign fearlessly in the elect- all wages to rise with the cost of living.
oral struggle for the anti capitalist pro- For the planning of the whole economy,
gramme, to publicly fight all the delaying for a united Sociailst Ireland as part of
tactics of the. right wing, to appeal for a Socialist Great Britain, for the· Unite~
the extra-parlIamentary support of the Socialist States of Europe etc.! The IV
masses in the struggle to impose the International appeals for a massive unitanti capitalist programme in the Labour ed front on the basis of this programme
Party. It is possible to lean on all the to impel tIfe Labour Party into power
victorious progress of the world socialist as part of the process of leading to the
revolution,. on the existenec of the 16 smashing of the bourgeois state and the
Workers States, on the powerful ioint establishment of the Workers State.
struggles of the British and I,rish masses,
to work for the downfall of the right
.'lLY
wing in the Labour Party, and advance
towards the seizure of the means ,)f production, distribution, and exchange, and Published Iby Revolutionary Workers'
the liquidation of the bourgeois state ap- Party (Trotskyist), Fourth International
paratus. It is necessary to prepare for Publications 24 Cranbourn Street, London
this. It is necessary to realise. that we
W.C.2.
are approaching, what will become in
time, a revolutionary situation, l)eCallSe
the masses are entering this election with
Printed by St. Martin's Printers (TV)
the expectancy of major social change,
they will ,be satisfied with no less. All !86d, Lillie Rd., S.W.6. Tel.: 01-385 8637

Without the' Party
we ire nothing.
With the Party we
are e·very·thing.

Workers of the World s Un ite I

..

Denounce the
murder of
Olavo Hansen

TROTSKY

The sUbStItution of
the bourgeois state
by the proletarian
state is not poss.
ible without violent
revolution.
LENIN

see page 4

~EVOLUTlONARY WORKERS' P~RTY (TROTSKYIST) BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL
NO. 114
10th JUNE 1970
PRICE 6d

For a 24 hour General Strike with occupat•
to impel the LP into· power on the
Ions
anti-capitalist programme
ORGANISE TIlE' INSTRUMEN,(S OF DUAL POWER. FOR UNITED FRONT COMMITfEES, MASS ASSEMBLIES TO FUNCTION
PERMANENTLY
The way in which the electoral aunPlliP has been waged bas little
:to do with the historic significance of·this general election. The leading
right wing team has endeavored to prevent. any discussion of the issues of
fundameutal interest to the masses-a genuine programme to satisfy the
needs of social advance, the pJaDniug of the economy. the liquidation of
private property interests, the fuH' participatioli:. of the· m~ in' all .aspects
:01. the organisation of society" the break. HOIP. NATO, that is the road to
.soc~sm,the construction of· a British Workers State!, But the prevention
of diScussion of the programme for socWism bas not in any way diverted
the workers and the radicalised petit b~urgeoisie from their objectives. On
the- contrary, despite the lack of a dynamic class .leadership, the masses have
sIt.own th.eir determination to centralise themselves around the Labour Party
aJld to impel it into po,!er. Then they will proceed to. eliminate that. leadeJ.'slYp, and .find a new one. Essentially the Wilson group are now' (orks on
the wave, they do not determmeeven,ts. ~ey obS,truct the masses, but they

,~n;~~~..

it~e~'rht;~x~=~~=t!':t:-:~hh~ft:"~::d!! .

whole fabric of capitalist society-hence on the other hand the grim pessimism of the Tories, who feel that, as Macleod has put it,' this election is far
more important than previous elections, and feel. aIso,'that they are going to
Jose it.

Throughout the course of the electoral
campaign we. have urged the intervention
of the workers in the form of strikes.
demonstrations and mass assemblies. Because of the sabotage of the LP and TTY
leaderships, every effort has been made
to prevent the intervention of the masses. Both Wilson and Jack Jones of the
TGWU nave spoken of the need of
liaison committees to support the ;Labour
Party in the factories, but so far have
done nothing to organise anything, and
Jones, although he is forced to threaten
a dock strike after the election, actually
spoke of the danger of strikes engineered by the Tories!. However, despite this
the workers have taken no notice whatever of parliamentary good manners, but
have gone on. strike and threatened other
strikes. Car workers, dockers, printers

etc. have aU intervened to defend their
class interests. The printers strike' preventing the appearance of the bourge()is press is indicative of their contempt
for the electoral procedures of capitalism.' What is this free press? Where is
the· workers press to be found in all the
big dailies? When the bourgeoisie scream
about the free press what they mean is
their press-and we urge the printers
union among the other demands for the
anti-capitalist programme to demand the
nationalisation- of the printing presses,
which should then be placed at the disposal of those who support the structure
of a Workers State. To hell with the
"free· press", which tells lies most of
the time, and uses valuable paper to
interpret the wishes of the bourgeoisie.

THE CIVIL WAR IS BEING PREPARED IN IRELAND
At the same time as the masses in
Great Britain concentrate more and
mQre around the Labour Party, the masses in N. Ireland prepare for new actions
of civil war which will strengthen the
objective united front between the workers of Belfast and Derry and those of
Birmingham, Manchester etc, in the common fight to eliminate capitalism. More
and more the workers movement in
Northern Ireland is freeing itself from
the "religious" aspect. In the principal
proletarian industries, such as the shipbuilding industry in Belfast, there were
no incidents between Catholic and Protestant workers, and the next phase in
Northern Ireland will see a much more
powerful intervention by the Protestant
workers in favour of the anti-capitalist
programme applied to Ireland. The recent efforts of the authorities to contain
the "Orange" mobs stems from the realisation that the process is goirig towards
a superior level of united, proletarian
front in Northern Ireland and the
Paisleyite type of intervention will provoke a much more powerful response
from the side of the revolution than in
the past. The Orange Lodges have to
lean mainly in the lumpenised elements
and backward impoverished petit bourgeosu sectors, the Protestant workers have
not rallied' it) the sides of reactionary
unionism. We appeal to all the forces of
the revolutionary: left in the course of
genera! election, and following the ge-

neral election, to impel the socialist unification of Ireland' with the right of
self
determination for
Ireland,
but
maintaining the indissoluble unity of the
struggle of the British and Irish masses.
OUf objective is the establishment of a
Workers State in !both Britain and Ireland, and it is impossi,ble to wage a
struggle for a free socialist Ireland without the struggle for socialism in Britain.
It is necessary above all to see the
general election within the perspective
of a quaCtative leap in the world and
national situation. We live in the stage
in which imperialism is driven to the
most desperate methods of asassination
and military adv.entures, because it has
lost its social bases of support. Yankee
imperialism launches an offensive in
Cambodia, which weakens its positionthe Workers States tend to unite and
all the condit:ons leading to revolution
within the Un'ted States are intensified.
The· murder of Reuther, because he might
become a centre of opposition to Yankee
imperialism, the murder of Olavo Hansen
the trade union leader in Brazil, the
flow of arms into Israel, the constant
widen'ng of the war in South East Asia
are all the responses of world imperialism to the inexorable, ceaseless advance
of the world socialist revolution and the
construction of new Workers States. The
whol y ·.of Europe is .living through the
fir~t,:.; stages, of. the socialist revolution
opened up particularly by the French

revolutionary general strike in May
1968, and thus this general election in
Great Britain is merely a' point of concentration for the BTitish masses in the
process of overthrowing the capitalist
system. The course of events on ·the return of the Labour Party to power is
going to be <l1,l:te other than in the
elections of 1964 and 1966. In that stage
the world revolution did not have the
repercussions in Great Britain,' that it
is having today. It was possible for the
right wing Wilson tendency to largely
dominate the scene. But history will be
very !iifferent.now, and the vanguard in
the .LP, the CP, the unions and in the
factories mu~t prepare for l!. .. wholly new
situa~ion jll.l~h.ich th~~ stru.gg!e for . tp.e
new leadership of' the masses, in the LP
in particular, is going to lean on, and
be impeUedby a vastly more confident
and demanding working class than ever
before, and this does not hinge on electoral victory-this
act as a tremendous stimulus-but on the weight of the
world revolution in Great Britain,. the
weight of the increasing intervention of
the Workers States in support of the
world revolution, increased aid to the
Arab revolution etc., technological superiority of .the Workers States, al1d the
achievement of having roundly beaten
capitalism and the Labour Party leadership in relation to wage freezt:! and
trade union r~ulation. More and more
it' will Ibe inevita:ble that the capitalist

will

poll~ies of the top leadership, home and
foreign are challenged at every point
by the left leadership in the LP Rnd CPo
Already the LP apparatus has announced that it intends to strengthen state
intervention in capitalist industry. This
must be met by demands for the nat'onalisation . of indUstries under workers control without compensation. The car inqustry must not . simply be sustained
by government' subsidy, but expropriated, and its.. plants organised within a'
state planning· of the whole economy'
to plan collective. as opposed to private
transport interests. Similarly it is vital
to challenge in a far more systematic
way in the LP the policy of sending.
British troops. iu\Northem IrelandtQ
shore up the crumbling$: dQjllaiif. of re.actionary unionism. And aIr the poin~
of the anti-capitalist programem must be
related to the actual intervention of the
masses outside Parliament.
To implement the demands of the socialist programme . means to app.eal to the masses
to develop the organisms of dual power. In the next stage there is going .to
be posed the need to .smash the whole
bureau"ratic apparatus
of .. capitalism.'
All the institutions of capitalism are
hostile to anything, which seriously.
touches the intere$ts of private property;
It is surely preposterous to think of socialist measures passed under the aegis

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2.

The Y. S•. must raise the level
of its political life and ac~ivity to:
play a role in the construction,'
of .the revolutionary leadership
The Young Socialists have. ~ot played
the role, which they could and should
have played since their conference, and
particularly in the present election campaign. We say this with complete fraternity, understanding (although not entirely
agreeing with) the concern of the YS
not to confront the pro-capitalist leadership of the Labour Party. But at their
conference the YS voted for the trotskyist programme, have won sympathy and
support for it in the aduJtparty, bnt.
have left it there without waging a campaign tbroughout the country, going to
the factories, distributing leaflets at the
factories, calling .for committees to be
set up to fight for the programme, and
for the return of a Labour Government
pledged to carry out this programme.
The failure to do this has meant that
the YS has been absent from the whole
electoral campaign, has allowed the
Labour leadership to conduct the campaign at the most trivial level, while its
(jwn lack of organised support in the
working class (there is evidently support
for the programme, but the YS has not
organised it), has allowed the right wing
leadership of the LP to take certain
mea.sures of repression against the YS'
J;Ice bauning the national rally and the
.
latest issue of 'Left'.

, What has been the factor which has
caused this lack of initiative' in the YS,
which. stems from a lack of confidence
ill the programme, and in the class?
Essentially it is the problem, which we
foresaw at an earlier stage; it is due
to the opposition of the '!MILITANT'
group (a group which has capitulated
from Trotskyism) to advance in the strnggle for the programme, who forgot the
programme the day after it was passed,
and who are struggling against the YS
militants and our comrades in the YS
who want to implement the programme.
And as a result of this the 'Militant'
group is losing authority in the YS, and
a new leadersbip is advancing, wh'cb is
sympatbetic to trotskyism, Posadism, and
in part at least, seeks to orientate itself
on the texts of Posadas and the inter.
national.
The reception given to the party at
the London Area YS meeting on June
6th, the number of papers sold, the applause given to our speakers, and the'
approval of the resolution to denounce
the murder of Olavo Hansen in Brazil:
(even though it will not be sent to Brazil, but only be Il recommendation to
the branches) shows the advance or a'
new leadership in the YS. This is riot ,to
. CONTINUED ON PAGE 3,'
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THE PLANNING & CENTRAL,
STATE, THE ATOMIC WAR.
OF SOCIALISM
The decentralisation of production in a Workers State can ,be determined by various factors. The necessity for the decentralisation of industry
is permanent, as a function of the efficiency, of the increase of productivity
and the development of the, country. The concentration of indus fry, the
forms of developing industry are connected with the advance and development of the country.
CapitaJ:sm lives in a state of degeneration. making a series of operations,
of investments, which atrophy society.
Determined by economic interest it invests where the return on canital offers
the greatest profit. It produce; cities of
enormous extent, and the rest of the
country remains d:sproportionately vac.
ant. It is irrational iu the form of produc:ng, of qrganisingproduction, be.
cause each individual eap'talist invests
in agreement with what is convenient
to h'm, w'th the authorisation of the
state, according to the development of the
state, and the. planning of the develop.
~nt of the .state. From the point of
vi~w . of bourgeois administration, they
Itave means of assessment, which guide

and orientate tbem.In the last instance
what decides this is the drive for profit.
Capitat:sm structures the economy in
agreement with tbe interest of the aver.
age rate of profit and the capacity of
foresight and understanding of ca·
pitalism.
The capacity of imagin.
ation and of foresight is very J"m'fed,
but in the financial and commercial line
titrough its s:tuation in the economy,
they have a development, which allows
them to understand what is of interest
to the individual can1talist. Each caui f •
alist acts for himself, negotiating with
other capitalists, whether throuf;!h the
medium of the state, the minister'es, or
the treasury of the state, each one se.
curing the best for himself.

THE ESSENTIAL FACTORS OF PLANNING
. In the Workers State -the planning of
is determined by two essential factors; one. the efficiency and
productivity; the other the development
of the country. But from. 1945 a third
factor has been added with much more necessity, with much more nrgency;
the.:ommg of the nuclear war. The
plann:ng ,.of pr\duction takes into account that the nuclear was is going to
destroy almost all the industrial plant or
can destroy it. It is not certa 'n that it
will be destroyed, because -imperialism
has no seclu:ity that it is Iloing to be
llble to. launch more atom!c weapons.
Thns there are three essent'al factors;
t)roductivity, development of the region,
which combines cultural development,
sOcial development the same, or slm'lar
over the' regton.. and preparation with
the perspective of the atom~c war. The
planning, centralisation or decentralisation of production is determined by these
three factors. The more they respond to
this necessity, the more effic:ent w'lI be
-the economy. Efficient means; productiv.
ity, elevation of productivity, and of
production, and security for tomorrow.
It is necessary to consider that the ato·
mic war is going to destroy the majority of the industrial plants or at least
the most important. Capitalism is going
:.to tend to this.
The objective which capitalism is
seeking, is to destroy the industrial
plants, and the populatlons. It is I!oing
to try to destroy the places of proletar.

the economy

EDITORIAL
of monarchy!. OUT WITH THE . MONARCHY, IN WITH THE SOCIALIST
IREPUBLIC. The struggle for the anticapitalist programme in the Labour
Party must find its basis in the continuous
appeal to the masses for their organisation in extra parliamentary committees
to impose workers control, to occupy
the factories, to hold mass assemblies
permanently to discuss all the issues
that effect the masses, and to impel the
construction of the instrument to lead
the class, the revolutionary leadership
in the Labour Party.
The electoral campaign has been conducted very badly from the point of
view of programme, because of the ineffectiveness of the opposition in the LP,
but we continue to urge the sectors of
the left, Tribune, the Left MPs, the
Communist 'Party, to use all means of
publicity, radio, press, TV, public meetings to argue the case for the policy of
nationalisations under workers control
without compensation. for the basic minimum wage, aU the profits of automation to the workers. aU 'wages- ... to .
rise· with the cost of living, committees

ian concentration, to destroy the bases
of .the revolution. .
The Workers State has no interest
in destroying the population, but only
the industrial and mirtary plants of im.
per;alism. Even so, as can be seen in all
th.e discussions in .the Workers States,
th~e are preparing to intervene in. the
nuClear war· and' to destroy capitalism.
This is to say to elm:nate its socilil
strength. The plans of the Workers Stat.
es are to destroy all tbe military power
of capital:sm. The Workers State has
no interest in destroying the industrial
power or workers power, the work force,
the plant of the working population. It
has' no interest in this nor does it con.
cern it Also it is concerned to destroy
industrial plant It is going to do this
because some are united to weapon production. It is going to destroy the whole
industrial power which produces arms,
because it has an interest in confnuing,
and has confidence and secur'ty that it
is going to survive. It does not have, is
not going to have an interest in destroy.
ing the riches produced by humanity. It
has an interest in impeding the use of
the riches produced by humanity for the
continuation of imperialism.
There is a link, a very strict link,
between the arms factories and industry.
The plan of the Workers States has to
include indubitably the need to destroy
the industrial plant of capitalism, but
for example it has no interest in destroying the car factories. It is indubit-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
to decide prices, for a single workers
centre in Europe, out of NATO, for the
United Soc:alist States of Europe-most
of the demands being already accepted
by the young socialist vanguard in the
LP, that is the young socialists. We
call for the implementation of Jack
J ones call for liasion committees in the
trade unions and factories etc. on the
basis of the anti-capitalist programme,
and, that these act as committees of the
united front dedicated to meet permanently to discuss and decide everything.
And we also call for a 24 hour
general strike of workers with factory
occupations to impel the election, to
mobilise the masses around the anticapitalist programme. Capitalism and the
leaders of the LP want to control the
masses, to contain the process within
,Parliament. This cannot happen, and we
urge the revolutionary sectors in the
LP to lean on the combativity of the
British ·and world masses to challenge
the present leadership of the LP to open
the way for the implemllntation of the
progr;llJllllll :.to co~~truct ; the . British.
Workers State.

able that in the car factories, it is possible to make atom:c weapons, ,but· it
is difficult, because they need. a ~pecial
installation. They can try to do It secretly, but it would be known, it could
not be concealed. It requires a procedure
and an installation wh:ch the car factories cannot have.
The Workers State has confidence and
security that if going to confnue. But
on the other hand, imperialism is different, it has no future, and has fear of
the atomic war in competition with the
Workers States and the masses. The
Workers State has no interest in destroying the masses of the United States,
whose solution is the Workers State.
When the ,bureaucracy poses the decentralisation of production in a Workers State, it is necessary to see what it
is responding to, what is the essential
reason. There can be various reasons' to
increase the effectiveness of produ~tiv
ity, to deconcentrate production and
permit greater efficiency.
As aconsequence. it increases production and decentralises population so, that the effect
of the atomic war does not facilitate the
action of imperial'sm.
.As the sovIets did before in the
second world war, when they installed
industry in Siberia an<l in the Urals.
This impedes the intention and the proposals of imperiaFsm to want to destroy
the industry of the Worker States. Another reason is to allow the deconcentration of proletarian power, which is
concentrating and alreadv has experience.
AI~o to defe~d itself frpm ,the bureau,;crats, who 'concentrated could have.
greater effect and weight. Although this
is not fundamental, because the technocrat draws 'hisstrength not from the concentration of industrv, .and through the
situat'on in the economy, but through
his function of technocrat.
Of these
factors it is necessary to see what is the
most important.
Decentral'sation is necessary, but planned harmoniouslv. which allows the advance of oroduction and the population
-for example that of the populations
of the Workers States, who still live
very remote as in the U<;SlR. and who
do not participate in the life of the
country. Let these establish industries,
let them make their own centres, their
own life as the Chinese do. This allows
the population to integrate itself and
elevate its social and cultural capacity.
One of the effects of decentralisation is
to seek this result. Another is to seek
to use the local elements; transport,
climate, agricultural production, manual
labour, facility for access to the exterior, combination between one region or
another._ Another condit'on is to plan
the deconcentration so that the atomic
war does not help imoerialism, and allows oroductioll, which, answers to the
necessity of the war and the preservation of the Workers State. In planning
it is necessary to take into account all
these considerations.
But there is an omission in this plan
which is an expression of bureaucratic
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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OUR PROGRAMME
1. A 35 hour week in aD industries.
J. Three week. paid holiday in all __ .
dustries, leading to 4 week. paid hol:da,.
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages..
Establishment of a basic minimum livillC
wage. All wages to rise with the cost or
living. Commissions of workers autl
.kousewives to decide the contents of thlt
cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and womell_
App~entices dOing the work. of an adult
worker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of automation to go. to th.·
workers in the form of higher wages au.
.horter bours.
. 6•. Pensions to equal the ~verage wag~. anti.
to rise wi.th the cost oflh·ing. Lower_
of the ag~ of retirement to 60 for me.
and 55 for wo~en.,
.
.
T. Compulsory day release for all worlr~,
UIO
for industrial fraining' and further
education.
S.Students to be maintaln.ed on the wa....
Gf the average worker, which will Increas..
",ith the cost of living.

,. Expropriation of royal palaces, lUxury·
.ropert:e!! and .unoccupie<J . dwellings t.-'
meet tbe housing shortage. Establishment:
of <lefence committees. to protect aeainlt
lancilords" thugs; ev(¢tio,·
1ffs . an;
harrassment by police.·~.
tions fit·
tenants committees to bave tbe right ..
assess and fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to. bit
placed under workers management, leadl. .
to. natio.nalisation under workers mana"...
ment. A sliding scale of hours all'
reductions in work time without loss .of
pay to absorb workers whose jobs ar.
threatened by automation. WorkersnGw
unemployed to be found work or giv_
full maintenance.
n. Nationidisation of all key industria'
without compensation including bank.,
Insllranee, steel, engineering, shipbulldi.....
chemicals, motor manufl!cturers and rGa'
transport services, arms, and the build!.
and building supply industries. NationaU...
Industries to be placed under workers
cGntrol.
ll. State monopoly of foreicn trad.~
Nationalisation of bie who.le.ale' ...
retail enterprises.
13. Workers control of all industrle.. N.
eommereial secrets. Workers commltt...
to. examine the accounts of all Industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmen.
Large farms must be brought Into stat.
ownership, and small farms federated aad
run on collective lines by committees of
farmers and agricultural workers whe
would organise direct marketing of produr.
and cut out middle meD.

ts. Formation of factory committees Oil
eaeh job and workers councils In eaeh
locality on an anti-capitalist programme.
If). For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti·Imperialist programme.
17. Struggle against Imperialisml Defellc.
o.f the colonial revolution by every means
including strikes, boycott and sabotale.
and the despatch of arms to eolonlal
workers.
18. Withdrawal from all Imperialist allIancel, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO.
etc., directed against the Workers Statu
and the colonial revolution. Alliance and
solidarity with the Workers States and til.
colonial revolution against Imperiallnn.
Liquidation of the Polari. and rocket
bases aBel their means of supply.
t9. For 1he United Soylet Socialist Stat..
.f Europe .5 part of a world fron. .f
seelllllat ltatH.
st.
"orb... 'Io~erll."t.

".r '.
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limitation. The decentralisafon of product:on as production has to take into
account the inevitable nuclear war, and
to cons:der that it is going to mean the
destrudon. of the great factories, which
produced food. Then it is necessary to
substitute for these with other. means of
agricultural production, to increase the
means of preparation for the great extensions of agricultural production for
the first immediate stage of the nuclear
war. Destruction of the priFidpal means
of production is go:ng to cause immediately a very great shortage of food,
because almost all food is produced by
the method of transformation of raw
material, whether animal. or vegetable.
It is, necessary to . forsee that in the
atomic war' there is go~ng' to be a great
destruction, :and to coi:lsider the necessity for a plannhig of agrariitn production together with the decentralisation of
industry.
The Workers States do" not do this.
The, Chinese posed this a short.'time ago
and ,advised the AlbanIans to pay
attention to this. It is. possible that the,
Ch'nese are taking such' measures and
also the soviets. It is. necessary to consider that the soviets, like the other
Workers'States have to 'take . into account
and base themselves on' the inevitability
of the nuclear Wal'.' They have to advance; 'seeking how to" decentralise industry together, with agricultural production which allows them· to compensate foi the destruct:on, which the nuclear wa.r i$ going to cause,to sustain
its«lf fpr ,.ll: " verys.l].PJt"periQg., of. q~e. 01'
two ,ycars.lRrtetl the atomic war, there
is going to be a tremepdqus reanimation
of production, because: there, 'will', be no
need to convince people. AU the masses
will tend to take power, and' will plan
product;on immediately.' They will eliminate the factors that· ,W'e the product
of the existence of capitalism" robbery.
the usufrnct of capitalism, the surplus
value, which capitalismexll-cts which is
50% from backwardness, scarcity and
hunger.
,
Var:ous Workers States ,'are d;scussing
planning, decentralisation,and the planning
agricultural production. For example tn a Workers 'State' thev have
now thrown out a boss of agricultural
production as a thief, making a plan

of

in accord with his fam:ty interest. The
family means a whole sector of bureaucrats and technicians. This is very common. Constantly now these reports are
coming out, before this was never the
case. It means that within the interior
of the Workers States there is a discuss:on to try to improve production.
One of the aspects of decentraiisation
can be that of removing power from the
technocrats, bureaucrats, which struggle
w;th the party bureaucracy over the
right to plunder, leadership and usufruct. A level is reached when the party
bureaucracy feels itself to he in an inferior condition. Then the masses, the
proletarian vanguard of the Workers
State criticise,' exert a pressure, accentuate their critical attitude.
AU
this leads the bureaucracy to decentralisation: with a whole bureaucratic apparatus, . without 'basing itself on the experience of the Soviet Union. A whole
apparatus has developed under a bureau<;;rafcmentality, 'which believes or
bases itself on the fact that planning is
sufficient for production to increase.
This is certain. But if the planning is
not harmonious in centralising plans.
. and. decentralis:ng production, although
in some aspect there may be centralis. ation, its level of achievement is limited. Ana in fact a whole bureaucratic
funcfoning has been produced, which
costs them millions. And this does not
account for all they are going to cost.
And this has importance in relation to
the backwardness of the country. Because. in concentrating industry, very impOl-timt agricultural zones' have ,been iin,peded in their development, and these
have fallen under the influence of the
small peasantry, of the mIddle peasantry,
of religious and conservative tendencies.
On the other hand the development
of industry deprives all these seCtors of
bases, incorporates ·the peasant into the
industrial process, elevates h's cultural
capacity, elevates his confidence and security in his particioation in society, and
in consequence removes him from and
turns him against the conservative sect.ors. Because olanning, and centralisation
is not determined only bv the contribution of the economy. The contribution
of the economy is one of the aspects.
The either is the effective distribution ...

PLANNING MUST BE MADE ON THE SCALE
OF ALL THE WORKERS STATE
In the United State!!, Jor example, there
is a great production in the economy, but
to the profit of capitalism ,aud not the
population.
The Workers State must plan to combine production and productivity with
the development of the population. The
two th:ngs at once. In every way, centralisation developed the population, but
in a minute way; while' decentralisation
and the creation of regional centres, incorporate the popUlation in every place,
eliminating the backwardness of the
peasants, and making them lIve the general problems in their entirety and in
their particular aspects, regarding the
construction of socialism and the world
revolution.
This is why it is of such incomperable value to read the texts of the discussions in the Soviet Workers State on
the planning of the economy. The texts
of . Lenin and Trotsky, their polemics
and those of the III International. None
of the planners today base themselves
on this. They plan the economy without
taking into accounts the antecedents,the
passed experience. All which is happening shows very well that it is the bureaucracy and not the proletariat which
leads, that there is no soviet democracy.
The bureaucracy must make changes
in the measure where it must face the
present situation of the preparation of
the inevitable atomic war, changes to
the power of the technocrats and to the
lowering of the efficiency of the industrial development, which' could be infinitely superior. These are the reasons
which oblige them' to make changes.
Together ,with .. the objections, whi~Q we

formuiate, the fundamental failure of the
plann:ng of the economy ,by the bureaucracy of the Workers States, is that they
are realised on a national scale and not
in agreement with the whole of the
Workers States. This is not a sociaEst
planning, but a bureaucratic regionalist
planning. It takes into consideration the
poss':bilities, the capacities and the power of every one among them taken separately. This is why each one speaks of
his country and of his exchanges with
the other Workers States.
It is necessary to eliminate this type
of exchange, and make a true socialist
planning, as theboIsheviks envisaged.
Exchange between the Workers States
is favourable for development, but this
is not the best measure. Commercial
exchange s:gnifies a very great backwardness in the Workers State, in the
measure where it takes into account the
particular interest of each local sector
and not the global interest of everyone.
If they planned the whole of the
economies, t)ley could eliminate all the
costs of owerproduction. Such a planning would give, for example, for Hungary, which has some very big agricultural regions and good industry, infinitely better results than at present.
They would obtain the raw materials
normally, without difficulty in order to
transform them generally or partially.
The type of production would be .determined by the conditions of transport,
of efficiency, of capacity. It is in this
way that it would be possible ,to obtain
a real decentralis!ltjQ~ and decollcentralion on a scale or aU the Workers

States.
Each one of them can make a series
of activities, which facilitate production
of everything, and diminish the socially
necessary time for producfon. Linked
to this there is the preparation for the
war, for each Workers State must have
an arsenal and military equipment. Up
to the present one or two countries have
furnished arms to all the rest. It is necessary that each one has a general base
of armaments. It is not like this, be.cause the bureaucracies of the Workers
States have not ,been able nor have wanted to make an agreement between them,
'but to submit them to the most powerful. The bureaucrati" leadership. of the
USSR acts in relation to its interests,
establishing relations with other Workers States in agreement with the interests .of the Soviet b.!lreaucracy, .and not

in the interest of common deyeiopment
of all the' Workers States. Otherwise
they would plan in common. Their
tendency is not to make a comqlon plan•.
but in relation to each state,the in~
terests of each bureaucracy;'
.
It is not possible to have. efficient
planning and decentralisation without the
intervention, the opinion and ..:tile judgement of the masses, at' least of .the industrial and agricultural proletariat.· The
contrary is absurd, for without· the
opinion of these sectors a good. c planning is impossible. The latter . signifies
in effect capacity for foresight,organisation and analysis; The prol~riat. has
a superior experience to all,,, the. planners, it has concrete. experience, taking
into account its role . ,in industry;, and
exper:ence which is a .functiQn'''iof.its
collective and not individual. ',in,terest.

THE ROLE OF THE y.s.
own importance
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

or the ..,po~ib:Btres
which ex'st. We the Revoilltionary Work':.
ers Party (Trotskyist) the. British. Section
of the IV International, repe.a,t. o,ur ap~
peal to. the YS fora United' Front OR
the basis of the progrrunme,whic:h, they
passed at their conference; this, is a" programme which cannot be appI:ed,.m fuB
by parliamentary means, it is aievolu.
tionary programme, which needs revol~
unonary methods and a .revolutionary
leadership to impose it. This, is the hist..
~ri~ role whic~ the YS can play. ~Il
Un:ted Front WIth the IV International;
to coillaborate in ~he task of. the construction of therevoluiionary 'leadership
in the LP. But this cannot be done if
the Young Socialist programme is forgo~
ten or abandoned'~ or with the present
level of discussion and activiCy in the
YS. It is neeessary to· make the internal
life of the YS much more dynamic, it
must discuss all the problems of the
world and national revolution, and we
a~lleal to the YS mil'tants to make the
documents of Cde. Posadas and the IV
International the basis for all their discussions.

idealise this meeting, which st;ll fa:led
to concretely propose a line of action
for the YS, but it was important for· a
number of reasons apart from the .one
already stated. One was the rejection
of the line of the IMG speakers, who
spoke of building a new leadership outside the Labour Patry based on the
"most revolutionary sectors" J:ke the
Irish and the coloured workers, and an·
other was the speach of .the left MP
Arthur Lat~am. Th!s comrade; (we call
him comrade, because we . think he is
honest, not because all that he said 'Yas
correct), made a number of important
points, wh:ch indicate the advance of
the left in the LP. He made a speech
which analysed the world situation, he
said that the basis of the election campaign must be against private landlord.
ism, against the monopores and against
the intervenfOll of the' US in Cambodia,
he declared himself . a socialist, not a
social democrat and said, he was in the
Labour Party, because it was the party
of the working cla~s. Also, while saying
he did not agree w'th the 'left groups'
he stated that he would not attack them.
but discuss to convince them, and that
ERRATUM
he was shocked and against the decis'on
We apologise for a factual error
of the leadershi'O Of the LP to ban the which: crept into the, last editorial. In
YS rally and ban the edition of Left. this we said that the "House of RepreThis positlons are the most advanced, which sentatives refuses to countenance subsidhave yet been Dut forward bv an MP, and ies for the Pentagon war in Cambodiar
it indicates the sharnness of the struggle which was in fact. factually incorrect as
which is I!o;ng to take 'Place between the there was only a minority tendency
Labour left and right in the new which was opposed. However, this does
Parl'ament.
not alter the analysis in relation to ,the
The meeting indicated, in a Bmited confusion and demoralisation, which . exway, the advance of the Jeft in the YS;
ists within the war alliance and within
a left which .still doesn't realise fully its US Imperialism.
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Open letter of the P.B.
of the RWP(T) to the
Militants and leaders of
the British COl11lnunist
Party
4th lune, 1970
(;QJllr3des,
TJ,te, coming .elections are of tremend.
ous sign:~cance for the struggle for
wOl;kets power in Europe, not because
of the programme of Wilson, but be·
cause the working class and poor petit
bourgeoisie are going to be enormously
e~courage!l by the victory of the Labour
Party, while the Tories, the party of the
fu[ng . class, are going, to be thrown into
a . State of demoralisation, even greater
to the one that they are in at the present moment. Although one cannot say
that it is certain, it is probable that Lab.
our will be re-elected, because the work.
ing .class are going to centralise them.
selves around it as tbeir traditional class
organisation, and. they will attract, .be.:ause of an theIr class act:ons, strikes
and demonstrations a large sector of the
petit bourgeoisie to their side. And we
-can say that' the working class are not
going to support the next Labour Go.
vernment (as they have not supported
this one) in a passive way, but on the
-contrary, will try to use their industrial
power to make the Labour Government
re~pond to its wishes.
BecaUSe of the
'world and nat10nal balance of forces, we
'can be confident that the 'class is going
to be at least partly successful iu forclog the Labour Government to take
certain measures, which damage the
functioning of capitalism and damage
the imperialist war alliance. As Posadas
analysed in the document "The S:gnificanee . of 'he British Elections in the
StrU~e for W(jrkers Power in Europe"
~f 1965 the Labour Government
go·
lng .to oscillate between the camp of
tbe ·revolution and ilie counter-revoluti·
on.And it oscillates' because the pres~ure from the base is transmitted to the
leadership by middle officials who are
responsive to this pressure, and want to
make the Labour Party into an instru.
ment for social change. It is this Left
which is advancing, even though it lacks
confidence and theoretical and polit.
icalsecurity, because it has no marx·
ism tradition, it is tbis which in
'the next period will constittue itself as
a revolutionary tendency in the Labour
Party, and it is in the construction of
this tendency that the Communist Party
can play a very important role.
It is with this' PersPective that the
elections must be seen, taking into accouut 'that the final settlement of ac.
counts is very near. In the Communist
Party election Manifesto "People before
Profits',," although it caUs for a Labour
victory oua socialist programme, which
is correct, does not bring out clearly
the role of the C.P. in relation to the
elections. Why fight for a Labonr victory
if, as it says, .the leaders are pro-capitalist?, How can an atlernative and Jeft
programme be imposed on the L.P.?
These questions are not auswered in the
Manifesto. In reality the C.P. Manifesto
is a left reformist pr02ramme, giving the
impression that capitalism can be whit·
tle~, away, from inside. Certainly it is
necessary to put forward in Parliament
certain points of a programme, which
tend to weaken capitalism and increase
the power of tbe masses (as our com.\
rades of the Italian Section are doing
witb the slo·gan of the Left Government
based on the trade unions, and the net·
work. of committees, which are develop·
ing in the country). but never concealing
that the final struggle will be violent one
in the streets, and that it is necessary
to use the time now to prepare the
leadership for this. The Man!festo of
the C.P. is inadequate, not so much

is

from the aspect of the programme, but
in relation to the organisation of the
masses to ensure the election of the
L.P., the st:mulatlon of the left. current,
and the imposition of an anti·cap~talist
programme on the government.
.The Commun:st Party, if it really wish.
ed, as its mirtants genuinely do, to se·
cure the election of the L.P. on a so.
cialist programme, should begin immedi.
ately with the organisation of groups and
comm:ttees of United Front, Labour.
CommJm:st.TrotskyiSt in the factories, in
the workers areas, in the colleges on
the basis of the anti-capitalist programme, taking the programme of the Labour
Party Yonng Socialists as the basis for
this. It must organise meetings, using
its important trade umon strength, in
the factories to discuss the programme,
to organise demonstrations and work
stoppages. and strikes, to make th.e La.
bour leadership feel the weight of the
organised working class. The working
~Jass is showing that the elections do not
deta'n it in its demands, and strike actions; there is a whole number of strikes
throughout the country iti the most im.
portant sectors of industry. In this way
it .will attract, not repel, the petit bourgeoisie, because the petit bourgeoisie
feels the strength of the work'ng class,
feels that it is able to solve the problems that. the decay of caDitaiism
creates, and for this reason it wDl vote
for the party of that class in sp:te of
the rotteness of the Labour leadership.
The columns of Morning Star must
be used to push forward the organisation
of these committees and to .discuss the
programme. {n this short lettilr it is,not
pos,s:ble to discuss all the programme, but
one aspect must be stressed-the abolition
of the monarchy. The Labour leadership
say nothing about this, because thev know
th~t it is a peculiarly sensitive subject for
the bourgeoisie. that capitalism cannot now
make a transition to any other form, to
the. capitalist republic, and that capitalism
stands and falls with the monarchy and
all its tedious and ridiculous ritual. An
anti-monarchy campaign would gain a
very wide support amongst the petit bourgeoisie; a campaign for the abolition of
hereditary privilege, against the House of
Lords, against the knighting of trade
union renegades, against all that feudal
nonsense so dear to the ruling class and
its hangers on. '
In this way the C.P~ militants will feel
they ate playing a vital role in the elect·
ions that they are helping the left in the
IJ.P: to advance and smash the right wing,
that 'they are bringing to the fore' as the
Manifesto says, all the important questions. The C.P. militants have a tremend.
ous authority in the factories, which comes not from· themselves· alone, but from
the Workers States, from being seen as
representatives of the Workers States and
all their achievements and it is this anthority which must be used·. Thus the
C.P. small though it is, can use it anthority antl prestige to raise the whole level
of the election campaign, to develop the
level of independent organisation of the
workers in the factories through the formation of factory committees on the anti·
capitalist programme, and to impel the
process of organisation of the revoluti·
onary leadership in the L.P. based on
tllese committees and programme.
We make an appeal to the C.P. lead.
ership and m'Iitants to discuss this letter
ani! im1)lement its conclusions. We are
prepared to collaborate in every way in
this historic task of the construction of
the revolutionary leadership in the
struggle for workers power.

Denounce the murder of
Olavo Hansen
w~ repeat our appeal to the Labour and Communist Vanguard, to the

students and intellectuals to denounce the murder ofOlavo Hansen, to demand an eud to repI'efSion, and for the recoguitio~ as President Medici has
promised; of trade 'union liberty in Brasil~
Send letters and! telegrams to
'. . '
.
President Medici, Government House" Brasilia;, Bra~iI,and (01 the embassy
here 32, Green St. W.l.

Olavo 'Hansen
TROTSKYIST MILITANT AND TRADE UNION LEADER
Comrade Ola",o Hansen, murdered in Sao Paulo on the 1 of May,
while being tortured by police, was 31 years old, was first a Reel
worker, and theu a chemical worker, and had been a militant of the
P.O.R.(T) Brasilian Sectiou of the Fourth International, for ten yean
without interruption.
. Of proletarian family, he began studying at the Polytechnic InsH..
tute. Qf Sao Paulo, where he actively intervened in the popular and
nationaliR movements in the late fifties. There he was grunted to
trotskyist pooadist ideas, becoming a militant in tbe ranks of the Brasniau Sectiou.
As a trotskyist militant, Olavo Hansen went to work as a steelworker aud tQ work as a trotskyist in the steelworkers trade unions of
.' Sa;o Paulo,. the. most important in BrasH. His trade union activities took
on great importance after the military reactionary coup in 1964.
,'.
Olavo . Han&en as! the other engiuooring comrade9, were the first
people to wO'Yk for the reorganisation of the Trade Uniou agaiust the
military governmeut, and the iuterventiQn which it made in th-e unions•
In the struggle for the reorganisafion of t~ trade uuion, which went
through the, stage of the uuited front of all the workers tendencies,
Olavo :ffanse~ carrying forward tbe policy of the party, won a· very
great authority. Three times in priso~ sacked from his work a .whole
nmnberof t;mes, pers'ecuted,the comrade did not abandon his trade
union and political work for a single day. And when he could nQ
longer coutinue to work in the engineering industry, where he figured
on all the black lists, he started working in the chemical industry, where
he was until he was taken prisoner, on this 1st of May, coming ont from
a public meetin~. in the house of the Textile Trade Union.
CQm.ratle Olavo Hansen was a constant and disciplined militant.
He passed through various important political proofs and crises in the
life Qf the section, in which he demonstrated stability in the Posadist
couception, in· the militant spirit, and showed an elevated discipline,
which made him play an important role in the organisation and development of the party. His trade union activity was always a prolongation of his political militancy. the application ()f the policy of the International in···hisfield of work.' It! was.·in this way that his engineering
workmates saw him, and in this way that he gaiued his trade union
authority aud political respect 'within' the trade union.
'
The first two tiJp,cs·.that be was imprisoned he was tortured. b,m'baJ.'lo
ously. but they could not force him to make any declaration•. The third
·time, they tried.~o··make him give details of the functioning O1f the party
. and the Internatiomd, but the comrade did not speak.
There are;, thousands of. victilUS Qf repression and torture, iu Brazil
and in. the world. who fight and fall every day with the Same dignity
and C()urage as cde. Olavo Hanse~ tQ construct a world free of imperialism aud capitalism. Cde. Olavo Hansen was" different from tll1'm
solely in that, to his revolutionary morality was united the scientific
conception",01f the world, which' he had Ifarned from PosadaS!, and with
,:which he i hatd been preparedJin ''die militant Iifewitbin the p!{Brasilian
Section Qf file IV International. As that of the thonsands that imperial.
ism and capitalism assasinates daily, the death of the comrade 'is not
in vain.. Millions take his example, contiuue his combat, leam from
the experiences and ~e errors of the fallen' comrade, elevating the
struggle. The coutinnation and the· elevation of the ~Ie agaiust
imperialism aJDd capitalism, is the salute of the maswes of the world to
thOSe whQ physically cannot coutinue fi~hting.
VIVA COMRADE OLAVO HANSEN!
VIVA THE BRAZILIAN SECTIQN OF THE IV INTERNATI;ONAU
VIVA COMRADE POSADAS, CONSTRUCTOR OF CADRES
AND TEAMS LIKE CDE. OLAVO HANSEN AND. THE BRAZILIAN SECTION, WHICH UNITE TO THE' REVOLUTIONARY
MORALITY AND VALOUR, THE MOST ELEVATED SCmNTIFIC CONSCIOUSNESS, ORGANISER OF THE FORCE OF THE
PROLETARIAT AND THE MASSES!
23rd May 1970.
., ,
'

L. Da~y -Gen. Sec. of the
miners denounces the murder
TO THE
BRAZILIAN EMBASSY
National Union Qf Mineworkers
222, Euston Road, London, N.W.l
Sir,

3rd June 1970

I have heard in the last few days of the brutal murder, after torture,
of the Sao Paulo trade union l£ader, Olavo Hansen. I denounce this
murder, which took place aft'er Brother Hansen was arrested leaving a
trade union meeting ou the 1st of May, in the premises of tha tex6le
workers trade nnion. Permission for this meeting had been granted by·
the government.
I demand that an euquiry be made to find the people responsib~e
for this crime, which is an attack on the Brazilian Workers Mo",em:ent
aud its leadership. I also demand that thee "Death Squadrons", which
are uo more than fascist bands:, which try to terrorise the workers
movement, be crushed, that. President Medici holds to his promises that
trade. union liberties aud rights will be respected in Brazil.
Yours faithfnlly,
Lawrence Daly
TEXT OF TELEGRAM TO THE BRAZILIAN PRESIDENT
Denounce murder of Olavo Hansen. Demand enquiry and puuishment
of (JIO$-e responsible stop demand that Medici keeps promi~es to respect
Trade Union rights.
I.awrence DalY' ,
Gen. Sec. N.U.M.

Workers of the World, Unitel

w.f,tnout the . Party
we ar~ no~ng.
With the Party we
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The substItutIon of
the bourgeois state
by
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ible Without violent
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Continue the
campaign to
denounce the
murder of
Olavo Hansen

.f(-EVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY (TROrSKYIST) BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATlo'NAL
NO. 117
25th JULy 1970
PRICE 6d

Extend the dockers strike into an
unlimited general strike on all the
loited masse
d m nds fthe
PREPARE TO MEET MILITARY INTERVENTION IN THE DOCKS Wlm APPEALS TO THE TROOPS AND ALL MEASURES TO PREVENT
tHE UNLOADING OF CARGOES
,FOR MASS ASSEMBLIES OF DOCK WORKERS TO FUNCTION CONTINUOUSLY DURING THE STRIKE
When the workers' vanguard decided to strike a mortal blow at the often of working class origin themselves over actually sending the troops in shows.
bourgoois leadersbip of the Labour Party. in the elzctions, it also centred (he and have their own grievances to put how it fears this type of confrontatiop.
the unions, with the working class.
struggle on the extra-parliamentary field, and this action has evidently heen fo~:rd~ppeal for the extention of the with
It feels that it hasn't the social support
,echo2d with fuUconfidence by the working class as: a who!<e. The Conservative! dock strike to Southern Ireland, as part to be able to carry out repression sucvictory has meant very liitie to the bourgeoisie, because the working class of the unIfication of the struggles' of the cessfully, and that such a move w:U only
:hafl nut diminished in any way its struggle .in tbetrade unions and in mass
IriSh and British workers to overthrow
provoke an extension of the strike.
mobilisations as have occured inUbter. The dockers' strike comes at the head! cap;talism. And it is necessary to [nk E
1 much it is hesitating in its deof a class ofiensive,in which .,~e dockers do not stand alone, but instead are the struggle in the docks in Northern ci
sell arms to South Africa. The
the most advanced·' ~pres8iodfl' of die tremmdons combativity and fighting Ireland with the demands for the with- narrowing . capitalist market due' to its
spirit of the exploited masses in general. It is a step forward in the taking oil drawal?~ Briti~h troops and t~e ending cdl'iltant"" concentration, forces cap:talism
power, and: moreov~r, the strike would not he going on with: snch intransigmce of partJtlO~, :wlth the.,gerspecttve of a to resort to arms sales, .but meanwhile
'rise tn' the" social '~reSi:statrce Wto'
>,,,,.. ~·~~e~,~·Wttha~ ~cba&ie"issueiSiworkefs?'p&wer.< ,.i"~"$,~,,,·~~.~JJ Tlie
,~~.l~~=;~~~ is dithering .'cll'tis(:s,Sa
such a policy at home.
In May 1968'~ Posadas said
shop steward in the docks when he ,said,
that the "stage of proietarian· revolution
"The unofficial' leaders are not there to
in Europe has be~ •.•,The dockusurp the power of the trade union. They
ers have receiVed resolutions of solare there to see that the unions do their
work properly." Jack Jones has had to subidarity from aU over .Europe, which
indicates the climate of the struggle for m:t himself to the decision of the dockers'
power throughout Europe, and· is an imrepresentatives. This is a significant adportant influence on their own win to
vance in trade union democracy, and
keep up the strike. In effect the trade
the expression of a process going on inside the union in which the cadres that
union movement. with the dockers in the
vanguard at pres'ent, is playing the role of
are more sensitive to the demands and
a gigantic organism of dual power dimethods of the class are· rising, preparing
rectly challenging capitalist power. This
the way for a new revolutionary leaderis the same civil war as is ·being fought
ship.
The T.U. bureaucracy· is trying to dein Ulster, the form changes, but the content is the same. And the revolutionary
fend itself from this process. The dockers
can increase the effect they are having
use, which the class is making of the
trade union movement (which is also
on the bureaucracy by imposing on the
being reflected in the Labour 'Party) is
T.U.C. that it organises the support it
an important step forward in the structur-' has declared for the strike. The dockers
lng of workers' power, in the constructmust hold mass meetings that demand
ion of the necessary instruments for the
of the T.U.C. that it puts out strike
taking. and holding of power.
calls to oth.er transport sectors, and
eventually organises a general strike on
the demands of all the exploited masses
The T.U.C. has' been forced by the
against the reactionary proposals of the
pressure of its rank . and file to give
Tory government attacking the conquests
support, in words at least, to the dockers'
strike, and even seasoned bureaucrats
of the masses like comprehensive education, the national health system, cheaper
like Vic Feather have come out with
housing etc. Mass meetings must demand
anti~government declarations over the talk
of refusing strikers social security. The
of the T.U.C. that it organises sympathy
strikes and demonstrations, and appeals
left move of the trade union bureaucracy
for the organisation of an European
is an attempt to keep some sort of control over the revolutionary current in
Workers' Centre, using as a basis the inunions, and authority over the rank
ternational support that the strike is refile. It is particularly due to the
ceiving. At the same time as demanding
this of the T.U.C., the mass meetings
way that the dockers have come out en
must launch these appeals themselves inmasse, even sectors like the Felixstowe
dockers, who have already made their
dependently of the bureaucracy. These
own settlements coming .out, for this comass meetings can ,become the centre
ordination and cohesion of the dockers
of the discussion of the demands and
problems of all the exploited masses,
.is the outcome of an advance in the internal organisation of the movement, and
and elect committees (dock committees,
the continuous anti-capital!st and antifactory committees, workers' area committees and united front committees)
bureaucratic discussion that is going on
whose members are revocable if they do
in the working class generally. The class
not carry out their mandate, to organise
is using its combativity to renovate the
the extension of the strike, and impose
trade unions as an anti-cal)italist weapon.
greater "proletarian democracy in the
This is illustrated by an important stateunions.
mlmt made by Bernie Steers. a leading

THE NEED FOR COMMITTEES TO FIX PRICES
There is a particular need to organise
workers' committees for the pricing of
food during the strike in the same way
as was done during the French Ma~ in
places like Caen. The committees set 'up
by capitalism for the purpose are only
concerned with the smooth rllnning of
capitalism and not the needs of the masSeS. Resistance to' strike ·breaking by the
troops also needs to be organised but

it is essential that it should be accompained by attempts to fraternise w:th the
troops. In this period when the whole
capitalist apparatus is in decay, the lower
ranks of the army and even the police
are not impervious to appeals from the
class to support them, because in any
case many men do not join these forces
on the understanding that their function
is to repress the working class. They are

....

TIlE STRIKE IS STIMULATING THE ADVANCE
.
OF THE LEFT IN' THE L.P.
Parliamentary opposition to capitalist
policies is being put up .by the Labour
Party in a weak way, but the whole
atmosphere of mass mobilisation created
by the dockers' strike is encouraging the
more leftward elements to apeal for extra·parliamentary support. The decision
of the Labour Party to consider calling
a demonstration against the sale of arms
to Soutli Africa IS very significant, it
means the ,beginning of the' change that
the .vanguard was aiming at, when it
struck at the bourgeois leadership of the
Party. The trade unions can be used by
the class as a means of political commul1ication with the exploited masses in
general, as Comrade Posadas shows in
the. article we publish in this same issue;
they can put forward political demands
like the one for the complete nationalis-

ation of the ports' under workers' control,
put forward 'by the more advanced sectors
of the dockers, that get an immediate
echo in the exploited masses, because
they . are part of the socialist programme, but only a mass political party can
be a really adequate vehicle for organis~
ation round the programme, because a
party centralises not only the working
class, as the trade unions do, but the
petty bourgeoisie and other exploited
sectors as well. Therefore when the trade
unions play a political role His very
important, that this should impeU the
party to adopt a more directly anticapitalist policy, and to rely Qn extraparliamentary organisation of the struggle for its implementation as is beginning
to happen now in the, Labour Party.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

PUT A ST P TO THE
THREATS 0
THE LIFE
OF ADOLFO GILLY
IMPRISONED IN MEXICO
We denounce to world public opinion that the life of our comrade
Adolfo Gilly, imprisoned in Le'cumberi Prison, Mexico City, since, 1966,
has. been put in danger once again.
After the assassination of Yon Sosa, leader of the M.R.13 in
Guatemala, the Mexican Minister of Defence declared on television and
, the radio, that after the fatal accident of Turcios some years ago, and
\,\. that of Yon Sosa noW', the third leader of the Guatemalan guerrillas,
Adolfo Gilly, was to be found in Lecumberri Prison.
Already in Oct. 1969 anonymous threatening letters were sent to
several prisoners, and after that there was the attempt made on their
lives by provocateurs inside the prison On Jan. 1st. last.
After the massacre in the Square of the, Three Cultures, we know
that tV7(j Mexican bourgeoisie if} ready to do anything in an attempt to
maintain lts priviledged positon.
We appeal now, especially after Echeverria has won the presidential
election, and was obliged in his electoral campai~n to admit the existence
of political prisoners in Mexico, for all sectors of the worker:! movement,
the trade unions, the Labour Party, the Communist Party, the student
movement and progressive intellectuals to join in the campaign to impose
a retreat on the Mexican Government, so thdt'~lIJSpects the Mexican
law and constitution, and immediately frees all the political prisoners.
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FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS
J. POSADAS
OF MARXISM
Dec 63,
(1st Part)
The following document, which we will complete in the next two
issues of "Red Flag", was given as a course in the European and African
cadre school, by Posadas in December 1963. We are publishing it now
because it has a permanent importance, and we urge the worker and
student vanguard, the intellectuals and milttants of the anti-imperialist
movement to study it, and apply its conclusions.
The fundamental problems of Marxism in this stage are not dift'erent.from;
those of aU the other stages. The only difference resides in the tasks which
Marxism mnst envisage in each stage.
Marxism, said Lenin, enriches, amplifies and enlarges, not be<;ause people
eorrect it, but because history confirms it sCientifically. Consequently its field
of action, its influence and its capacity are enlarged"
' "
To speak of marxism, is to speak of dialectical materialism" And to
speak of dialectical materialism, is to pose the tasks that humanity mnst set
itself today in order to progress. Marxism is a method of interpretation. As
such ,it proposed and proposes to face all the fundamental problems to show
that the world and: existenceha;ve a material origin, that the process of natnre,
of life, obeys laws intrinsic to the material, and that social relations al'e' the
consequence of the social regime of each period.
Ideas, thoughts, spirit, sentiments, all
this which is a product of the social
relations, depend in the last instance on
the economic structure of society, of the
reg:me which determines ·the human relations. But in determined stages, the
idea as an expression of the consciousness of the unconscious process of history and society can impose itself on the
social relations themselves and prepare
the struggles and the new social regimes
cunsciously.
To arr:ve at this conclusion, is not
a consequence of the invention of the
idea, but from the fact that the idea is
a product of the unconscious social process. The ideas thus take the guiding
lines of history and organise them in
revolutionary action.
In the per:od of \Marx, humanity~?-ve
itself the task of understanding history,
of . understanding the existing sq,ciaJ
regime. Since then up till now. there nave
b,een a whole I.ot .of philo~ophers wQ.o
have continued . to . try to' explain the
world in a"philosophical manner. The
major:ty oe~em were to be found and
are to lbe found' in the public, coll~ctive
asylums, and the others in the private
asylums. As the historic. phrase of Marx
said, which is engraved on his tomb in
the cemetary in London "Up till the
present, philosophers have been limited
to explain the world, today it is a question of changing it".
The present stage of humanity is not
that of explaining the world. This has
been done sufficiently, and not because
there are marxist texts and works, but
bec,aUse there exists above all a tang:ble
and irreversible proof of the. possibility
of constructing an ordered human society, with a social regime conforming to
human net;<i~ and not to the needs of

one class. This proof is the Work,ers
States. What it is necessary to expla:n
today is the existence of these states,
the relations which emerge there•. w~if,;j:).
determine a state of spirit, of quality,
of sentiment, infinitely superior to previous stages of society. But -this state
of spirit and of sentiment can only. be
expressed limitedly, in the measure'where
there are no organisms, which permit
this expression.
There are millions .and millions of
human beings without instruction, without culture, without material means of
existence, who are· determined to .oestroy
the domination of existing society .and
to construct a new one. In a general way'
humanity can only have this attitude
when it already feels sure of itself. In
other epochs of human history, such a
process could only be produced on the
scale of small groups, small. sectors.
History advanced, transforme~ itself, only
throUgh. sm.all i grp¥ps, .WJlO" di~Q9S~dof
material' means, arid 'dorilinathlg" soCiety
felt themselves to be masters capable of
transforming and developing existence, in
relation to the private interests of each
one of them.
In this stage, it is the immense multitide, who are transforming history, creating for humanity an absolutely new relation, which has been ignored, distrusted, not only by the philosophers, the
moralists, the writers, ·but also by the
leaders of the Workers States. To ,order
the existence and progress, is a question
above all of understanding this multitude, of understanding the force, which
comes from them, of expressing the,revolutionary sentiment, which )t has 'by
means of revolutionary organisation and
action. Such is the spirit of this stage;
such is mandsm.

MARXISM AND TIlE ORGANISATION OF THE REVOLUTION
Marxism is not a method of research
for the future, but a method of interpretation of reality in order to change
it. It is, of all the existing sciences the
most complete, the most necessary. The
progress of humanity is not made on
the basis of domination of nature, but
on the basis of the domination of society and of the human being over himself. Up till the present, all the progress
of humanity has been the consequence
of the interests of the dominant classes,
of dominant groups, and of the effort
of scienfsts and thinkers, who in an individual way, and impelled by the human senfment of progress, have tried in
a disinterested way to impel the progress
of humanity.
But the individual effort to impel this
progress collides with the interest of the
dominant classes,
Also this effort is
limited for three fundamental .reasons;
above all from the fact that when the
individual effort and interest do not co:ncide with the interest of the dominant
class, the road for research and progress to pursue is found to be closed.
Then the fact that it is the dominant
class, which possesses' the means for research and science. Finally that at the
present time, aU the interests of the dominant classes in the capitalist countries,
and of the bureaucracy in the Workers
States, are concentrated in science applied to military objectives.
On the side ,of the Workers States
(and putting on one side the fact that
science. applied to military' ends is a
necessity in part) sCience canllot develop
all its possibilities and capacities in the

measure. where it depends on the existing leadership.
The fundamental point of the problems
of lMarx;sm of this epoch is the organi§ation of the revolution, of the party,
of the International, and the conscious
planning of the Workers States to destroy what remains of capitalism, in order
to diminish to a maximum amount "all
the damage which the nuclear war, which
imperialism is preparing, is going to
cause. It is there,' in the war, that, there
will be the historical solution independently of whether capitalism or the Workers States begins it. It is the stage of
the final settlement of accounts.
History poses new problems, which
have not been foreseen by our great
teachers. They have left us the methods,
the instrument, the experience and the
programme to interpret them, confront
them, and resolve them.
One of the
problems, which was not posed in ,MY
other stage of history, is the existence
of 35% of humanity living in the Workers States, 35% in colonial revolution,
and the rest living in capital:st regimes.
Never in human history has there oeen
such a social situation, such a combimition of antagonistic factors, which continue to exist side by side. There is no
philosophy, no precedent, which explains
this reality. Only marxism can interpret
it and understand it.
The fundamental tasks of marxists of
this period is not only to understand this
situation, but to organise the instrument
-the party-to permit in the shortest
possible delay a favourable solution for
humanity to triumph, These are the pro-

blems of marxism .today.
There are millions and millions of
women, of children, of those that they
call old people, who participate in revolutionary actvity, who are constructing
in a global massive way, the human
species. The colonial revolution could not
be realised without their adhesion. It does
not have material means, or arms, or
food, or clothing. What is it that unites
this popUlation, wh:ch hurls itself into
the struggle? It is the common passion
and sentiment of ,having the consciousness
of being human beings, and the fight
for power opens the road for them to
become really human beings.
The revolution identifies the women,
the child, and the old person. Among
them, those which capitaJ:sm considered
as rubbish. The revolution establishes an
identity and unifies them in the passion,
the commoil desire to destroy the existing
regime and construct anew. They want
to participate in history, and to be human
beings in this sense, for up till the present, they have been considered as inferior animals.
Never has human history known the
mobilisation of multitudes of millions
and millions, as in this period. Mutitudes
and millions act without party, without
a leadership, ",'thout a programme, without arms, without food. The influence
of the colonial revolution, of the Workers States, are an essential part of this
mobilisation. lBut when the backward
multitudes receive this influence, accept
it, and base themselves on it to struggle,
it is because there is an interior process
of reflection, of thinking, which allows
them to receive this influence. These are
what are the essential problems of marx~
ism of this period. It is on this that the

advance of history is based.
Neither the bureaucracy of the Workers States, nor the soc:alist or communist
parties have any interest in interpreting
and understanding this process. To interpret and understand it, to obey its,
demands, is to organise the revolution.
They are against. That is why all the
works, which today are called marxist
speak of inanities and stupidities.
A little time ago there was held in
Mexico a world congress of p'lilosophy.
Soviet philosophers were present. One
day, when we were there, by chance
near some native ruins, we went to make
a meet'ng to discuss the problems of the
revolution. At a certain moment, some"
Soviet philosophers passed by the place'
where we were meeting, discussing philosophical problems. We were in process
of organising revolutionary action, witb
the programme, and they passed, very
serious, try :ng to explain morality, people.
sentiments, thought and nature.
The problems of dialectical materialism have already been explained. Marxism today is the essential state of humanity. It lives, it dies, in agreement with
the marxist interpretation of existence.
That is to say that reality, progress of
society, impelled above all by the masses,
puts to nought all the decadent structure
of society, faced with all the possibilities
of . human progress. This is interpreted
and felt without, ideological consciousness, without doubt, by the enormous
multitudes, They do not have the political
consciousness of the problem from the.
point of view of the programme, but
they have a decision of combat, of action, and assurance to change the existence, which is the essential basis of
marxism.

THE MATERIAL BASES OF TIlE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM
Marxism does
not
interpret the
history '·of nature, or of sociy.ty and ideas
as a recreation for the intellect, but as
a means of arming humanity so that it
advances. The essential problems of the
past period, what they called the "fundamental problems of Marxism" we will
deal with it here very rapidly, so as to
give a historical vision of Marxism.
Marxism is in reality an instrument
which is based on dialectical materialism. The latter is an instrument of comprehension of the natural action of the
development of nature. The dialectical
process is the form of existence, of development of nature. The application of
th's dialectical conception to human
history, is marxism.
Marx and Engels did not propose' to
study all the history of humanity, but
in particular that of capitalism, and the
preparation of socialism. In order to explain cap:talism; it was necessary to understand previous history and their works
explained the general lines. !Marx and
Engels 'proposed to demonstrate that
capitalism was a historical result, a social
historical regime determined by the
evolution and development of the productive forces, which were going inevitably to enter into contradiction with
themselves in a determined stage, creating thus the bases for the struggle for
socialism.
Different to the ideologists and thinkers previous to Marx, who have also
thought and aspired to socialism, different to all those' who had posed socialist
society as a result of an aspiration, of
an idea, of the organisation of human
society by the idea, the Marxist conception of the construction of socialism,
emerges from a dialectical analysis of
the inevitability of the fact that capitalist
society enters into a contradiction in its
process of developmen. There appears
the bases of its own destruction starting
from which humanity would find the
objective material means for the construction of socialism.
The idea of socialism emerges from
this reality, that is to say that it is the
result of the observation of the objective
possibilities of the material forces of production. Thus it doesn't emerge through
the simple desire for human wellbeing,
through the formulation of the idea. The
idea of socialism, the organisation of the
struggle for socialism is 'brought about
by the objective material conditions,
which emerge from the development of
capitalist society.
Human relations, the idea, sentiments,
what they call spirit, the soul are consequences of social relations. These de-

termine and are determined by a material
inter;:st in so.ciety.,Class society develops.
class interests. The. forms of these relations are also' a' ftlfic~n of class interests.
of private property. Before sociallsm, one
could not explain the human being in
general. It was only possible, to explain,
him partially in relation to class interests.
The forms of his relationship are also
a fUnction of human nature.
The human being has not shown himself with all his possibilities, in as much
as he is su'bmitted to the division of
society into classes. The elaboration of
the sentiment is in agreement with classes, also it is necessary to see and forsee
existence in relation to these interests.
in these conditions.
'
Only socialism will be able to analyse
society and the individual as a whole
for between the two there will not be
any contrad:ction, any antagonism, but a
harmony determined 'by the common in~
terests, which are not economic, but interests of human progress. Every society
of private property has impelled progress in relation to the private interest
of each stage of society. But even these
private interests of sectors of the class
and of whole classes themselves have not
been able to develop in all their fullness
in as much as competition exists within
the class itself or within sectors of classes. Jf this competition has determined
progress, it has also determined it being
held back in as much as it was in relation to the economic advantage, which
it could give.
All this is expressed in its turn
in ideas,
philosophy, morality, art,
in everything. What one calls "phenomonology of the spirit" on which various people have made studies over a
period of years walking about completely
wrapped up in themselves, simply means
that they sort out their spirits, feelings
and ideology according to the interests
they have and nothing more.
But there exist other factors, which
none of them considers like the knowledge that the private 'interests of sectors of a class, and of a regime limit the
development of feelings, of the sp:rit and
of human will. They limit, in consequence, the essential force, which humanity has until the present, which is the
organisation of the human will to progress. Marx and Engels showed not by
philosophy, but by analysis of the class
struggle that the strength of human will
is also determined by existence, and the
regime of a society. 1;'he lack of harmony
between the economic interests, the
structure of the state, its development.
and the administrative apparatus of the
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of the human masses to advance. There
already exists a world consciousness that
state lim:ts .. again the possibirties for
it ,s possible to eliminate all forms of,
the formulation of ideas within the capcoercion, imposition and slavery, and
itaLst regime.
thought, dimin:sh.
.
that .t is possible for human society to
veiopment in the human being by means
Al! trte philosophers, who still want
Until socialism, human progress, WIll
of h:s capacities, of a certa.n confidence
to expla:n history including Soviet socigovern itself instead.
be realised by leaps, and the essential
in himself, won by seeing himself capable
When peoples who are tremendously
ety and who do not USe as a basis, as
reas.on for this is t,lat between the organof assuring 1~i5 existence in the struggle
backward, who have no notion of cultwe' do, the experience of human histisat:on of scient:fic thought, and the
ure (and it is in this sense that they are
ory, but be individual behaviour of against nature.
The human being is the result of act- scienffic capacity to dom;nate nature,
backward, because they are not able to
such and such a person, cannot really
between
the
existence
of
material
means
ion anj his relation with nature. But the
eat, to read, to go to university, because
expla:n anything. The m.obilisation of the
and society, there is a contradiction, a
they are not able to live, but vegetate)
leading sectors of society :ncluding Soviet development 'Of human history into a
class society is not the product of the lack of harmony. When society, thought,
unite and decide to overthrow the power
so;:~ety cannot be analysed as obeying
of imperialism and cap:talism, they are
a· state of consciousness, of spirit, or perversion of the first human beings, but the material needs, and sc:entific capacthe most advanced express:on of culture
feelings. It is really a stupid and ridicul- of the unfavourable relation of human ity, are a single thing, human progress
will no longer be made by leaps, but at this stage of human history. Culture
being. to nature. The means of sustenance
ous thi:1g to hold a Congress on philow:U be incessant and constant.
available from nature were inferior to
is an instrument of progress. AU which
SOP:1Y there today, or to hold, as they
The essential reason, in effect, for the
does not serve human knowledge, which
are in t:1e Soviet Union, ph:Iosophy sem- the needs of provlding for everyone.
There exist concepts to define this lack of harmony between society, the
does not serve the progress of. the human
inars.
material means, scientific thought and the
masses (and not of this or that sector)
Like capitalism, the Soviet bureaucracy conception of h:Story. Engels said that
means a limitation of culture. Ollture
has no interest in explaining existing real- in communist society, human society interests of human progress is that class
interest limits the formidable force of remains culture, it cont:nues to make
ity. It must hide it. It h:des· it in art, would return to its origins, but with proin literature and in philosophy. One of vision made for all its needs, for the organ;se'd society enormously. When all
civilisation advance, but it does so in
the population intervenes" when its basic
a very limited fashion.
these philosophers who was in Mexico "first type of human relation was communlst". That ~ to say not provis:onac- knowledge is generalised, when elementAn indisputable example can be found
made declarations, which were pUblished in all the newspapers. This incredible cording· to class interest,.to each acco~d ary . education is dialectical. materialism,
in the satellites launched on the one
ing to his ability, but to each accordmg everyone . will be physiciah, chemist, bioimbecile said; "It is necessary that we
side by the Soviets and on the other by
logist, everyone will be all these, and imperialism. It is indisputable that the
to his needs. But the human beings have
meet to understand the enormous multideveloped more quickly than material humanity will not advance any more by
tudes of Africa, masses without civilisattwo cases show dominion over nature by
uneven jumps due to someone being a
means have. It. is then ill this sense that
ion or culture. We must place at their
society. But the object of this dominion·
chemist, someone else a b:ologist, and a
we say that there is an unfavourable
is not human progress, 'but the defence
dispos'tlon our interpretation of human
relationship to nature: It is on the basis lot more being idiots.
mora:rty and feelings". This idiot closes
in one case of the interests of imperialhis eyes to the fact, that the masses of of this that the beginnings of the division
ism, and in the other of .those of the
No people can be called an advanced
Africa are in process of overthrowing
of society into clases were created ..
Soviet· bureaucracy, which wishes to;
or backward people. Peoples cannot be
From this there comes the necess:ty to called intelligent or unintelligent. What
all the imperialists and capitalists. This
maintain military power over imperialism ..
explain ideas, our relation to nature, rain,
philosopher's thought is to defend the
If .the object were human progress, it
can be said to ex:st is a precise separ.atthe sun the sky. Tr:otsky said that if ion of humanity. As a consequence of would be considered more important to;
interests of the bureaucracy. That is why
human 'soCiety has been capable of ad- the development of history through the
between him and the masses of Africa
construct all the industry ne<;essary for
vancing from the stage of the monkey class struggle, there are peoples who
there is nothing in common, whilst betthe development of Africa, Asia, Latin
ween the Indians of Bolivia, of' Peru to the Soviet state, it is because there
America and even of Europe, which is
have been able to develop more than
and Mex'co there exists a complete un- existed the conditions and the histor;c others in·' their culture and civilisation.
backward enough, than to go to the
need for the construction of socialism.
derstanding of the state of spirit, feelings
But· "'hat is a rule common to all hummoon.
And it is there that the idea intervenes anity is the spirit of progress, the will
and morale of the masses.
(To be continued in the next issu,,)
as prevailing over material means, for
At the same moment where they were
the idea is the most centrarsed expresholding this Congress on Philosophy,
sion of 'these means. The idea organises
they held a Peasant Congress in Mexico.
material means so that the will and conAnd whilst the philosophers drank to
sciousness can be used to construct social,
$Upplemenfs .
by CDR 1. POSADAS
the health of the human soul, the peasism. It is there that. all the power of
ants were drinking and shouting "Viva
the continuity of human thought is ex- THE, ROLE OF THE ANTI~IMPERIALIST AND REVOLUTIONARY
Mao Tse tung! Viva Fidel Castro!". And
SOLDIERS, THE ROLE OF THE TROTSKYISTS, THE
the ph1osophers said, "Poor people" .. But pressed.
.
PROGRAMME AND TASKS DURING AND AFTER THE
Human progress cannot be made by
the peasants said "What idiots", and
stages in the form of chapters; that is
NUCLEAR WAR
.
APRIL 1965
when they were asked "Who are these
when an individua'1 has such and such a
people?" the peasants replied, "Ah,
FROM THE NATIONALIST REVOLUTION TO THE
thought at a certain stage, he creates a
those philosophers!"
WORKERS STATE
.
FEB 1966
work, passes it on to other people, who
Undoubtedly, the dialectical conception
THE
ROLE
OF
THE
GUERRILLAS
IN
THE
FIGHT
FOR
of history could not ,be understood by Marx think,and who three or four years later
'
WORKERS P O W E R .
FEB 1966
and Engels solely as the consequence of create ·another, etc. Progress is the result
THE
STRUCTURE
AND
THE
FUNCTIONING
OF
THE
of infinite actions, impossible for humantheir own elaboration.. They represented
IV INTERNATIONAL·.
.
MARCH 1?66
ity to consider and make compatible,
the continuity of a process of elevation
actions of all sorts including that· ot FROM THE GENERAL STRIKE TO THE OVERTHROW
in human thought. Thought in itself is
ahimiHs: 'These· last" have taught can 'iIiOF CAPITALISM AND 1'H.E ORGANISA.TlON· OF THE
a "socilif'organ;'ana as such; is the consequence of its own"·,fUnctioning, of its finity of things to human thought. And
WORKERS AND PEASANTS GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE MAY 1968
children have done too. There are childsocial application. Thought is matter and
THE INTELLECTUALS ANDUIE PROFESSIONAL WdlfKERS,
ren, like cde Y who is here, who whilst
develops according to social necessity.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCn\LIST REVOLUTION
listening does an infinity of things comWhat unites humanity, what makes its
AND
THE IV INTERNATIONAL
OCT 1968
bined
with
the
acceptance
of
what
we
unity tangi;ble and permanent throughout
THE
STUDY
OF
THE·
TEXTS
OF
OUR
MASTERS,
MARX.
are in process 'of .say:ng, and does in
hiStory from its origins until the stagENGELS, LENIN AND TROTSKY. THE APPLICATION OF
his way, make a resumee of it, showing
es, which we are not able to forsee, is
THE MARXIST METHOD AND MARXISM TODAY
OCT 1968
by 'breaking things the will to work.
the continuity of humal} thought,. that is
When he destroys things, he rejects the
the biological, physical and 'Soc:aI need
All obtainable by post from
capitalist system, showing his dynamism.
'Of existence.
IV International Publications, 24 Cranbourn Sf. W.C.2.
He thus contributes and collaborates in
This continuity of human thought
'Obeys in its t ssence, and in the last in- giv:ng us confidence and assurance. It
stance the needs of existence itself, of has been like this throughout the history
of humanity.
the struggle against nature, of the de1. A '35 bour week in all industries.
U. Nationalisation of all key industrl..
THE PARTICIPATION OF THE MASSES AND HUMAN PROGRESS
J. Tbreo . weeks paid hollda, in all 10witbout compensation including bank.,
insurance. steel, engineering, shipbuild_I.
But ifsc:entific thought does not express" clllstries, leadinl to .. weeks paid bolida,.
The continuity of human thought is
not only and fundamentally established itself in social relations, if it does not 3. An ali-round 30% Increase in w..... cbemicals, motor manufacturers and roa'
Establishment of a basic minimum livia, transport services, arms, and the bulldl••
by scientific discoveries. No. That has
give assuranCe to society, enabling it to
waae. AU wages to rise witb the cost .f lind building supply industries. Nationallta.
without doubt a. very great importance.
dominate nature, the discoveries and thus
living.
Commissions of workers .nd
industries to be. ptaced under worker.
laousewlves to decide the contents of tba
eontrol.
12. State monopoly of foreign tr••••
CONT~D FROM PAGE 1 eost of livina index.
<t. Equal pay for men and women. Nationalisation of bie whole.ale ••,
As paTt of this process the stand of Secretariat of the IV International, which Apprentices doing the work of an adul'
retail enterprises.
opposition to the caUing of troops into analyse the great advance made recently worker to be paid as sucb.
13. Workers control of all industries. N.
in the revolution, and the role, that this 5. Profits of automation to go to the eommercial secrets. Workers committe..
the docks adopted by several left Labour
vanguard is playing. It is a vanguard workers in tbe form of higber wages and
M.P.s, even though they may have coucht. examine tbe accounts of all Indultries.
ed their opposition in woolly language, which is acting with confidence and au- aborter hours.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmen.
is an important symptom. At the same dacity fully confirming the predictions
,.
"~ensions to equal tbe average wage, and
Large farms must be brought into state
time Michael Foot, a left M.'P, is able of these documents, and we appeaf for
ownership, and small farms federated aud
to take a seat on the front bench op- their study, because they provide a deep tct 'riSe· with the cost of living. Lowerinl
ruu on collective lines by committees of
position indicating a growth in the left understanding of the implications of the 'tf the age of retirement to 60 for men
farmers and agricultural worken wb.
action of the vanguard, and show it .ndSS for women.
current in the Party.
About a third of the resolutions sent how it can organise its confidence, and 1. Compulsory day release for all workwould organise direct marketiul of produe.
gain more confidence to increase the ef- tl'!> for industrial training and furtbar
in to the Labour Party Conference deal
and cut out middle men.
with the need of the Party to return to fectiveness of th.is action, concentrating education.
15. Formation of factory committees 011
on the central problem of the construct- I. Students to be maintained on the wag.
a truly socialist programme. There is .a
each job and workers councils In eaclt
deep discussion going on in the Party ion of a revoliltionary leadership in the of the average worker, which will Increa•• locality ou an anti-capitalist programme.
wbout why Labour lost the elections, Labour Party.
16. For a single European Trade Unlo.
As an immediate step there must be with the cost of living.
which is feeling its way to the need for
centre
on an anti-Imperialist programme.
to
the
left
Labour
M.P.s
to
act
appeals
the revolutionary renovation of the Party,
,. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defeuca
making it into the proper political re- as a revolutionary leadership, and to properties and unoccupied dwellings to
presentative of the trade unions that it organise the extension of the dockers' meet the housing shortage. Establishment of the colonial revolution by every meanl
rests on. Thus the resolution proposing strike, together with the T.U.C. This will
Including strikes, boycott and sabotale,
that the Party be bound by Conference not only force these M.P.s to move more of defence committees to protect alainsl
and the despatch of arms to colonial
to the ieft, which will be used to advantage landlords' thugs, eviction by bailiffs and
decisions has appeared repeatedly as
workers.
by the class as an encouraging sign, but barrassment by police. Organisations 01
well. The full intervention of the re18. Withdrawal from all Imperialist alvolutionary current in both the trade also facilitate the organisation of a real Conantl committees to have the right to
liances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO,
unions and the ;Latbour .Party in the com- revolutionru-y leadersbip. Thus the com. assess and fix rates and rents.
etc., directed against the Workers States
bativity of the class is channelled into the
ing conference can bring about, and
and the colonial revolution. Alliance ani
consolidate fundamental changes in the building of the organisms and Ieadersh'p 10. Factories about. to be closed to be
solidarity with the Workers States and tbe
policy and organisation of the Party. that it requires to advance. Tbe prepar- ,laced under. workers management, leadinll
colonial revolution against Imperialism.
The Labour Party Young Socialists must ation of a general strike on the· demands Co nationalisation under workers managedemand that the programme that they of all the exploited. masses around the ment. A sliding scale of hours and
Liquidation of the Polaris and rocket
passed in their conference last Easter be dockers' strike, and including the de· reductions in work time without loss of
bases and their means of supply.
.
discussed in the conference of the parent mand for the complete nationalisation of pay to absorb workers whose jobs ar.
19. For the United Soviet Socialist Stat..
party. We appeal to the Young Socialist the dock industry and other key iudustr- threatened by automation. Workers now of Europe as part of a world front of
vanguard and the rest of the revolut:on- ies under workers' control will stimulate
socialist states:
unemployed to be found work or givell
ary vanguard to study the texts of Com- and accelerate this process.
20. For a workers government.
maintenance.
full
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THE TRADE UNIONS AND THE
J. POSADAS
TAKING OF POWER
Sept 68
(The following article is composed of quotations from the document "The
Construction of a Workers' State, and from the Workers' State to Socialism"
by Comrade J. Posadas (September, 1968) of wh:ch many parts have been
appearing in "Red Flag" recently. These quotations deals specifically with the
trade unions, and include particular analysis of the British trade uniQns. We
hope to include in later editions of "Red Flag" other quotations of this important document that 'deals with Britain, and show the greatest insight into the
development of the revolution in Britain, as well as parts that deal with other
. aspects of the world revolution, and eventually to publish the whole complete
work as a booklet:)
INTRODUCTION
The analysis, which Posadas makes. of the role of the findl!! unions in the
"advanced" countries, in this phase of human history, relates inevitably to the
problems ot the new leadership, which the masses require in their struggle to
wrest power from capitalism. It has been traditional in the terms of social
democraiis andre/ormist thinking to maintain that trade unions should .preoccupy themselves with purely. economic matters, whilst the party should deal
wi/hthe "wider" political issues, and this absurd type of compartmenta/ism has
been reasserted in Italy recently, where in the discussion around "incompatibility" it has been suggested" that the unions should be independant of polit",
;ica~ issues and Party influence. In this respect historically the role of the CPSJ
has frequently been as pernicious as that of the social democracy. And of course
in the absence of a dynamic political life in the organisations, supposed to be
concerned with politics, the trade union bureaurcacy has been enabled to
function as it saw fit. In the epoch immediately prior to the second wqrld war,
Trotsky perceived thel tendency of the trade union apparatus to become iden:!itied with the interests of the bourgeois state apparatus, the most extreme case
being Nazi Germany, where in effect the trade unions were converted into instruments of the state against the workers. But this. analysis, .which was true
for that period is no longer valid, because since Trotsky wrote. a complete
rhange in the world relation of forces between capitalism and the forces of
socialism has taken place. There is now no possibility for the bourgeois state!
to~?uaranteea docile trade union apparatus. On the contrary, such is the enorm·
OfIs pressure of the! masses to take power, that the trade unions become spearheads of the offensive of the masses and the trade union leadership in spite of
itself, frequently acts with a forcel superior to the workers political organisations. This, as POJSadas shows, was the case in France in May 1968 and in tlw
following year in 1969, the British trade unions had a limited "May" of their
own, when they totally smashed the trade union legislation of the Labourl
government. In effect, and despite all manner of conciliations,the trade
unions become a tremendouslyim:portant weapon in the hands of the working
class, not simply to win economrt! victories, but to impel that weak vessel, the
Labour Party to take power. All the recent experiences of the British masses
emirely, confirm the, analysis of Posadas, The demands for nationalisa,#on'/i
under workers control, the demands for a Labour Party with a socialist programme, which are all demands strongly voiced in the trade unions, show t~
fundamentiHtl importance of the unions in the struggle of the masses to impel
the struggle for power. The arti&le of Posadas elaborates many aspects of.
these problems, and we recommend it to the revolutionary vanguard, rapidly
advancing in Britain and Ireland, to impel their activity in the unions.

•

TrotSky stated the revolutionary function of the trade unions as the organs
of power with particular reference to
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and I have done so too. I, howevel! included Europe as well. The attitude adopted by the trade unions in
Britain is not one of trade unions, but
one of a Workers' Party Based on the
Trade Unions, and this tendency will
become more marked. This does not
mean that they wili exchange the Labour
.Party for a new Workers' Party Based
on the Trade Unions; but it does mean
that the trade unions are acquiring an
embryonic form that; though it is very
general, is the form of an organism of proletarian power aimed at overthrowing
capitalism.
The existence of a mass party should
not limit the action of the trade unions.
On the contrary, if in countries like
Britain or Italy, the party isn't inclined
to take power, and the trade unions are
capable of it and can, through their
action, attract all the exploited masses
into creating and extending organisms
of dual power, then the party is forced
to take power. The trade unions do not
replace the party, but they exercise the
function of impulsion, of being the centre
of cohcimtration, of the will to struggle
for power, o~ the masses, and this forces
the patty to take power.C .. )
Trade union' bureaucracies have developed their own trade union bureaucratic
interests as careerists, negotiators and
salesmen. This is not just the case with
the party bureaucracy,but in the trade
unions as wen; for. the concentration of
the masses
the trade unions has given
the . bureaucracy a sense of power that
it did hot have before. But the trade
unions 'have this power, because the
party refuses to take power. If the party
were to accept the need to take power
then the trade union bureaucracy would
not have any field of development for
its own bureaucratic interests. This points
to the reason, why there was no trade
union bureaucracy in Russia .before the·
Revolution. What existed was a revolutionary trade union leadership that wa~
a centre of suoport in the taking of
power. ,But in Germany, Britain, France

in

and Italy the revolution did not triumph
at the time, for the trade un:on bureaucracies had developed interests that were
foreign to the revolutiQnary interest of
taking power. The experience of the
Soviet Uni.on must be taken as the correct example, not what happened in
other countries, where the trade union
leaderships prevented power from being
taken, and showed that they did not
want to take power.
This explanation on trade ttnions
touches on a series of points that are
not directly linked to the c.onstruction of
a W.orker's State, ,but are the basis for
the construction .of the Workers State.
Trade unions are not. directly involved
in this for their essential functiQn makes
it necessary for them to discuss everyday
problems, directly concerned with the
work of the masses, and they have not
the time t.o give to the discussion of the
problems of workers' power and the
building of socialism. But in an indirect
way, and from now on in a more and
more direct way, the trade uni.ons: are
discussing the organisms of power. When
the wotkers in a factory discuss who
shall decide the rhythm of work, they
are deciding what they would do in a
Workers' State, how they would organise
the Workers' State. That is where they
are learning, and they are going over
the heads of the bureaucracy in making
dec:sions about piece work, how the shop
should be run, what to pr.oduce, what
quantity, what level of wages, and what
kind of distribution of the wages shall
be made. S.omething that was not achieved by the Soviet trade unions before the
Revolution, is being achieved now by the
European trade unions and trade unions
the world over as welL
The functioning of the workers in the
trade unions in capitalist countries makes
it possible for them to raise their ability
for leadership. In France the trade unions
acted like a poIit!cal leadership in May,
1968. They worked as a real leadership,
and in some areas, like Caen, they functioned as a leadership.
In the epoch .or the Russian Revolution this did not exist and there Rtill
wasn't the possibility of such .an experience. The masses are not going through

the same experiences today as the Soviet
masses, for the Soviet masses were guided by the Bolshevik Party, by the texts
written by the BolshevIks. But at the
same time as they wrote, the fact that
the Bolsheviks guided the masses· with
their author:ty, and directed them politically was as important as the texts,
amongst them those by Lenin on the
struggle to take P.ower, and the construction of the Workers' State. Every Bolshevik .trade union leader was a political
leader, accepted· and recognised by the
'class. The decisions of the masses in the
. Revoluti.on came as a party, not as the
trade unions. The trade union is indispensable, because it is a centre that concentrates the masses, but it cannot decide
politically on its own. It is the party
that makes the trade unions decide politically. But when the weight of the party
cannot be felt, and the trade unions dec:de like a party, it is because they are
taking up the ideas, programme and objectives of a revolutionary party. The
Bolsheviks attracted the trade unions into using their weight· with the populati.on in organisms like the soviets, the
Consftutent
Assembly,
derponstrations
and meetings. Through this the weight
of the Bolsheviks was brQught tQ bear
on the popUlation, and orientated it in
its decisiQns.
.
The first experience of the Russian Revolution showed that the trade unions
were, the basis, the .organ:sed· c.entte
through which the Bolsheviks and the
Bolshevik Party got their support and
directed themselves to the soviets and
finally made their weight felt .in the
soviets, so that even being in a very
small minority, they were able to be the
deciding force.
And they did decide!
If the trade unions had not been prepared for this function, they could not have
fulfilled it after the taking of power. And
although there has been a partial stagnation of the Russian Revolution socially,
economically, militarily and in its historic ~uthority due to the assassinatIons,
the elimination of the functioning of the
Bolshevik Party, the sov:ets a!1d the
trade unions, which has prevented tbe
trade unions from exercising greater
power tban they have done, nevertheless,
there has been progress in the Soviet
Union, and it has been impossible to
wipe the trade uniQns out of existence.
The trade unions have not been eliminated, they go on functioning, and although their form has changed, and they
do not exercise the same power, they. are
still there.
.
In the struggle for power the trade
unions are an indispensable centre of
support. Even in countries like Cuba,
where the struggle for power went from
the countryside to the city, Fidel Castro
was l!!ble to wage the struggle he did
did and triumph, ·because the sugar
unions and the students in their union
maintained the struggle against the Batista
regime. If they had not kept up this
struggle, power would not have been
taken.
The trade union bureaucracy will invent formulas .of conciliatory manQeuvre
but at the same time it will acc.ompany
this with programmes that dispute with
and criticise capitalism, even fairly advanced programmes. The one will not
'blot out the effects Qf the other, becau(S~
we are in 1968, in the epoch when capitalism is falling apart. The bureaucracy
cannot. put forward a 48 hour week when
the masses are asking for a 35 hour
week, for a reduction in the rhythm of
work and for an increase in wages. In
order to maintain their supP.ort and
authority Qver the masses, and stay in
the positions they occupy, the trade
union bureaucrats have tQ put forward
a programme that at least corresponds
to the economic aspirations of the masses. But they concentrate on economic
issues in order to avoid disputing the
power with capitalism. When I say that
in countries like Britain, France, Germany and Italy,. the trade unions are irreplaceable centres for the taking Qf
power,. I do not meat) the trade unions
with the leaderships they have at the
moment, that these leaderships are the
ones that will decide the matter, or that
the leadership for the taking of power
will spring from their ranks. I only mean
that the trade unions are irreplaceable
centres.
Even though right at the beginning a
Workers' State may not ·have its origin
in the trade unions, a revolutionary
party or a Communist Party, and it may

even have a military origin, for the c.onstruction of that new Workers' State, it
must find its support in the working
class to acquire secur:ty, transcendence
and to develop. This is so however small
the proletarian nucleus may be in that
state, All the analysis in this document
is intended to show the historic security
of the proletariat. Whilst the rest of tbe
populaf.on, the peasantry, the petty
bourgeoisie or military sectors become
disappointed, weaken and hesitate and
consequently make it possible fQr the
enemy to gain time and positions, either
socially or economically, .or by d:scouraging a sectQr of the revolutionary masses temporarily, the proletariat does not
become discouraged or lose confidence or
.its security.
The example of the war of fascism on
the Soviet Union shows all the historic
integrity,and security of the proletariat.
Before building socialism, before having
·made very pronounced steps in sQcial
relations on the road to socialism, the
world proletarian vanguard behaved in'
.a. socialist way. This is Qne of the conditions that led to my proposal fOr the
.abolition of wages in ·1959 (to Cuba),
,that is, the beginning of the establishment of equal. wages for everyone, .and
then going on to the elimination of
wages. For by then the world working
class, part of it in the. Workers' States,
had shQwn historic security, and its behaviour was not. decided by the interest
of ,benefiting directly or immediately
from a Workers' State, but by interest
in building the basis, structure and otgan:sms for development towards socialism. ( ... ) From the 2nd World War
there emerged the combined fact that
the Soviet Workers' State had won the
legitimate right to exist, and that the
.working class .felt identified with its
Workers' State,which it encouraged and
stimulated, . as. a· class holding it up as a
lesson, and directing it to the rest of the
population. It did' this through the organisms, which the proletariat influences
through the tra,Q.e,unions.
In some stages the trade union exercises afundion more independent from
the party. In past stages disputes between
the trade union bureaucracy and the
party bureaucracy, have ended in explosions like the, open • struggles in the
SQcialist Parties. The trade union bureau.
cracy .has defended itself from the party
because it had its· own interests to consider. The parliamentary bureaucracy has
wanted to use the trade unions as .a
centre .of. support for political careerism
for negotiation, conciliation, and to make
an alliance with. capitalism. And the
trade union bureaucracy, though submitted to the pressure of its proletarian rank
and file, and the need for the struggle,
could sell out ,easily, and moreover want~
e.d to make· the most f.or itself in the
sale. It was always like this, and still
is to some extent. The British· trade
unions are. an example of it. But the
historical conditions Qf this epoch are
reducing the margins in which the trade
union and party bureaucracy can· manoeuvre to negotiate and sell out. This does
not stop them from having this' intention
which they haven't abondoned e;ther, but
they haven't the same possibilities as
before, for now there are 16 Workers'
States, capitalism is moribund and the·
revolutiQn is dominant.
September 1968
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omic crisis of capitalism. Capitalism cannot attract the petit bourgeo:sie, or the
Labour aristocracy and bureaucracy by
the possibility of econom.c development.
On the contrary, unemployment is rising,
the economy is stagnant, while at the
same time inflation continues at a high
rate, and the Tory Government discusses !low to cut government expenriiture,
and .. considers solufons like charging for
visits to doctors, stays in hospital etc.
T~ir. .. only solutions will inev.tably be
attacks. on the social services and the
living standards and TU rights of the
working class. All th:s, coupled with the
_struggle of the workers' at the base, forces the Trade Union and Labour' leaders
to radicalise their line. Thus the T.U.C.
issues a statement saying that employers
shouid tell union negotiators virtually
everything about their companies; sales,
distribufon, directors' salaries, profits,
prospectve mergers and closures etc.
This . is the trotskyist demand for the
'opening of the books', and regardless of
the limited way in which the TU leadership may want to apply it, it is a fundamental step forward in the class struggle, because it is a measure of dual
power, weighing the balance still further
in favour of the working class. Also the
TUC comes out against the economic
policy of the government, and proposes
a plan for economic development, and
annolinces that it will. support the coming strikes in the nationalised industries,
perhaps .even to the extent of organising
solidarity strikes. This is a new phenomenon, which is a product of the world
revolution, and which - in its turn is stimulating a programmatic discussion within
the LP.
The driving force behind aU these discussions, and changes is the inifative and
consciousness of .the working class, its
constant struggle to' construct better, organisms of struggle. And they are succeeding in doing this, even if in a still
lim:ted way. The conference of car workers shop stewards to be held at Coventry,
is a response by the middle cadres linked to
the base, to respond to ,a necessity; the'
construction of a national shop stewards
committee for the whole industry. We
appeal to the participants at this conference to build a national committee
with a proletar:an democratic functioning, and with a programme, which does
not just respond to the immediate pro~
blems of the factory, but which contains
the demand for the nationalisation of
the industry under workers control and
without compensation.
This will have
the result of elevating the whole level
of discussion on the programme within
the LP and T.Us. Just as the International Secretariat has spoken of the 'partial
regeneration' of the Workers States and
the C.P. leadership under the pressure
of the world revolution, so we see in
this country the partial regeneration of
certain organisms of the class, which for
years have had very little life. The sup-

port by Liverpool Trades Council for
the Merseyside general strike is an example of tn,s. It is aU tnis together with
the tremendous econom.c demands by
the mll1ers and raiiwaymen, the succc.ss
of the recent dockers stnke and the international support which it won, the
fortnignt old Sankey strike wh.ch is
bringlllg the motor industry to a halt,
the struggle for a guaranteed wage in
the car industry itself, the threatened
action to preserve the nationalised alrlines, which today stimulate MPs like
Helfer to say; perhaps the revolution is
necessary in certain circumstances. It is
this force, which together with the struggle of the Irish masses, which has forced
together a number of Irish MPs to sink
their differences and form a left -wing
and non sectarian party. It is a response,
limited and feeble to the aspirations of
both the Cathofc and the Protestant explo;te::1 masses of Ireland. The programme is very limited, it is not the programme for a united socialist Ireland,
,but a compromise at the lowest programmatic level, which does not express
one tenth of the revolutionary feeling of
the Irish masses, which they expressed
through the struggle ,l\dh the army, the
setting up of free Derry, the functioning
of . soviet type organisations in the liberated areas etc. But nevertheless the masses will try to use thi~ new party, which
centralises them in a way superior to
the past, to push forward the anti-capitarst struggle.
The vanguard must use this period
coming up to both ~he TUC and the
Labour Party conferences to discuss in
all the organ:sations of. the class, the
fundamental problems of programme,
structure and organisafon. The vanguard must exert all its influence and
weight in these two conferences, to try
to isolate the right wing and press for
the adoption of an agressive programme
and plan of anti-capitalist action. It must
discuss; what is the programme which will
attract all the sectors of the petit bourgeoisie, who are showing their dissatisfaction with capitalism? What is the pro~~.
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and the papers of the T.U.s and the
Y.S. to generalise tbe discuss·on. We appeal to the vanguard in the LP and the
Un:ons and the CP to discnss these probnems, to use tbe doenments of Posadas
and the Internatioual as instruments ill
this d:Scussion. because tbey g:ve a global
comprehension of all the problems, and
allow the vanguard to have the confidence wh:cb comes not just from tbe
local, but the International relationsh'p
of forces. In this way the gap between
the level of miI:tancy and confidence of
the class, and its lack of programmatic
and polth:al express:on will be bridged.

Demand the immediate liberation
of Dr. Primo Brand'miller, Antonio
C. de Souza, Iran Rodriguez, and
Claudio Vasconcelos Cavalcanti
imprisoned in Brazil
Since the murder of Olavo Hansen, militant of the Revolutonary Workers Party (Trotskyist) the Brazilian Section of the IV International on the
12 May last. there has been an intensification of repression by the police and
gov.ernment against the revolutionary and progressive movement. This intensification of repression against the Brazilian Section and against all those,'
who even without being in the International, defend trotskyists ideas, has
been the desperate response of the government in the face of the great echo
which the campaign of protest against the death of Olavo Hansen has had
in Brazil.
In the course of the last weeks, the police have arrested, beaten and imprisoned 4 progressives, who defend socialist and trotskyist ideas. The doctor PRIMO BRANDMILLER, who was the first' to denounce that OLAVO
HANSEN had been murdered, was arrested in the hospital, where he worked. Then on the 21 of July ANTONIO DE SOUZA. IRAN RODRIGUEZ,
and CLAUDIO VASCONCELOS CAVALCANTI were arrested in Sao
Paulo by the "Operacion Bandeirantes" the most murderous organimtion
of repression of the Brazilian dictatorship. There is a real danger that these
comrades might be killed.
Claudio Vasconcelos CavaIcante has been known to the police for a
long time due to his intervention as a militant in 1961 in the Peasant leagues
of the North East. After the reactionary coup d'etat he was tried for rebellion by the 7th "Auditoria De Guerra" of Recife and arbitrarily condemned
to 8 years in prison.
The world campaign carried on by the International since May, has
had very great repercussions in BraSil, sharpening the contradictions within
the heart of the bourgeoisie and the army itself, giving ~,point of support
to the revolutionary nationalist secto~s, provoking a taking, of position by
sectors who have not intervened up ttll now.
In this situation we call for a redoubling of the campaign to denounce
the ,repression, tortures,. and murders, to demand ,democratic rights for the
Brasilian masses in struggle against the dictatorship, and to impose the
liberation of all political and trade union prisoners.
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I.S. resolution
tident weight and hasis, which shows
not that he represents the conscious tendency, but that he is it very distant reo
flection of the forces, which there. are
in the Soviet Union and in the communist parties. This is the strength of
the revolution. the stage of intelligence
and reason, in which it is necessary to
discuss, and fhet have to give access to
a control from the masses, towards Soviet
organisms, Soviet. leadership. They are
the impositions of history, :which the
bureaucracy cannot push aside, because
the bureancracy does not have the means,
the world situation, impeiies it. A fundaof the objective worM situat·
mental.
ion is
the masses intervene in a decldeil. form, and in a unifie·iI way, are exand capital;sm throughpelling
out the world.
The IV International appeals to the
to the revolutionary
to the proletariat and
the revolutionary vua·
guard of aU the Workers States, and ail
the comnmn'st parties of the world, to
intervene anii' weigh in this discussion
w:thln the interior of the Soviet Communist Party. The bureaucratic leadership
cannot organise the necessary
scienefic thought to· understand what is
happening in the world, and the role of
tbe USSR. tbe Workers States and tbe
commun'st' parties in the preparat:on of
the world atomic war, the final settlement ,of accounts, and; the communist reorgar,illation of all bumaldty. Nevertbe.

gramme for Ireland? How must the
structure of the LP be overhauled, so
that the vanguard can make it into an
adequate instrument and so that it rece:ves all the influences of the class and
revolutionary struggie? What are the
organi3ms for the factory struggle, and
to link the factory struggle with the
struggle in the workers areas against rent
and fare increases etc?
The C.P. militants must discuss why
the Cqmmunist Party lost nearly half
its votes at the last elections.
AU. these problems have to be discussed using tbe 'Morn:ng Star', 'Tribune'

•••

less, . there is already a wing of the bureaucracy, which has to act responding
to the objective needs of this world situation. It is necessary to discuss this in
aU the communist parties, to bring out
resolutions to exert influence in the Soviet
Union. This discussion interests all tbe
world communist movement, and all the
masses of the world. Tbe leadersbip of
the Soviet Communist Party, including
the wing, which has to advance, and is
advancing and conducting itself as an
established part of the forces of the world
revolution, tries to resolve the problems,
di,cnsstng within the apparatus. They extend the sector, wldeh intervenes and debut they do not direct themselves
masses; so that tbey can discuss,
nntervene, and we:gh in the discussion, amI decide with their strength
against the conservat:ve and reactionary
wing, which resists and opposes the aIHance with the world revolution against
imuerialism and cal)italism. It is neces·
-- to do this. The determ:ning force
is
masses, and it is necessary to make
them intervene in this discussion of tbe
Soviet C.P. We appeal to aU the communist narties of the world, to the Cuban
Workers State, the Chinese Workers
State the young Workers States and revoiut'onary states in transition to Workers States in Asia, Latin America, all
the .Workers States, to organise this disc>Ission with the participation of the
masse~, and to make programatic polWcal proposals for tbe organic anti-imperialist. anti-capitalist front.
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CORRECTION. In our last issue of Red Flag we made an error in the
head line to the editorial. We spoke of "The new leadership of the Labour
Party, ... " when w.e should have said "The new leadership in the Labour Party.
Our headline gave the wrong impression that a new leadership was already
formed and leading the L.P. We apologise to our readers for this negligence
and resolve not to repeat similar errors.·
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The hijacking of the Planes, the struggle against
•
imperialism and the Socialist revolution In
the

Middle East
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
mentally individual act:ons it is because
they ,have no other remedy. What one

has to measure is what historic objective
they have.

lution, to appeal to the Israeli masses to of socialism. This does not go against.
incorporate themselves in this struggle to m:titary interests nor social interesst nor
overthrow the capitalist system in Israel, against the objectives of the revolution.
to oppose themselves to the war in Is- On the contrary, it facilitates them. In
and to appeal for the making of a the;r explanation to tbe masses of the
rael,
THE STRUGGLE OF TIlE FEDAYEEN CONCERNS mE MASSES
unificat:on witb the Arab countries, to world, they must show this, that they
make a Ilnificat:on, a socialist federation are obliged to take such measures, and
mOUGHOUT THE WORLD
of the Arab countries in which Palestine that if they 'have the world support
We call the commun:st parties to bring them. What are the Fadayeen doing? The is inclUded also, proposing self determ:n. witb other measures, they would have
out resolutions, and organise mobilisat. guerrillas have no other remedy than to afton for the Israeli masses without se- no need for hij<ackings, because they
ions to expel Israel from the occupZed defend themselves from this. They do not parating themselves from the Arab world, would overthrow the cap!talist system.
territories and imperialism from the Me- struggle to get money or property. They in fact as they lived before. Tbe problem These, declarations have such an import4literranean, taking this as a means of defend themselves and struggle to expeU is not one of being against the Israeli ance in relation to the discussion with
ag:tation not letting it be limited to a the Israelis from the occupled terriiory, masses but against tbe capitallst and the communist parties. It is necessary to
military action. A means of agitation: the Israelis, who are led, supported, or- imperialist leadersh'p of Israel. The appeal for these discussions in the com"Ont with Imperialism from the Middle ganised through Yankee imperialism. It Fedayeen have to organise this campaign. munistpar[es, so that dual power in
East.. l'Out with ImIlerialism from the is thus that it is necessary to resolve it.
There is no clarity, no orientation, no lordan is transformed into power directMediterranean!" Out with imperialism not This is part of the world revolution, and precise political objectives in the Arab ly. They must appeal for the stabil;sat:on
the Soviet Union. It is imperIalism which it is necessary to have a party now in leadership, beeause there is a -comb n- and solidification of revolutionary power.
exerts the function of a gendarme as- defence of tbe Fadayeen. This is the ation of bourgeois leaderships, petit bourOne of the objectives of the struggle
sassinating people, which has atomic conclusion and the logical necessity of geois leaderships, soc 'alist leadership in of the Fedayeen and of the Arab masses.
arms ' ,to 'launch :lgainst the revolut:on. the revolution. Weare uot independant, which the bourgeois wings still dominate is to win the Israeli mas~es: not to apIsrael is a' spearhead of all this.
Or spectator'!, or impart:al. We are dl. politically. But already this section has peal to smash Israel, but to win the
'One cannot take the struggle independ- rectly involved in the camp of' the re- made a differentiation between Iraq and Israeli masses, and smash imperialism,
ently of this. There are no innocent people volution. In this way, it is necessary to Syria who represent more closely the Zionism and the imperialist leadership of
here. This conclusion which the bourgeois support every action which goes against interest of the anti imperialist struggle Israel, to win the IsraeU masses, to ofpress says, that there are "innocent Yankee imperiaJ:sm, even although it compared with Nasser. The proof is that fer a united front to the Israeli masses;
people who do not participate" is totaUy does not coincide lltrictly with the politic- l'ias:ler passed from it first att:tude of to appeal to them to "Overthrow imper:aI.
false. Here everyone part'cipates. The al necess:ty, as in this case. We support condemnation and of exerting pressure ism, we support you w:thout discussion
American masses, the 40 million who them, because their action goes against on tbe Fedayeen, depriving them of ra- and we (an live as before. but better'
stopped for Vietnam, are they innocent Yankee imper:alism. Our task as revo- dio and military economic support to than before. Before' we lived in misery
people? The Negroes of the Unlted States lutionaries is to educate this leadership, saying that they are hijacking now "because together, I,OW we are going to love in
are they innocent people, who have no- trying to urientate it polifcaUy.
it was forced on them". Within Egypt, abundance with the elimination of opthing to do with it? Everyone participates
the Arab masses, have forced him to sup- pression, of terror and fear which is the
ill this struggle. There is no measure
We make an appeal to, tbe Fedayeen, port and allow the development of the greatest m:sery for humanity". Now in
which is excluded, there are two defined so that at the same t:me as this hi· Fedayeen.
the minds of these people, capitali~m is
camps: imperialism wllich tries to sus. jacking, they' caU upon the Arab masses,
The Fedayeen must appeal for, and elimmated. 80% of humanity is not tertain itself by means of atomic war, of the Israeli masses, to the masses of the explain to the European and world pro- rorised, does not feel itself to he opactions of atomic war, and the masses world, so that they support their gner- letariat, that they are fighting for the pressed, is not afra:d. Capitalism oppresof the world who try to liberate them· r!lla struggle, saying that there is no, liberatlon of their country from imperio ses them, but they are not afraid.
selves, from the capitalist system. It is other solution than th:s. Let them alism . and .Israe) which is the agent of
We condenm the hypocrisy both of
in this way that it is necsesary to take it. call upon the masses of Europe to imperialism. At the same time they the church and the capitalist countries
It is;absur~ land anti. ,marxist t; to give strOke against .Yan~f.l JlOper'/lllsm. ~t sholdd Illa,ke . an appeal·.fora socialistf ,when ,ethey ,speak, 9f tl.te .. ' ~'h,:.jacking ·of:,
the communist, socialIst. programme. They want to make a soci- mnocents". They assassmate countries
a partial" local, 'regional, interpretation in them appeal
relation, to the problems of the Middle left Christian Democrat masses a stri- alist nnification of the Middle East; they and people. The "ap:talist system with
~st.
in' the Middle East, as in Indo ke in Europe against imperial'sm in have to do this. They want to construct the contamination of the water and the
CIa 'na, it is the same problem. Why do support of the masses of Spa:n, Greece the whOle of the Middle East as a single atmosphere kills daily thousands and
they not protest about the h'jackings and Portugal. This compensates a hundred Arab state, as a base for socialism with thousands of children throughout the
of journalists for which the Vietnamese times over for the hijackings of the measures, progr:amme, objectives, the con· world. To speak of bijacking of "i.
Why don't airplanes, but faditates the /lction, wh'ch structlon of socialism. It is necessary to nocents" is an expression of hypocricy_
have been' responsible.
the bureaucrats protest? Are they not the hijackers seek by the bijackings. appeal to the masses of the Middle East. It is siniply a pol:tical measure to try
mnocent? No, they all participate. The They must appeal to the communist to the masses of Israel" to the European to weaken the front of the revolution.
Vietnamese, ,the "hijackers", hold the parties, so that they make resolutions of and world proletariat, which supports For th's rea.<iOn it is just and logical not
,prisoners, indoctrinate them. show tbem support and mob:lisations for the masses this struggle. And it is necessary to to associate with the condenmation of'
the gr~atn~ Qf, th~ revolution and win of tbe Middl-e East.
conduct the interior struggle with th:s the bourgeoisie but on the contrary to
object:ve, not only the liberation of Pa- support tbe Fedayeen. At the same time
lestine or Jordan. There is no possibility as we support them, we asJi; them toof liberation if the capitalist system re- establish a political relationship w:th this
THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION, IS DEVELOPING
mains, because the capital:st sectors of miftary acfon. It is necessary to give
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Egypt are going to try to smash the re- organizational and political meaning tovolution.We appeal so that the guer- the tactic of hijacking planes so that the
In Israel, imperialism
is deve- are assassinated by the army of Israel. rillas call upon tbe masses of the world world masses see its socialist objective
lop!ng a ' base for the atomic war It is necessary to show that tb:s is n.ot to ,support the struggle in the name of and put pressure on their part:es and
against the development of the sodal st an arrogant assassin type action, one of the socialist objectives of the revolution trade unions so that they give the necesrevolutioii. There are the battle fields. exterm:natio~ as the Israeli are do:ng; with the programme for' the construction sary support.
It is not possible to be impartial in this but it is 3n action of war imposed on
struggle,' 'and to claIm to be neutral m them. The Yankees in the war as in tbe
THE WORKERS STATES AND THE STRUGGLE OF mE
an: action in which tbe interests of the Middle East and in Vietnam assass:nate
anti imperialist revolntion are involved, and k'll people. Lon Nol has killed
ARAB MASSES
even though still it does not possess a thousands and thousands of Cambodlans
SOCialist character and form. But it is and Vietnamese. Tbey put them in sh:ps
We appeal to the World Trade Union then?-it was 30 worker militants! It is
an anti imperialist struggle, which leads and bombard them. They place them in
one place and make it appear that it is Federation and to all the European trade the same thing in the case of the hi.
inevitably to the socialist revolufon.
We appeal to the Fedayeen to extend the Vietcong who are assassinating them. unioris to give their support to the strug. jack:ngs. If they' blow up planes with
the declarations which they have made, Tbey have murdered hundreds and thous- gle of the Arab masses, and to make the people inside, 10 or 20 guerrillas
explaining why they have acted in this ands. The Arab guerrillas do not assas- declarations in favour of the:r struggle, could die with it; they cannot exclude
way, and .that they extend tbeir explan- sinate anyone. It is capital'sm which as- but in favour of a socialist struggle, not themselves. This is revolutionary action~
ations to the rest of the Arab masses sass:nates. If tbey are obllged to capture just an Arab struggle. This struggle can- tbe same as that of tbe Vietnamese, when
and the masses of the world. They have the planes, it is capitalism which is res- not be presented as be:ng between Arabs 8 or 10 year olds give their lives to free
made good explanations to these who ponsible. To avoid this ca:p:tarsm simply and Israet:s, but in name of the building their country. That is what should move
have been hijacked, explaining the has to liberate the arrested prisoners of soc;alism. The Fedayeen must launch human conscience. The conditions that
meaning of the struggle which they have whict the Arabs have. Why d:o they not these appeals and tbey are going to find mak,e it necessary for children to struggle with arms in hand, in order to l:ve,
undertaken, but this is I:mited. It is do so? CaptaIism does not do so. be- that they obtain an immense echo.
must
be eliminated; it is necessary, there.
It
is
not
true
to
say
that
there
is
a
it
is
of
much
more
interest
for
it
cause
necessary to extend explanations to the
rest of the Arab masses, the masses of tl> maintain its interior political stabU- division between the Jewish and Arab fore, to eliminate the capitalist system
the capitalist countries, and the Workers itv tban to yield to save buman ne. workers. In the tirst place the Jewish which does not care a thing about this.
We appeal to tbe Workers States to
states. It is necessary to explain that This is the capital'st system. The Feday- workers are a minority and, then they
support
these struggles uncondit:onally
react
as
workers,
not
as
Jews,
as
workhave
not,
been
responsible
for
any
eeo
they are obl'ged to act in this way, that
they have no other means of action. If assassination, in the same way as the ers do anywhere in the world. Appeals and to the Soviet trade unions to bring
they bad the means to overthrow capital- Vietnamese have not been respons'ble. On fl>f a struggle w:th socialist objectives out a declaration, launch appeals and
iSm they would do so, and these actions the contrary they have won peo!)le, bave must be made in the Middle East. Nei· make collect:ons for the Fedayeen wh:lst
woultl not be necessary. But tbey are persuaded them. If thev are obrged to ther Nassed nor rbe other Arab leaders passing resolutions of support to the
obliged to act in this way, because they act in this way it is because they have express this. The Habash and Hawatmeb struggle of tbe Arab masses against imhave no other means of pressure, be- no other means of strugvle. We ap!>~al movements must reach an agreement, try per:alism. We make an appeal at the
cause at the same time that they are for the organisation in, a polit'cal party to put their programmatic conception in same time for tbe construction- of soc:aldoing this, they are d'efend:ng the lives with a IIfogramme. It is necessary to order and bring out a socialist program- ism in the Middle East.
The IV International support the strugof hundreds and tbousands of chlldren, discuss, to organise a party on the basis me. Tbey must make appeals in the name
of old people, of men and women, who of the programme of the socialist revo- of such a programme to the world mas· gle of the Fedayeen, but by appealing to
ses, anil to their hostages as well, (as they them at the same time to raise the pohave done to some degree). They must litical level of the struggle, by' g"ving it
explain what they seek and 'want, and a clear socialist sense, and by carrying
ORDER NOW,
that if they reach the extreme of hav!ng on a worldcampa~gn,which will gaill
to blow up planes, this has the same an ecbo to the extent that the soc~alist
EUROPEAN MARXIST REVIEW NO.2
character as wben 30 Saigon workers sense of the revolution is seen. They
killed tbemselves in an attempt ,tohlow cannot simply act mirtarily, kidnapp and
Pre Publication Price 5/up the Yankee Embassy. Whv' wasn't carry out reprisal act!on. against Israel.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3'
tbere any outcry in the' capitalist press
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RED FLAG
'Ibis most aD become part of general
action for socialism. It must be made
dear that when they have recourse to
these methods, it is because there are
110 other possible means for the moment.
Socialism impfes the eliminat~on of
private interest, exploitation" and terror,
and the development and collective, social, economic and moral ascent of humanity. Any method of struggle is correct for that, including warfare and kil.
ling for this aim. We make use of the
means that lead to the objective.
That implles being consc:ous, developing understanding vnd full comprehms.
ion. If the Palestiinan Resistance as represented by the Popular Front and the
Democratic . Popular Front, inspite of
their weakness in numbers and material
means, and iitspite of· the possib:lity of
beingcrushe:l militarily by eUher. Israel
or other A1'8b tendencies, has dec:ded to
intervene with such decision and assur-

The hijacking of the Planes,

the struggle against imperialism
.alrce, it is because it understands the miI:en in which it works. The resistance
works in the milieu of the masses where
it finds the s)mpathy anti the w II wh'ch
support it. As it has not the organisat:on
to transmit the will to struggle in the
·form of organisms, programme alrd objecives, th:s is expressed in a m:Ji:ary
and emp'rical form.· The m:litary action
of hijacking planes will be fGllowed· with
mGre conscious actions, for it indicates
a search for a revGlut:onary solution.

NEW LEADERSIDP FOR THE ARAB REVOLunON IS IN PROCESS
OF ARISING
With the world revolution in full :as- humanity hy trying to el'minate exploit.
cent, it is not possible to adopt the al. atiO'n. Its direct behaviour, 'on the indio
titude Of lhe hijackers withGut wanting vidual and collective .planes is disinterto go f:urther. This type of act:oD .cor- ested, freeing all fhe heroic •dec:sion, auresponds to the need to overthrow all dacity and resolution Gf each revolufonregimes of oppression and to impose the ary .of the search for persunal gain. That
w.1i 'Of the world masses by force. That explains how children of 12 years can
is the, mGst significant thing about the be revolufonaries.
act4D. What the Soviet bureaucracy.
,HistOrically,
revolution
has always
Nasser, and the Ba'ath leaderships fear triumphed due to thts nmral superiority.
to do is being done by the Fedayeen, But it has to be imposed by means of
basing themselves Gn the will to struggle arms, because the enemy is armed. If
of the masses. Without· organisms., -With': the question of arms did not arise, it
>out (transmission by means of the mecan. would have conquered a long t'me ago
ism {ol organisation, they have done this on tbe basis of moral and soc:al sup.(Iirectly. It wll have repercussions and eriority alone. But the, problem will be
start a process of modification in all the resolved w:th arms. That is why it is
leaderships, which are going to have to necessary and right that the Soviet Work:th:nk and act w:th a new audac'ty and er~ State bhould increase its atomic cap.
ilecision. The middle cadres. and the m'l- ,ac;ty and that the Fedayeen should emitants w'lI transmit these needs. It is plGy arms.
.
;thrGugh tbis process that the new leadThe Soviet bureauuacy is trying to
ership will be formlld.
prepare for the atomic war without hav-·
If a reVGltuionary party had existed ing recourse to the revolution, hop'ng
in tbe M:ddle East, then act:on of the on the one hand to eliminate imperial•.
:type like tbe hijacking. of planes would ism, ,but on the other hand to prevent
'JlGt have been necessary. Everythlng is the masses from taking power. But that
possible if it goes towards the needs of is impossible. It is the reason why the
1therevolution,. including kidnapping . and bureaucracy Jets time and opportunities.
the execut:on of hGstages, if the objective go by, however, and does not profit frGm
is to mO've towards tbe triumPh of the the organisms and forms of organisation
'Socialist revolution. All means that are that exists to intervene. It is the case'
·sI!()Wn,;,tthne necessary to " . the, progress. with.this precise RcfiolT' Tltebureauct'ilcy
of humanity are correct. But to the ex· has a resolute attitude, but this is polittent that. organ'sms do. not exist, action ically inferior to the contribution that
demands immense audacity, and ;a great could be made by II revolutionary politeffort of organisation for a very limIted ical organism.
resnlt. Each actZon must, before all, mean
We give all our solidarity and our
progress in the construct:on of the or- support to these comrades, but it is necesganism itself, which mlrst raise its cap- sary to raise the level of the form of
acity of .understand;ng, action, decis ~on the struggle. This action has a double
·and historic vision. When it intervenes, objective: it goes against Israel and im:the organism itself sees that the .audacity, perialism, and against the bourgeols Arab
,decision and understand:ng of the pro- leaderships, obliging them to make concess that it had before, have been out- cess:ons. But it is an inferior form of
'Spanned and must be widened. The first combat. If its objective were to replace
iJ'epercuss'on of such action is in the the existing power w: th that of the guer'heart of· ihe organims itself.
rillas with the aim of cGntinuing the exThe type of action like the blacking ploitation of 'the masses, then our supof pianes, even if the a:m is the expUlsion port for it would make nO' sense, but
of imperialism, has very limited repel'- as the aim is to :advance the revolufon,
cuss·ons. It is in tbis seme an inferior our support is justified, but we must
action. It cannot be condemned as not also sbow the uecess:ty of raising the
being. a miHary action,or as revolution- movement at a higher level through polary action, but its social and political itical discussion.
repercussions are very elementar.Y~ and
The dual power which exists in Jordan
the historical contr:bution made by it is one of the bases on which the Fedayis reduced. Such acfon does not con- een triumph. The· ascent O'f the struggles
vince. persaude, attract, and does not of the masses throughout the world
raise the capacity for revolutionary act. against imperialism and cap;taJism, the
ion. All action that organises must have progress of the communist, socialist and
as. a result the elevation of moral, or- left Christian Democrat parties, and O'f
ganisational and persuas've capacity. The the Trotskyists of the IV International,
revoultion tr:umphs, because it is persuas- the progress of the programmat:c strug.
ive. It is impGsed by mU:tary means, be- gles of the masses prevent imperiarslli
cause it has to conquer the arme,d re- from intervening when and wbere it
sistance of the enemy. If the enemy had would like. There is a world structure
no arms, it would not be necessary to already in existance which forces the
employ them to w'n.
Workers' States· to intervene in any event
The revolution persuades, wins over of even middle importance. Th's is wby
and .disarms the enemy by. showing that a small group like the guerrillas bas
it is a superior force, and if it has to been able to decide on action like the
employ arms it is because· the enemy is hijacking of planes.
dGing so. And· even though the revolution
We appeal to these comrades to un.
is imposed by armed force; it is thanks . derstand the wGrld process as we have
to its moral, objective and social super- explained so as to employ the same means
iority that it wins. This is the way in as they have jnst used in the hijacking
which it disarms the enemy. The enemy of planes in the internal struggle in' the
sees that the histor:c position, perspect- Arab states. They must immediately
ives, and objectives of the revolution are struggle for a social:st programme in this
morally superior to his own when he is way, beginning with Jordan. They must
fightiull to gain more power, money and be conscious of the level that dual power
. possibility of explo;tation to h's own ad- ha~ reached and the possibli1t;es that are
vantage on an individual basIs. The re- . encompassed by this.
volut:on· aims at feeding the whole of

REPLY TO ATTEMPTS TO BRAKE THE Rl?VOLUTION
WITH THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM
One of the reasons why the Soviet
bnreaucracy as much as imperialism have
concocted the Rogers plan, is to prevent
the progress of the revolution. Imperialism wants to contain it and the bureaucracy. wants to. control it•. The bureaucracy'Ii.l!s .
COllie .ou~ i\gaiMt' the· hi.
,

F

not.

<

, ' .

>

"

~! ~

iacHnll of the planes and in this· sense
its action has not,' been .counter-revolutionary. In Spain the bureaucrac; sold the.
revolution; in the Middle East it isnof
abl~ ,to do so, any more~ It is necessary
to ;measure with, it g,reat deal of precisios tbe benav:our of' the
Soviet
bureau',.
'F
_.'
" .•

cracy in each stage. It can undertake
that is partlally counter-revolutionary now, but which is Gf 'little histor:c
impGrtance, because the structure that the
Workers State has attained is opposed to
th:s. But it can sUI act, even if in a
m:tlimal way, and w:thout historic conseqeunces, in a counter-revolutionary way.

acti~n

The hijacking of planes makes an immeme historic (ontr:bution. What a
marvellO'us bas:s for negotiations and conciliation with imperialism! Wby doesn't
the bureaucracy step in to control this?
Because its power of decision does not
reach to this. The structure of relations
approach:ng the atomic war does not allow for any concessions. On the contrary, it is the w:1I of the Fedayeen that
is be:ng imposed either directly or inidrectly.
"Red Star", the organ of the Soviet
'army, addresses itself to the Yankees in
the name of the Egypfans to say; "If
you intervene we will intervene as welL"
"It the Israelis attack, .we will crush
them." That is their conclusion. The
Israel:s are the direct spGkesmen for
Yankee manoeuvres. Their preparatiGns
are those of tbe Yankees, to force an
agreement and to intervene if possible.
The reply from "Red Star" is completely
decided, "The Egyptians are expecting
the intervention of the Israelis and will
repel it." To repel the attack means to
crush the Israe[s. and not simply to respond blow fGr blow. This indicates that
the Soviets have moved in more arms
w·th which to manO'uvre. And no-one can
prevent tbe Soviet voluntiers from going
to Egypt. What is in the process of
occurring is the reverse of what happened in Spain.· In 1936, the bureaucracy
allowed the volunfers to be killed, but
today they are sending more in, which
is an indication of the situation that
exists.
The Fedayeen profit from what the
world revolution brings them, This is the
quality of the quanti~. AU the quality
of the concentrated process of world reo
volution is expressed in this small quantity. and tihis is what the Fedayeen are
making use off. They are not doing it
in a conscious manner to the extent that
they have no Marxist instrument and the
benefit that they· are getting Gut of their
acion remains limited by this. In tbe
same way as they are d:scusslog w'th the
passengers on the planes, they must hold
a, Socialist CGnference for tbem and the
journalists, and even ir there are some
bourgeois present, they must state, "We
are struggling for this .and that objective."
They must address themselves to the
world and say, "This is what we want.
We have children of 12 years on our
side who take part in guerrJla action,
and mothers who give their children to
us. Our objective is not criminal. The
whole world is concerued. The atomic
bomb dropped on Japan by the Yankees
killed 300,000 people, how can you speak
now of the hostages being 'innocents'!
Did the people of Nagasaki and Hiroshima participate? Didn't the ones who
were onlYfiishing disapper as well?
Hundreds npon thousands of people disappeared. You are assassins, hypocrites!"
The communist press must be accused of
having participated in this hypocrisy. It
is not the Fedayeen that must be condemned, but capitalism which explodes
tons and: tons of bombs dally to keep
up its oppression by means of terror.
And the Fedayeen have acted to put an
end to this oppression and terror.,

We appeal to the communist parties
and the Workers States to support the
struggle of the Fedayeen and the Palestinian masses for the expUlsion of intperi.
alism and all· its agents, from Hussein
to the Israelis. We appeal to them to give
aid in the form of· arms, medical sup~
plies and the sending of voluntiers. The
trade unions in the USSR and all the
other Workers States must contribute
w:th each worker giving a day's wages:
in support of the ..truggle of the Palestin.
ian masses. A mobilisation of . all the
communist, socialist and left Christian.
Democrat parties must be called for
throughout Europe, and a mohHisaf on of
all the European trade union centres for
a common action in support of the strug..
gle of the Fedayeen, agaj~t the Nixon
trip, for the expUlsion of imperial:sm
from the whole of the Middle East and:
Europe. Ont with ilil; NATO bases in
Europe!
We appeal to all the trade unions.
workers' parties and revolutionary nali;..
onalist movements of Latin America, M-·
rica and Asia to give support and mobilise in sol':darity with the struggle of the
Palestinian masses, for a World United
Front agaimt imperialism and for its expuls10n frGm the whole world.
It is necessary to prepare to respond
tG a possible intervent'on by Israel or
directly by Yankee imperialism in Jord.
an, with Ii general mobilisation of all
the Arab masses. Appeals must be made
for the occnpation and expropriation of
all imperialist and feudal property. The
embassies of imperialism throughout the
Middle East must be occupied and the
ambassadors must be taken as hostages,
like all the diplomatic personnel, agents
of tbe CIA, military attaches and other:
imperialist agents and assassins.
We do not regard hijackings as a
normal method of struggle, because tlley
do not mobilise the masses, they do IIOt
evert a social pressure in the rest of
society, so that this can see that it is
the majority of society, wh!ch is mobilising itself, and which feels itself capable
of imposing its power and leading the
country. }<'or this reason, no terrorist
action can suppress, supJant or compare
with an acfon of the masses. The action
of the masses means the mob:Jisation of
the masses, so that they feel that they
are· capable of acting.. deciding ana attracting with their aut~or:ty the rest of
the population; all this diSintegrates the
enemy, becaUSe it confronts society. For
this reason every hijacking and te....
rorist act is incompetent compared witb
an act fGr the organisation of the revolntion. It is a transient means, which
is employed when there are conditions
as in the Middle East, which still cannot
be organised or where the capacity . to
organise is not developed,.
In the hijacking, the terrorist groups
act as SUbstitutes for the masses, subsitute f>or the programme, the prO'gress
of the masses in the programme. They
can then decide to mange, to limit, to
negotiate. or to impede a greater advance
O'f the revolut:on than that which tbey
can give. With the intervention of the
masses the objectives are attained.
The mobilisation of the masses and
expropriation disintegrates the action and
the unity of the enemy, attracts the po~
pulation, and the stimulating and decided
inOuence of security from the population,
encourages the revolutionaries to continue.
The masses see a necessary action, the
control of property passes from the
hands of the enemy to theirs. With the
hijacking they do not see this. It is
an indirect action. For this reason revolutionary action caooot be compared
with any hijacking.
As Trotsky and Lelrin said "terrorist
actions are . necessary in civil war as a
means of a programme but the programme is not hijacking nor terrO'rism",
OONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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EDITORIAL
Government, as also their proposals for
the social services, the nationalised industires and research establishment, all
show the complete absence of historical
perspective of the bourgeoisie. If it felt
that it had the possibility of developing
the economy for the next 10 or 20 years
it would be concerned with the infrastructure of capitalism, its roads, its cities, railways. power supplies, cultural,
educational and scientific facilities; but
now everything is subjected to the criterion of whether or not it yields an immediate profit. Of course capital:sm has
always been governed by the profit motive, but in the past it has been capable
of .looking a little' way ahead, of seeing
that if something does not yield an immediate profit today, it will bring bene~
fits to capitalism later. But now it can
see only the revolution coming, and it
prepares itself economically, militariIly

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A 35 hour w••k In allilldustrie••
I. Three weeks paid hoUday in aU ••
Ila.tries, leading
4 weeks paid boliday.
S. An an-round 30% increase in wa,e••
Ratablisbment of a basic minimum IIviDI
..a,e. All. wages to ri.e witb the cost of
living. Commissions of workers aael
lous.wlves to decide the contents of tho
eest of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
Apprentices dOing the work of an aduU
worker to be paid as such.
t. Profit, of automation to 10 to tho
worker. in the form of higker wages anel
e.oder hours.
f. Pensions to equal the average wage, and
to rise witb the cost of living. Lowerinl
.f tbe age of retirement to 60 for me.
and 5S for women.
".Compulsory day ritease for all workers for industrial training and furtber
«dllcation.
•• Students to be maintained on the wage
.fthe average worker, wbich will Increas.
"Ith .fhe cost of living.
t.· Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury
properties .and unoccupied dwellings ·to
m'eet the housing· shortage. ·Establishment.
.t defeuce .committees to protect again••
'blilords' thugs, eviction by bailiffs and
11lIlrrassment ·by police~ Organisations of
_nantill committees to have the right to
~;,es$· and fix rates and rents.
ie, ,F:actories abont to be dosed to be
placed nnder workers managcment, leading
m nationalisation under workers manageA
scale of hours lind
went.
1i'IIliidioDII in work time without loss of
,at' to absorb workers whose jobs are
thrlultened by automation. Workers now
unemployed to be found work or given
full maintenance.
H. Nationalisation of aU key industries
without compensation indudblg banks,
Insurance, steel, engineering, shipbulldinl,
ehomicals, motor manufacturers lind road
aransport services, arms, and the bulld1ftll
.nd. building supply industries. Nationalised
Industries . to be placed uniler worken
contrel.
U. State monopoly of foreign trade.
Nationalisation of big wholesale and
retail enterprises.
U. Workers control of aU industries. No
<l!ommerdal secrets. Workers committee.
to examine the accounts of aU industries.
14•. Expropriation of the wealthy farmer •.
Large .farms must be brought Into state
ownership, and small farms federated and
rU!l on collective lines by committees of
·farmers and agricultnral workers wbo
would organise direct marketing of prodnes
andellt Ollt middle men.
tS. Formation of factory committees Oil
efiich job ·and workers councils In each
locality 011 an anti-capitalist programme.
tiP. For It single European Trade Union
~entre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence
of the colonial revolution by every meana
including strikes, boycott and sabotage,
IIInd ' the despatch of arms to colonial
workers.
18. Withdrawal from all Imperialist al·
liances, lIuch as NATO, CENTO, SEATO,
etc., directed against the Workers State.
and tbe colonial revolution. AlPance and
.olidarity with the Workers States and tho
colonial revolution against ImperiallllJl'l.
Liquidation of tbe Polari.and rocket
bates and tbeir means of supply.
19. For the United Soviet Socialist Stat..
ef Europe as part of a world front of
tOcialist states.
H. Por a workers lovernment.

to
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tratiition of. bourgeois.; deJ;ilocl:acy. Now presentati~es S~bjec~ to instant recall ..
in Quebec abruptly all this is finished,
This struggJe has to be begun now, sup~
the "war measures" act has been imple- porting the council workers strike, a.nd
and spiritually to confront the revolut- mented and 305 workers, students, acad- the coming miners, which is g9ing to .~
ion. It concentrates its. industries, creates emicshave been imprisoned without a .powerful blow against capitalism, with
huge monopolies, destroying its own trial, and Trudeau speaks of the danger the perspectiv~ of a general strike to be
social base, tries to increase the exploit- of insurrection. 3Q5 people is twice the organised before the end of the year.
ation of the working class, the better to estimated membership of the FLQ (the The Labour Party at its last Conference
pay the expenses of the war preparat- Front for the Liberation of Quebec) said that it would support. the i.ndustrial
struggle of the working class; but what
ions, and attempts to take away the pol- whose kidnappings of ministers and dipitical and trade union rights of the mas- lomats have given Trudeau the excuse form can this support take? The best
to embark upon a .wholesale repression form of support is to elevate the proses.
of the socialist movement, which is degrammatic level of discission in the LP,
These plans to 'reform' the trade veloping in Quebec, and which is much
countering all the plans of the capitalist
unions come together with the proposals greater than the FLQ. The .trade union class for rationalisation of industry wit4
to sell arms again to the racist South movement and the Labour Party, and the clear unequivocal demand for the
African regime. and form part of the Young Socialists and CP in this country, nationalisation of industry without comstrategy of imperialism. It is not just a must demand the release of all the trade pensation and u,nder workers control, and
question of the economic advantages, but unionists, and socialist, stUdents, and in, to deepen the discussion at all levels in
more important an ll.ttempt to bolster the tellectuals who have been arrested under the party about ~he method to achieve
South African regime and to try to give the "War measures" act, and support a socialist Britain. Also .together with
heart to the bourgeoisie who feel that the objectives of the FLQ for a socialist the YS it must organise demonstrations
the revolution is coming,. and they are Quebec.
and meetingS in support of the strikes
going to be destroyed. Everywhere we
The advance of the socialist movement thus overcoming the inertia and lack of
,see examples of the defeatism of . .the in Canada, the revolutionary ocunter-coup life in many of the party branches, and
world bourgeosie, its search for its, own in Bohvia, the triumph of the guerrillas attracting new members from among the
particular arrangemens with the Work- in Jordan are all part of the strength most advanced sectors of the working
ers States weakening the overall strategy of the BritIsh working class. Capitalism class and petit bOUrgeoisie. Also the CP
of imperialism.Pompidou's visit to the has no social basis to impose a harsh has a very important role to play in this
Soviet Union, or the 'Ostpolitik' of policy of repression.
At the moment process" because of the authority of its
Brandt are examples of this, but the· when it talks about its plans to discipline militants in many sectors of industry, .and
British ruling class, which is most clos- the trade unions, the Scottish Police Fe- it already is playing a limited stimulating
ely linked to US imperialism, tries to deration Central Committee votes 13 to
role, but it can do more. The British CP
present the Tory electoral victory (as the 6 to ask for the right to strike, and al- is not immune from the changes, which
IS of the International foresaw) as an ready has a pay claim for a 35% in- are taking place in the Soviet bureauexpression of the re-animation of the crease. The revolutionary tendencies decracy, and the French arid Italian CPs
classical forces of capitailsm, .and uses veloping in the unions must ,begin a camp- even jf the weight of the communist vanit to impose repression at home and aign against Carr's bill now, not restrictguard on the leadership is smaller here.
strengthen its reactionary allies abroad. ing themselves just to a defensive strug- ~ohn Gollan speaks of the 'Socialist R~
But already the plans to sell arms to gle, but making an offensive one. They
volution' now when in the past he has,
South Africa stimulates a response from must oppose the constant rising of pric- only spoken of the parliamentary road.
the revolution, even though expressed in es, rents and transport costs with the Now he reflects the greater confidence
a very limited way through Kaunda of fundamental demand of mE SLIDING of the communist vanguard which is ado.
Zambia. The threat to throw Britain out SCALE OF WAGES, ALL WAGES TO vancing under all t1).e world influences
of the Commonwealth is going to cause RISE WITH THE COST OF LIVING, of the revolution, and the theoretical ina crisis in the TOry Party, becaUse there because this is a demand which preserves tervention of Posadas andth IV Interare sectors who feel that the best in- the standard of life of the, masses, and national, which is clarifying the process
terests of imperialism are served by Brit- does not permit capitalism to gain any
of crisis of the Workers States and the
ainremaining inside, because it main- advantage from constantly rising prices. bureaucracy, for the communist vanguard.
tains a bridge to the conciliatory and It is necessary to impose the demand This communist .vanguard must launch
pro-capitalist leaderships of the under-, which the TUC has made for the opening itself into the struggle for the general
developed countries, exerting a pressure of the books, ,but this can only be done strike on the demands of all the exploited
against their advance in a non-capitalist through struggle, by strikes and demon~ masses, which will. mark the beginning
direction. These bourgeois sectors feel, strations, by imposing workers control of a new stage in the class struggle and
quite correctly as Nixon (who has shown over the running of the factory, and by in the construction of the new revolutionno enthusiasm for the plans) that it is the formation of workers organisms ary leadership in the political and trade
not just a question of being thrown out within the factory, the factory comm:ttee union organisations of the working class.
of the Commonwealth, but of the ex- elected from mass. meetings with all re22. 10. 1970
propriation of the assets of. Britishimperialism in these countries .. Thus an ~at
tempt at a counter revolutlOnary action
immediately provokes a far more powersupplemenfN
by CDR· J. POSADAS
ful reply by the revolution, as .Bussa~n's
THE ROLE OF THE ANTI-IMPERIALIST AND REVOLUTIONARY
attack on the guerrillas, or the nght wmg
SOLDIERS, THE ROLE OF. THE 'tROTSKYISTS, THE
coup of Miranda in ,Bolivia, which
PROGRAMME AND TASKS DURING AND AFTER THE
prompted the organised intervention of
NUCLEAR WAR
.
APRIL 1965
the worker, peasant and student ma~ses,
FROM THE NATIONALIST REVOLUTION TO THE
which in turn stimulated the revolutIOnWORKERS STATE
.
FEB 1966
ary counter coup of Torres. Such is the
world structure of the revolution now,
THE ROLE OF THE GUERRILLAS IN THE FIGHT FOR
that anything
docs to stop
WORKERS POWER
.
FEB 1966
the advance towards socialism, immediTHE STRUCTURE AND THE FUNCTIONING OF THE
ately provokes a far more powerful blow
IV INTERNATIONAL
MARCH 1966
by the revoluti?n. Thi~ is g.oin~ to .be
FROM THE GENERAL STRIKE TO THE OVERTHROW
the situation w~th Carr s anti-umon blll,
OF CAPITALISM AND THE ORGANISATION OF THE
but it is necessary to prepare the res7
WORKERS AND PEASANTS GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE MAY 1968
ponse so as to make it a means ofelevTHE INTELLECTUALS AND THE PROFESSIONAL WORKERS,
ating the political, programmatic ~nd ~r
ganisational level 6f the struggle m BntTHE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION
ain basing oneself on the world relatAND THE IV INTERNATIONAL
OCT 1968
ionship of forces.
THE STUDY OF THE TEXTS OF OUR MASTERS, MARX,
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Canada is an expression of thiS
balance of forces. Superficially it
country a little apart from the
process,_ with a capitalist stability

- The

world
was a
world
and a

ENGELS, LENIN AND TROTSKY, THE APPLICATION OF
THE MARXIST METHOD AND MARXISM TODAY
OCT 1968
All obtainable by post from
IV International Publications, 24 Cranbourn St. W.C.2.

hijacking of the Planes,
the struggle against imperialis.m
For this I'eason in the Middle Eiast, we.
justify and support it, because they do
not have another means of struggle, and
they have to defend themselves as well
as they can. This is directed then to try
to elevate the strugg~es. They bave no
other means, and it is necessary to mtervene.
Expropriations, nationalisations, work·
ers control, pianning must be the principal appeal to act. Together with this,
tactical means as terrorism and hi.
jacking are secondary tactical means.
There is no terrorism, no action of hijaekings which can replace a general
strike. The general strike envelopes the
whole country, demonstrates the weakness
of capitalism, divides capitalism, demonstrates its disintegration and unites the
population behind those who make the
general strike, because they see the
strength of society. In the caSe of terrorism, no. It attracts sympathy and snpport, but it does not impel society to
intervene
In the Middle East there is a particular
situation in which terrorism bas a certain
effect, but it dCles not mobilise the masses. The struggle of tbe guerrillas. in
Jordan mobilises all the masses of the

country, but the highjaekings no. The
guerrillas mobilise the masses to dispute
issues of power, and thus they can exercise power, whilst with the other method
it is not possible. The highjacking is a
tactical action to lead on to otber objectives.
It is necessary to appeal to all the
movements and parties, like the Ba'ath
Parties of Syria and Iraq, the United
SociaUst Party, the Democratic Popular
Front, and the Popular Front of Palestine, the Arab trade nnions, their confederation, the National Liberation Front
of South Yemen, the UGTA and the
Algerian Government, and the trade
union centres in Maroeeo, and Tunisia
for a general mobilisation and a United
Front in support of the Palestinian masses and for the expulsion of imperialism
and its agent Israel.
We appeal to tbe Israeli masses to
rebel against imperialism, and to struggle
for a socialist programme, for the socialist revolntion and for a Federation of
Soviet Socialist Republics in the Middle
East.
International Secretariat
of tbe IV International
11th September 1970.
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Without the' Party
wea'l;enothing,
,
With the Party we
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The substltut,lon of
the bourgeois state
by the proletarian ' ,
state is not poss.
ible Without violent
revolution.
LENIN
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The electoral triumph of Allende, the failure!
(q1capitalism;andthe· development of the,
Socialisi::,;revolution in Chile and in .,;
· A·
,L"'a,',' t','I'n'"" ,', n,',:",',er'·",,'.I:C'·:'.,8
not '
1

i;<:'; ,':',

~;'

i.o:!

.

. " The. electroDs inCbile mow that th~
,rol)}ems canoot be resolved
b i t ral
EI'
pI I
..c °aI f
fl'
,y. e ec 0
m~
ections are a' com ete y SUpeJ.nCl . . orm . . 0 . reso mg
7.proble~s.. They resolve.nothing.Capitalism ;hasfelt that a blow is going to
beaim~ at it. The very great awareness that it has of this is expressed in
.the' fact that, it pre$ented two bourgeoiSl.pai1ies in place of one,·· as . WQuid
normally have been the case i.e. one cOJ,lforming tnits interests. Capitalism
has u~derstood that. if the Christian Democ!acy and, the Popular Union
:presented themselves alone, half Qf· the Cbrjstian Deni~racy WQuld go over
to the Popular Union. .
.... : , .
,
.
The objective interest of capitalism was to coRtiaue with Frei, to continue
t.,_
~
•
UIS expeClence, to mamtain his authority. A'so when the Christian Democr~tic
lP~""" -ppores Tomi.., it is, because it is CI~,' that Frei now no long'er has
""'.J
...,
authority over the petit bourgeois masses, and that he is no longer suito.OOIlnlin. th~m. Butev~ in the caSe~"ere F:reiwould ha,ve presented
.biJM~lf
the,
of, decision WQnld no longer have~n placed

'Ctl'n'em

.

,lBESOIJRGEOISm·mELS THAT A PROCESS OF'CIVlL wAR'
IS. ADVANC,IN"G

was

If it
·not conscious of such a pro,.Cess, if it did not feel it in social relation~ <:apitalism. wQuldnot present two
.bourgeQis" parties: the Christian Demo...crats ,and the Alessandrists. One sector
should retire in order to ~oncentrate the
iQrcesin a: single party. It was the class
duty, of .:apitalism. ,Also when despite
its, class, interests" it' bas not acted in. this
way,it has revealed how far it has be.come disconce:rted, it lacks, means ',to
.!peet :; re:volutionary ;situatiOns, , which· 'are
aPPS'aring ,. in the country... Well before
the.~elections theChil~an electorate had
ali;eady d~cided-whether Allende wins or
Ioses~at itwould:not"accept being de~
f~~;,'

I

,'Ih~(. struggle. for Ag~arian reform,for

.ho;USing, the. work .s!9Ppage" strikes, ,arm~<confrop.tations, ; the mo,bilisationof
1itudents,the organiS\ltion .of revolutionary" groups like the·· MliR, illdicate a climate of civil war to resolve the problems.
The goverument is·. n(lt able .to confront
it. The insurrection' of· the army: on two
occasions, the attempts ata coup d'etat
indicate.also, solutions of civil war, non
e1ectoral solutions. If the bourgeoisie felt
itself to 'be firm and convinced in its
security, it would not have recourse to
such means. When the right wing la.unch.es
itself to strike and Alessandri declares;
"'Holy mother of the. Virgin save us from
communism" it is, ~ecause the bourgeoisie has no confidence in electoral solutions" for otherwise it would utilise the
majority of which it disposes in the
Chambers. "Vhy has it ,not sought for
such an electora:I solution. Precisely because it feels that the social climate is
not prepared to maintain political power
:in the hands of capitalism. It could,refuse to call elections and obtain in the
chambers a majority far that. But who'.
is going to respect these decisions when
the masses would show that they no long',F-r respect civil, ecclesiastical or· military
authority?
To the a:ttempttid~coupd~etat6f Viaux,
the masses immediately replied with the
occupation of half of Santiago. Without
directives, the workers took to arms and
occupied the factories. The -bourgeoisie
is conscious of . this •climate of, civil "war
and of the" deCision or the masses; It is'
.for this leason that the right wing has
:launched preventjve wups trying to attract the 'bourgeoisie, These attemp~s
have failed. They 'have however., to justi,f'y them by making in practice 'no con-

between 18 and 23 who do not vote,o'!:
whom' 860,000 are workers at' least,' TIle
elections absolutely do
reflect tIte
real relation of social £orces. Allendehak
won electoralIy, but the social "'triumph
is infinitely superior,iltld the bourgeofsi~
has measured it very well. It has rendet:edaccount of the fact that in the' ocL
cupations of the land. children of 8 and
old men of 80' bring water and proViSlions to the armed men. The bourgeoiSie
has realised very well that it was not ia
question of persuasion or intimidation,but
of a climate of civil war:
.,
., !tis for all these reasons that' Frei ,
has inclined himself to the left in the
last period partly mappearance bUt
partly in a real way. It is for that ~eason
also that the Christian Democrat Gabfiel
Valdes said; "it is possible that the com'"
munists may enter into our next goverb.~

f~r'el1tiated,arld. suChapol!l.risa~ioIi would
have incited the mil$ses to 'mobilise themselvt;s to weaken still more the capitalist
system and the Ijght wing; witli which
many of the sectors of the Christian Democracydo' . not want anything to do.
All that would have forced the : bourgeoisie 'to' a' unification . when it,' has 'not
been prepared. But more important than
this unification of the bourgeoisie, such
,a situation would have impelled the unification of the. petit bourgeoisie and the
peasants with the workers parties establishing behind them a 'national unity of
decisive weight.
,
But even thus ,the' elections are not art
expression of the will of the Chilean
people t9, ~heextent that the age of vot_
ing is 23, ,and ,illiterates. have no right
to vote. This means that the strength
of the proletariat is not presented electorally, but only in·;i "completely limited
way:. There
is thus a ' million' people
.. - , " ,

and trY to diSsuade, confound weaken
the front directed .by t)1e Socialist PartY
and the Communist Party. But it is the
worjcers parties who won half of' the rad:..
ical party and the Christian Democracy.
The joint action 'of the Socialist
Party, the trade, unioll action of the mas~
ses showing all, their ,atuhorify on Chile
ha.ve·,won thse radical and christian sectors. Hence among other things, the in'lportance of the influence ·of trade union
action.
;:
The: masses' of the .copper industries;
the coal miners, wood workers, textile
workers"engineers. sanitation. workers, the
student masses" have won the populationl
showing that they were the masters' of
the country. Two years ago the students
mobilised themselves in a very important
waY,occupying the universities imposing
a tax to maintain this occupation. The
cars going through the university had
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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a nationalist movement. becoming finally a
repressive movement. It is not less true
that the nationalists are permanently
.
among them. .
If the bourgeOisie had found the means
to subordinate the popular masses pefore
the elections, it ,would have employed
them by making a coup d'etat. If on the
other hand it had' had the means to resolve the problems .electorally, ,it would
have entered the elections as
unity.
When it hail not been able to do either
one or the other, it is-because it is
profoundly· disconcerted and feels itself
incapa'ble of responding to .this process
iii the form and with the dynamism,· which
is necessary to contain it.
The two 'bourgeois parties should have
been able to unify, themselveS acording.
to their intention. But in this case half
of the ChristiailDemocratelecfurate

demnation of the insurrectionists. They
have aU cried "subversion"" "sedition",
but they 'have set .all at liberty! Ana
,bourgeois justice has continued, to sUmulatethis right wing saying 'to.it "continue, but do better next time"! They
wished to" do so, but it' is Allende who
hasci'!Won: .. ! They are going·:still: to trY
to'do . 'better next time,but ... it: i$to
·the Workers State that. they are gOing to
Ie-ad! '!.'
When Viaux . tried to 'make' a' coup ,sev~
eral, .regiments· came .out "against him, and
the bourgeoisIe saw that there' was nothing
certain.. Capitalism' , can only support it~
self on Carabinieri,· which, is' a· 'specialist
body of reactionary repression. But even
these are not as·' sure :astheY"must ·be. to
the: ·:extent where 1hey were urganisedas

"

:·TheCommunist Party can only impel the form~
Cation of the new leadership in the Labour Party
on the basis of genuine revotutionaryMar'xism
and Proletarian Internationalism
As the IS document on the result of the general election. predicted, the
abstention of the revolutionary vanguard, was a major blow at the bourgeois
leadership in the Labour Party, and· on the other 1Uuid ,capitalism has vainly
tried to renovate itself, give itself confidence to impel a stronger response to
the, offensive of the. wo~king dllSlSl. This last has no perspective, it is the ~
utopian, delusions ,of .a, class, wbich is sinking, briefly reminding itself of a
time·.when it really counted in world .bis.tQry•. The last Labow Conference
showed conclusively, that the blOW caused by .the ab~tention of the vanguard
has gamed resnltsimmensely favourable for the development of a new revolutionary leadership in the Labour Party. It has presented' the opportunity
for a greater and profounder discusSion of the way fQrward~ the opportunity
to organise mass meetings in a way unthinkable until recently. However, the
I~v:el of the ,c:qscussion,in thej.Labom· Parl,y does not correspond still to the
mood and will of the vanguard, who are engaged! in the struggle for power, and
this is due, as We' have, stated many timeS before, to the' lack of any marxist
tra.dition in Great Britain~ This in tum hasi led to a low political level iu
the LV, and the victory Qf all manner of politi~r delusiQiIsi such as the vogue
,fQli'! so~ialiSIJDvia evolution and victory in Parliament.
.We do ,10t need to dwell on the past
limitations of the. CommunIst Party in
this respect, .• but:j! 'has. to be, stressed
that the policy of . peaceful co-existence,
the 'tendency 'towards class collaboration

on the basis of parliamentary perspectives, and the support given to the Soviet
intervention in Hungary, and then the
general support for Dubcek and co, has
not facilitated the influence of Marxism

in Great Britain. Frequently: it has isolated the CP, which has been seen as
either conniving with the crimes of the
Soviet bureaucracy, or later aiding and
abetting the rightist "liberalisers". British
imperialism, as 'Posadas has repeatedly
pointed out, succeeded in isolating the
British proletariat for long periods from
the effects and influences of the world
revolution-discussion in "socialist" circles, has £eemed to be based on the view
that the arrival of socialism in Britain
would ,be by some special circumstance
isolated from the world revolution. The
recent discussion in Tribune was a particularly had example of the way Britain
is seen as isolated from the course6~
the international socialistrevoltition. Objectively it is quite clear that the world
relation of forces more and more· determines the nature, level,and tempo of revolutionary development, but there is still
lacking a deep consciol)S under~t~mdirl'g
:of this process in the area i thatco'Unts'-CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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'THE ,ELECTO'RAl TRIOMlpH'~{OF ALlEND,E, THE'''llfAI LURE'
OF CAPITALISM, ,AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
,

'

SOCIALIST REVOLUTION IN CHILE AND IN
Chilian proletariat, its greafheroic act-But their defeat indicztes a state 'of spirit necC/>s;ties of life for the need of cultur~·
ions, which have led the petitbourge- of the petit bourgeoisie, which observes al elevaf:on and so.:iaielevafon of the,
the progress of the revotutitYil; Symptoms Ch:Iean population, the application of this
to pay a toll to the students. Everyone oisie and peasant many, many times.
The National Society of Agriculture, and demonstrations of that ,-have already programme must be assured. ,It is neces·,
contributed. The students demanded the
expulsion of the, reactionary rectors, or- which is. th.e most reactionary centre of been shown in Boliv:a. This situation is saryt9 ,ap~,,a, to the other countries to
ganised d:scussions on revoluiioilliry them- . the landed' proprietors, is the essenfal·, going to .impel again nationalist,' \~a'thoHc' make agreements in this sense with Chile
es, on ,Marxism, imposed the right for factor in the counter revolution. It is on radical wings, and reanimate their re- for a federation of socialist states of'
the students .to present marxist texts,. It this that the Yan!):el? il,l1perialist~ base volutionary process by, iucluding Jhem in Chil~. of Bol:v'a, of Peru, of Ecuador,
.wa.s ,Il- real ,,' cultural" 'revolution in <the tJJ¢i1ls~lv~s. 'F)ln~~!l1entallY', ,;~nd in ,reaI- the, gen¢ra,lpr~cesspf' tl;ie;revoluti90;; It rattd:;tS" II preliwblar,y the.feder,atWn of'
~iversity.. ' T'hestrikes progressed -con- ity Alessandri is ,'an att¢mpt atcompro- is ,a' revolutionary, ptocess;' which goes ';revolutionarystafes;,WithOut waiting for
!ltaotly with occupations of factories. The mise, because imperialism does not have directly· towards socialist measures, for this to happen, it is necessary to can
reaction of the ma.sses was instantaneous its own candidate. If the Society of Agri- either Allende applies socialist measures, for the making of a bloc of states which:
culture hadpreset:tt,ed its own candidate, , or ,i$shown, the door. He must ,at the dis.cuss~th:s "p~9gramll\~' If ·';g09d
tac~d wit\l" the attempt at a .coup,.
.
'CapjtaIism felt 'that it needed a dic- no ,one would ha"evoted for" it; a,nd this. ··l~ast mit:onallse copper,. ,recognise ·:Cllba~ .. ' number, Of 'countries are afra:d, today,
tatorship and that the Christian Demo- is the'reason why they s~pported Ales- leaveOAS, put Ii stop' to the efforts of it -is necessary to' continue to appeal to>
them for tomorrow they will have to'
-cracy was not able to respond with the sandri, who is a combined representative the CIA, and make the agrarian reform.
The conclusions of these elections show do it.
dictatorship. It tried, but had to retreat of the financ:e;rs" 9f, industry, of the landfrom fear that half, of the ,party would ed,.seCtors.in iiais"n with., the Y;lrikS., in ,corlsequenc~ ,threegrea,t possibilities for.
go over to the other side. Whilst ,the Alessimdri, has nO,t !ihown himself to be the mnted, front ill tht1 extreme south of
The:Peruvi3nshave "tried to do it, but'
Christian Democracy tried to maintain opposed to economic relations with the Latin America, a united front of re- they were afraid afterwards of the act~,
this process under its control, there de- Workers States, presenting himself thus volutionary countries, Ecuador, Boi:via, ion of the Yankees and retreated. They
'vell,)ped within itself a discussion on a.s an acceptable candidate ·for the capital- Peru, Chile, even if they are at different have not inst:.,.ted .. a series of measures--,
Marxism ana sectors like Gumucio and istsectors linked to the Christian Demo- stages in the evolution of; the proceSs; , .wlaichlhey want~ to do-against the
The Popular Un:on' in power must Yankees in order to conciliate still w.itbr
Jeres' broke with it, to go to the, workers cracy. But Alessandd lacks bases. :T~e
parties and to the Marxist programme. bourgeoisie is overtaken by the s,octal launch appeals fOr the United Front, an the right wing. They still accept,for exA whole radical wing was developing in crisis which it cannot control. ThIs is appeal to the masses of LafnAmericaj ample,' the agreement of CUajone, but
the, Christian Democracy. All this showed why'it has to accept the elections.
to the governments, ,to ',take measures of do not apply it, They accept that a misdearly that the bourgeois parties were
The electoral result implies the gravity protection, and of, develoj!mentJn L.aW s'on ,comes, ,and then they do not aUow'
in, 'a process of splitting and that a part and depth of the social crisis. This is America against imperialism, against the ,it (0 enter. It re~a:ns, ,however,a po:nt
w!ls being won .by worker influence. The not a triumph of the person Allende, but landowners, to take measures of, nation- of support 59 that they ~,an enter to-·
pilt:t bourgeois and peasant base qf the
of the programme, which goes in a de- alisation. It is necessary to launch· appeals morrow.Itis necessary that they finishChristian Democracy was won by the clared way towards marxism. In the pre- showing the· immense poss'bility, which wilhall this. It is necessary .to call .for
workers parties, and the bOlirgeoisie saw ceding elections, Allende paid great .at- exists for the development of Latin an anti imperialist ~ declaration, to plan
a disaster approaching. This was the reas- tention to declaring, that he was gomg America. ' These are the first measures production, to el:minate the OAS and ihe
on for the military coup of Viaux.
to respect private property, the ~isb?ps, which the goverument of AUende must CIA throughout Lat:.. America, to reThey did not make this in a .blind way. God etc... which is not the case thIS time. adop~.
cognise Cuba. It is necessary to form a
The attempt failed, because it was in- He has to say: !'We are go:ng to apply
new Latin American organism, which
capable of attracting anyone. Faced with marxism we are going to make a socialBut it is necessary to prepare before takes into consideration; .theneedsaRd
tl;\is failure the bourgeoisie saw that it ist state' weare going to estabfsh re- it enters the, government. It is necessru-y the interests of the Latin Amer'can
had no other way than to accept the lations ~ith all the socialist states, with to expect attempts' at coups d'e~ats, sab· peoples, and which struggles to show the
,elections. If the military coup had met Cuba, we are going to combat the otages, uprisings, a thousand things from door to imperialism throughout Latin
with a certain success, there would not OAS ..." It is for this. programme that here to the end of October. The im- America. to overthrow feudaUsm. the
.have been any elections, because the , peopteha..vy vote9. ;for, .~ ,pr()graJ~lme .. mediateeonclu!l~on .~st bethe"mllbiJ,:s~, 1,n4ed"F.opriefOrs. ,grp~t ,.pd~te ind~try.,.
.bourgeosie knew veri well that' it was which is not camouflaged. Now they are ation of the maSSes through demons:rat·· and to nat:onalise the latter. It is necesgo:ng to lose, It would: have prepared afraid to apply it. but ~he. masses are ions, meetings ,committees, which conu-oJ sary to appeal for all that. Chile can do
another military coup. If Frei had to going to impose the apphcat:on. Allen.de the workers areas, which take power and so, and Peru' is go:ng to support it, but
oppo$e this, it was .under the pressure hil:s launched the electoral campaign WIth funct:on as the popular power. It' is neces· . also Bolivia, even if this will' not be done
of his party in a majority won by the a revolutionary programme, an~ i~ ~e sary to appeal for the police and 1he immediately. The same for Ecuador. It
popular Union. by the socialist and com~ has had, the decition to do thIS,. l.t IS army to support the triumph of Anende, is necessary to support th's programme
mun:st party and the trade unions. That because Chile is ripe for th~se cond t!ons. to appeal for the formation of :rlglance now with mobilisations, and with an apBut Chile is. not a tree In the middle and action comm '(tees to discnss an peal to confront in this way the dv:1 war.
is why the bourgeoisie had to alloW elect~
of the desert· it is part of South Amer- economic programme. It is, necessary to which is <:oming before or after' the tak.
ions against its own intentions.·
TI"e bourgeoisie presented itself in the ica, of all the process, which encloses appeal to that Ch'le functions, now as ing of power. The civil war is in any
e1ectloiisas two parties conscious that Peru, Bolvia, Ecuador. Turned ,towards a Workers State without it be:ng as such. case inevitable.
Chile must launch appeals to the Arif, it presented itself behind a single the Pacific it also faces Argentme and As in Peru, with its committees in dep.arty, .half of the radicals and of the Brasil and' says to them "what are you fence of the revolu"on, of the defence gentine, to UruguaY,to Brasil to do the
Ci:!Tistian' Democracy .would pass to the waitin'g for?" These elections a~e not a of the, Law on industry, it is necessary same., LetthesociaJist and the Commun\ workers side; weakening thus its own phenomenon particular to ~hlle.. T~e .to give political J:fe to the popular or· ist Party in the name: of the Popular
forces .and opening a conflict about who Peruvian process appeared umque· III Its gan:sms. The committees must not be Union launch appeal for the Lalla
commands, in Chile. All that showed time' then came Bolivia, Ecuador and simple limited organisms, seeming to American united front, not for Che s'mple
now' Chile. These elections will have as support ,such and such a regulation, such development of the economic and soc ·al
.h~irpowerlessness. If today the Christian
Democracy and Alessandri, says that a consequence the impelling of the r~- and such law or measure. They must al. forces of the done-which is good-but
Parliament must ratify the ' election, it volutionary prOCess throughout; Latin low· the masses,. workers, peasants ,all the for the expulsion of imperiaUsln. the expropriation of aU its property, for the
is . to 'win time. These people have no America; for they are the expreSSIOn of masses to intervene.
liqu'dation of the OAS, and the organisintention of giving power to the Popular an interior process in the cultured and
It is neeessary to organise .demonstrat. af!on of the planning of aU the conntries
\1nign. ,'. They want to suffocate it, c.0!l- well off netit b,ourg,eoisie, who are won
ions,.to appeal for the army to su~port among them. The echo of a' similar ap. .
tain it, stop it, hinder all these mobIlis- by the revolution.
The policy of Frei was one of conta:n- f;he return to power of AUende, but also peal is going to be immense and stimulations. But the masses have shown that
ing the revolution. He addr~ssed him~e!f to support the appl" cation of his pro- ate considerably the nationalist tendthey have learnt, and have come out in
hundreds and thousands in the streets to aU the sectors of the petit bourgeOISie gramme to develop the country for the encies.
when .they knew. the victorious results for to a: part of the peasants and backward lienefit of the Chilean people. It is neCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
Allende. They occupied all Santiago, The sectors of the proletariat, who did not cessary to demonstrate that to answer the
The right WIllg of Alessandri wanted to intervene in politics. In the past electptovoke. .but the.po~ice r~jected t~is ion Frei obtained an enormous success.
which means that It IS obliged to dIS- He won with an absolute majority: m?re
than 50% of the votes. Today the Chr stsolved itself.
The triumph of the Popular Union in- ian Demo.::rats lose more than half of
their votes. This means that in this prodi~ates the progress of the revolution in
Chile" which has already won the poor cess of "revolution in liberty" the
and middle petit bourgeoisie, and even those Chr:stian masses have left liberty, a!,d
with much money. To that can be added gone with the revo:ution. ~he author~ty
the whole intellectual sector, which by whlch Frei had trted to wm, authonty
THE PARTY ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF A PARTY CENTRE
tradition is won to the revolution. No- as a means of winning the bourgeoisie
IN MANCHESTER.
thing of that is new. In 1919 there was and imperialism to respond to the, rethe ,uprising, of the navy; in 1932 the volution has gone. All that has been a
socialist republic of Marmaduke Grove fa'lure and this is going to liberate an
WE INVITE SYMPATHISERS, LABOUR AND COMMUNIST
and other great permanent movements. immen~e force throughout Latin ArnerPART): MILITANTS, TRADE UNIONISTS AND STUDENTS,
There are also the great struggles of the ica.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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THE SOCIALIST ASPIRATION OF THE CHILEAN AND LATIN

TO CALL THERE BETWEEN THE TIMES LISTED BELOW,
FOR DISCUSSION AND TO OBTAIN OUR DOCUMENTS.

AMERICAN MASSES IS IRREVERSIBLE

THE CENTRE WILL BE OPEN

This is not an isolated triumph of the weak. In Chile the bourgeoisie is infin.Chilean masses, but the expression of a itely more structured as in Argentine and
st~Je
feeling and of social, decision Brazil. In these countries it disposes of
<>f all the masses of Latin America. Peru, a solid strong economic apparatus, which
Bolivia have already expressed this. To- does not depend simply on the type of
d~y Chile' shows in a particularl¥decis- production. Chile is one of theco~ntries
w:th the highest standards of bfe in
i~e way this aspiration of the masses in
Latin America.
~ . sit!:1a~n whe,re it, is necessary to take
The Chilean bourgeoisie has been de~
account i1.f the existence of a quite strong
eJiiough b~lrgeoisk" in. this' coun.tri.• The feated by a feeling alreacly commolJ. to
,imperialist movements in Bolivia' and Ahe whole ()f Latin America. It is true .,
in Peru areo, able to triumph, because .,~that the same economic situation, s()cial
it is there
the ,bourgeoisie is very or political does not ex:st in each' country..

Monday 4 pm to 9 pm, Wed~esday Z pm to 5 pm, Friday 5 pm to 8 pm
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THE ADDRESS IS:
ROOM 6, 39 LONG MILLGATE, MANCHESTER, 3.
Near Victoria Station
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RED FLAG

TH'EEtECTORAL TRlUM'P'H OF ,ALLENDE
THE .ALLENDE GOVERNMENT MUST LAUNCH THE STRUGGLE

FOR 1:lIE ANTi"CAPITALIST PROGRAMME
The proletariat through its trade un·ons
,and parties maintains its class function
by developing the revolution in Chile,by
prepar;ng an armed surveillance. It is
necessary to call .for such v:g:lance, to
-call that .the . sold;ers and the army gives
,arms, ;toappeal so that the army b dis. posed ·to intervene in defense of the right
of the Popular Union to govern in Chile.
It is necessary .to appeal at the same
time to all the rest of· Latin America
:for a.common front with mob:J:sations
;on Ii programme of nafonallsat:onsof
the principal enterprises, .in relation to
the interests of Latin America, of the
recognition of Cuba, and of all the
Worker,s .States. It is necessary to appeal
to them, so that· theybelp, so that tbey
.install copper rdineries. Tbey must aid,
as in Peru, witbout interest, where they
·sent.an enormous aid after the earthquake. They have made loans repayable
in between 40 and: 10.0 years. They have
instaUed a refiuery for nothing. It is Dec:essary to appeal to the Soviet Union
for a' military:and economic support for
Chile immediately. The trade un!ons and
Jhe workers .parties of· Chile must prepare .themselves for this from this moment on.
It is necessary to appeal for the development of commerce with Cnba. All
,this programme must· be realised on the
.basis of the mobilisation of the masses
on the concrete objectives of developing
6eir partidplrtiQn•. their .cQntrol on the
economy,production .and distribution. It
is 'necessary . to appeal for the nationalisation of the principal sources of prolluctiOD, to realise the .agrar·an reform,
to make a plan of production under
workers control, to recognise aD the
Workers states, to national!se the banks
and through it, credit. It is necessary to
appeal to all the Workers States, and not
only the Soviet Union,. but· to China and
Cuba, amongst others, to intervene. It
is ·necessary to appeal to all the workers:
parties of .Latin Amer'ca' and all the anti·
imperialist, Left Christian Democrat move.m~. file ,nat'onalist.mo¥emenft>.. ·.and
the Latin American' masses to mobilise
for these objectives.
The trade unions and the workers partiesof Ch'le must hurl themselves into
such actions, independently of the declarations .of 1he government. These, as workers organisms must act in arevolut:onary
manner, and launch all these appeals to
the' Latin Amer:can masses, appealing for
a Latin Ameriean anli~Imperialist and anti-cap'talist 1mited front, to plan product·
ion on the 'basis of the interests of the
·ma~es. of file social and' economii development of Latin Amer:ca. Out with
Imperialism! Out with the OA$! These

are what the-condusions .of these actions
must be.
It is necessary at the same time to ap.
peal for a pubI,c di~cuss~on in the work·
ers camp on ail the problems, which have
to be resolved. l\' hat are the ideas, wh,ch
.must be put forward? Public d.scus.sions
must be made, iu .the universities, in the
public s'lnares to d.scuss, all the .problems
..of the ec'Onomy, 'Of pol.cy and perspectives .for I.aim Amer.ca,' about relarlions
with Cuba and the other Workers States,
about the development 'Of socialist measures and for a concrete plaun,ng, which
starts .from the real state of affairs in
Chile. Every day, hundreds of ch.ldlen
Jive .and die in the. streets. The slums are
growing, and the most scandalous promiscuity. which can exist, re,gus there•
The people have made them today into
really livable ne:ghbourhoods, wilhont
dirt Or mud, without rats, with water and
electricity. People have made among
.themselves true socialist communes where
they· don't smoke, don', drink, and where
the husband does not have to pay to take
a wife. Every problem is discnssed. and
this is communism. The bourgeoisie has
seen aU this, and canDot understaud it,
for it is a .expression, of the socialist sentiment of the masses. Such. situations are
produced in Santiago, Valparaiso, for
thousands of people in entire districts.
'l'hey haVe elim:nated, drinking, have advised people not to smoke, doing it in
a conscious' fashion. iFamily d:Sputes
which CQuId not be eliminated, have been
tranqu 'Uy discussed, just as the Chinese
are doing. All this has had an immense
echO. People have resolved these problems
with a .communist SPirit.
These elections are a triumph. against
the bourgeoisie and file working class
feel that they have won. They do not
feel it as a fr·umph on the electoral plane.
but on a sodal plane. For the working
class . it is a revollifron, it is the first
step towards the talingof power. Previously it conducted: itself with a sp;rit
of c:vil war. It has to speak, live and act
as· intheciv:l War, .~en iLit ..still.does
not 'have arms.
The bonrgeoisie feels th's and this dislocates its preparatio1!1.The military coup
has fa·led; and it must present itself in
the elecCons with two parties~ Now, it
is going to try to 1:ome back to a military
coup; it is going to do it to sabotage.
The Yankees are going to intervene and
launch themselves -wifh all the~r strength
in the preparation 'Of a counter-revolutionary interveution."Le Monde" underlines that 'This .is the first time that a
soicalist president' is elected in Lat;n
America'. And in wbat conditions!

BE PREPARED TO CRUSH ALL nm ATTEMPTS
AT A REAcrIONARY COUP
The houregoisie feels that the elections
of Allende modifies the relation of fOl"US,
so much fr.om the social poaat .of
view, for this was already uufav.ourable,
but from the political point of' view. in
as much as there .are now sectors, which
are going to turn tQwards the revolution.
The relaCionship of for~es was already
favourable to the .revolution from the
social polnf of view, but was stJI not
politicaUy. In the measure, where there
are still the apparatuses which lead, their
political decisiQn has some importance.
Thus these electi'Ons a~e a political blow
to the bourgeoisie. AU its Christian Democrat strategy collapses, and this was
the support of imperial:snt. The bourgeoisie is going to have to confront a new
.situatlon, .a desertion of half its forces.
Repercussions .of this s;tuation are going to be immense in Italy, where there
is a process similar to that in Chile, and
which also marches towards the dv:1
war. The Left Christian Democracy, the
people like Donat' Cattin, the Acli and
Acpol, are the centre of the agitation.
Conditions are those of civil war, and do
not permit any electoral solution. Imperi.
alism cannot allow the triumph of Allende; but the masses can no longer put
up with a defeat.
It is necessary to expect that the land
owners form, as they are doing already,
the'r own army to go aga:nst the government and the masses. To do anything,
the government mnst make the agrarian
reform, .and support the peasants against
the land, owners, who have no other
social means than to act militarily. Thus
it is the civil war. It is necessary to pre·
pSl'e to prevent the count~revolution by
developing the intervention of the masses
under the form of soviet control and
intervention. It i~ .like .this ...that it, is

not

necessary to declare d!e mar.ch of the
popular union Co the P-r.esidency and to
power; from the government to the power.
But for this it is necessary to prevent
the armed reaction of fhe bourgeo:sie
which is going to try a coup. One cannot
allow it to, and it is necessary (0 go from
the government to power. It is with this
objective that it is necessary to appeal
to organise the armed act:onof the masses, to form organ:.sms and to liquidate
the bourgeois organisms, beghmingby the
police, bourgeois justice, the .army, and
fiuances. One must al'peal to the masses
to organise themselves and participate.
The bourgeoisie is going to try to str'ke
a blow, but as recently, it shows that
it is without the forces to prevent the
action of the masses. It can no longer
preveut it, in Argentina and in Brazil; and
it fears the influence of Ch;le on the
masses of these countries.
The capitalists seek the . intervention, of
the Yankees in Chile, for the ChiUan
army on its own cannot do anything.
World capitalism is fr'ghtened and wondering "how is this possible", "how did
this happen?" They are scratching their
head, cannot understand such a process.
They make comparison with what hap.
pened before. But calculations and comparisons cannot be made only -with what
is passing in Chile, but on a world wide
scale. In their time the English Labour
Party triumphed on a bourgeois programme, but today Allende. triumphs by saying what he is going to do and Tom'c
of the Christian Democracy must say that
he is going to support him in the Chamber.
There is contained within this support
an attempt to conta:n the popular union;
but there is also the support of a petit
bourgeois tendency, which has passed
over. froQli the other side. To obtain his

votes, and to· conta:n,Tomic has had
to take 11 programme. of the left. Allende
has gainell with a socialist programme.
It iJ the revoJufon wh:chis going t'O
push many people to think; "but why
should we hide ourselves, make maneouvres; act behlnd the scenes?" The defeat
of tbe Christian Democracy-not solely
the conservatives, who are openly in the
presented
camp of imperialism-who
themselves as partizans of soc:al progress,
of forms and methods of progrc-~s w:thout revolufon, means the defeat for all
the Latin American reformist tendenc:es•
This is going to have very great repercuss:on within all the communist part:es.
The revolutionary life w:th:n the C.P. is
.going to be stimulated by this, the discussions aregolng to be elevated as is
the preoccupation fOl: the texts, and the
need to be guided in relation to a com.
prehens:on of all the process of h·story
from which they have been distant. The
way in which the process develops at the
moment is certainly the .last thing wh:ch
they thought was guing to happen. Up
to the last moment, the commuuiststried
to present themselves alone; they d:dn't
believe that they would triumph. This is
what they were say:ng by presenting their
own candidate, .Nernda•.They thought it
possible to receive a very great number
of votes, but not to win. The masses, it
is they who believed in success. Aud one
of the essential aspects of this process
is precisely the behaviour of the masses
which ha§ aUowed tbem to ga~n a part
of the Christ'an Democracy. This is so
true, that Tomic .has had to present himself w'th a leftanti·imperial'st program.
me in order to obtaIn votes. Half of the
votes, wh'ch he obta'ned, are votes in
the camn of the revolution and not for
capifarsm.
The triumph of Allende in the world
revolutionary process is going to mean
a stimulus to the already exist:ng move-

ments; which is also going, to have repercuss:ons on Allende h'mself. The defeat of the Chr:stlan Democracy in Chile
breaks one of the essential social bases
of capital:sm. This is going to have immediate repercuss .onsin Venezuela, but
also in Colombia. All the perspec.ives,
all the organs on wh ·ch capitalism counts
in Latin Ameri<;a and in the world, disintegrate.
The .' repercuss:ons are going to affect
all the Christ an Democrat movements.
The social we:ght of the Christian. Democracy is go:ng to .evaporate with the
triumph of, the Popular Union.
The .repercu.~sions are going to be felt
in Germany and in Italy. Allende is already speak·ng directly in the name of'
the social 1st programme. Thanks toth18.
~uccess, .nationalism .in Argentina is. ad~
vancing now by several lengths. This
tr:umph is going to stimulate a series of"
tendenc :es to pass openly to the offensive, and uot to let themselves. be limi~ed
or stopped beforethelimitatioDs.of lack
of means, overcoming their fear. This
triumph is going to stimUlate enormousl"
the whole maturing of the process; it is
g.,jng to mark out the field, polarise· the
tendencies, showing clearly that a majority sector of the petit bourgf«)is~e hati
passed to tbe camp of the revolution.
The bourgeois duty of Frei should
have heen to go over to the coJiservatives and ttrepare the coupd'eta.t. Also
when Tomic supports· AUende openly today, it stimUlates the army to de(en!l:
legality.
Basically Tomic acts against. theeou•.
servative tendency of the CD, and tal!;es:
measures faced' with the attempts. at a'
coup. In this way, he stimulates the armY,
to respect the constitotion. By supporti~
Allende, Tomic wishes to prevent a coup~
It .. is not excluded, moreover; that: a
number of Chrlst'an Democrats wiIJ:: :paIlS,
to the side of the government JUlY..

FROM TIlE GOVERNMENT TO POWER
It is not bad to uSe these contradict.
ions in a tactlcal way, but to prevent It
coup it is necessary to mob lise the trade
unions, to call the masses to mobilise
to make meetings, anddemontsrat'ons' on
the programme of soc:alist Qlieasures, in
support of Allende. It is also necessary
to lau.nch an appeal to the priests of
the "Third WOrI.d movement," who have
declared that the revolution must be
social:st and violent. To appeal so that
they intervene, that they use the pulpit
and aU the means, which they have, to
eall to tlie masses t'O take power. It is
necessary to make appeals w:th programmes and; concrete actions, on the basis
of .. the expropriat:on. of. imperialism.
OUT WITH IMPERIALISM FROM
ALL LATIN AMERICA! This must be
t~e slogan.
It is necessary to appeal for concrete
mob'lisations to expropriate imperialism
and for the unification of theCGT in
a Single Latin Amer:can TU centre on
the programme of expropriation of 1mper'alism. This struggle must signify oc.
cupations of factories, movements of
agitation, using all the organisms, jncIud~
ing the "hurch, Parliament, University,
Trade Union, factory~ In the latter it is
necessary to make brief stoppages w'th
short meetings. It is necessary to make
agitat!oD .. bove all outside the factories, to demand of aU the communist and
socialist parties of the world, and to the
left nationalist movements, that they pronounce and mob:l:se for the Chilean
triumph, and launch warnings to imperialism aga:nst any attempt at a coup.
The communists are going to want to
show that Chile is the demonstration
of the possibifty of electoral peaceful
roads towards power, of the possibility
of penetration from' inside. But everyone
understands and sees that an electoral
triumph does not exclude the need, on
the other hand, to break the capitalist
apparatus and take power by violence.
For otherwise, power remains in the hands
of the bourgeolsie. The Yanks must make
a coup, for they cannot tolerate that the
Chilean bourgeoisie yields, for this mea!!s
the collapse of all of them.'
The trinmph of Allende marks a road
for the development of the Latin-Amer.
ican revoludon; It is the road of the
united front directed by the prolet~rian
organisms and tendencies,' with the. objective of linking up with the Workers States. It is necessary to break immed·iately
the juridical, pol:ce repressive apparatus.
To appeal to the army, the socialist, nati.
onalist, revolutionary ofticers, so that
they discuss .with the soldiers and form
committees in all the barracks, in defense of the triumph of the masses; com.
. mittees, of respect. of the popular wm.
. The right win~ of' the CD is' going to
want to impose Us cond!tions on' the

AUende government, so that he surrounds
himself with people, who respect capital.
ist structures. These negotiations' .are
going to take place. It is necessary. to
appeal to the pop~ar. union, sO that it
respects nothing, changes aU .the app~
atus. It is necessary that mil:tias. are.
formed and organised w:th the support
of the military. The faCtories inust be
ready to come out, armed, to make the
popular will respected. It is. necessary
to appeal
the sociallst tradition of
sectors of the army aDd fothe mass
organisations.
.
.Qne ,can measure the world matur:ng
by the triumph of the rewlution. Cb:le
is a small country, with a proletariat
quite smali compared to the population
of Latin America. it has intimidated and
terrorised capitalism, and every counUy..
of the world feels this. The proletariat
has pulled along the petit bourgeoisie,
the intellectuals and tlte peasants. The
popular union, which is a front of left
parties; socialist, communist and Jeft '''e~
m~ra~ movements, the· left Christian
Democracy is seen by capitalism as' a
movement, which is going to stimulate
the rest of the world. It is this central.
ised and concentrated process, whicb .
gives a small group the quality .of tbe
quantity. On a WOrld scale, Chile is an
insignificant thing from the' point of .view
of the weak economic or even social
weight, which it can have,. Copper has
a certain importauce, but it is not the
decisive thing.
When world capitalism is so frIghten.
ed, it is because it understands that this
triumph is going to influence the con.
ditions already apt and ripe for socialIst
solutions everywhere, where a system of
exploitation still exists. The influence is
going to penetrate into the Communist
Parties, and make them feel the need, and
show them the poss:bility of the taking
of power in' Italy, in France and in the
rest of the world, there where' they have
an importance, and where the socialists·
are important. Capitalism sees that this
triumph is going to cause a leftward
movement of a whOle series of tendencies, and of parties, who depend on the·
working class. This is why it is frightened
of an election in a country, which up to,
yesterday didn't count for anyth;ng.
United front aga:nst imperialismt Out
with O.A.S. and all the agents of the
C~I.AI Nationalisation ·of all the goods
and enterprises of imperialism! Planning
of the economy on a regional and Latin
American scale!
A regional· pact and
federations of the' countries that~re
against imperialism! Organisation of the
defense of the popular wiD on the basis
of committees of anti.imperialist soldiers
and ofticers, in the barracb! For the

'0
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The Communist .·Barty can only impel:, the forMation •••

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
port, and lean upon, the struggles of
the ,Labour ,Party, and this has been re- the mas~es, instead of simply detaining
inforced in a past period by positions them. With the added impulse of the new
~f the CP, objectively sustain;ng the
p~ase of the class struggle in Great Britbourgeois, leadership in the LP and sus- a~n, the <?P has been forced to make a
Jaining the various efforts of the Soviet VIgorous, If inSUfficient, response. Thus in
,bureaucracy to contain processes in G. recent speeches GoHan has used the term
'Britain and the world.
"socialist reVolution" even if in a someHowever. the changed relation of the ~hat ambiguous context. And at a meetworld forces has meant that the Soviet Ill? on the 50 anniyersary of the foundbureaucracy can no longer act as in the atIO.n of the OP, referring to the struggle
past. A partial "regeneration" of the agamst the anti trade union laws he
Workers State takes place, and the bu- said; "It will never be done just by
reaucracy, ,although seeking to, contain the gentlemanly parliamentary opposition. It
revolution, also, in part actively stimulat- needs mass action in the factories and
es and defends ~be revolution (see IS do- localities". And we would remind the
cument on the last meeting of the CC, comrades in the CP that in the days of
of CPSU). Inevitably this 'effects the Lenin, when the CP was formed, the
whole international movement as was need was not felt for a special "British
"shown ,at the Moscow Conference. ,The 'Road to Socialism." The OJ> has called
CPs turn to the left, and begin to sup- for the organisation of industrial action
-but like the tr~de unionieaders, they
have not .accepted in a clear way the need
to orgamse for a general strike on a
c!ear programme of class demands,. not
SImply defensive, but.' offensive in charact" 1~ ~A" 35 heur w••k In all laelustri•••
er.
.
.. ~Y~n.weeb paiel" hoUela)' iIa all Ia. . Nevertheless the CP's attempt to mobilweek. paiel hOJicla),.
",Criesi leaclin,
Ise . ma~ ac~ion for December 8. day of
JiiAa ali-round 30% increase in wa....
actIOn IS gOlUg to act asa great stimul.; .talfU:shm.nt of a basic mblimum Uda. us toth~ Working class. They feel that
wa.e;' AUwaaes ' to' rite with the e,o,' o. !ltleast lUpart one of their instruments
'UVial,. 'Cominis'ions' of, worker. aa' lSresponding vigorously to the needs 'of
;~'USt",*J.es t9 decide the coatentl of the the struggle for power. The response to
the call for the Nov 14 meeting -in de....t ,of. Ii~inl index.
.
. ~~, ~ual- .' pay for. llIea . aDd womea. fense of •trade unions shows that de-.
spite its. relative smal~ess 'theOP car"
Apprentice. doing the work of au adult ries . considc:ra.ble ,weight .. ~ith the van_"rker to
paid as such.
,guard, and m the process that is develop-'
'.<Prolit. of automation to go to the in~, there!s no doubt that this weight is
~.tk'i'ilnth, form of hi,lier wages ucl gOIng to Increase.
.orter hour..
But just as there is constant need for
,PellsiollS to equal the average wag'. aD. ideological clarification in the Labour
it is ne~essary that a similar course
i-t,r.. with the cost of living. LoweriDl IS~arty,
neceSsary In the CPo Abo.ve all as
." the age of· retirement to. 60 for m••
the IV International has pointed out in
••d 55 fOr' womea. '
ana}~ses of the Ostpolitik of Brandt and the
T. G9mpurS~ry . day rdease for all work. polICIes of Soviet ·bureaucraCY,there is
... 'for Industrial framlnl .aDd furth.r no need for communist parties simply to
"ueatioD.
adapt themselves to those policies. The
I. Studentl to 'be maintained on the w.,. SOVIet bureaucracy follows a policy of
tllt.'erage wOl"ker, which wiD lacr...e left opp~rtunism, as opposed to. the right
past period, but it still
opportunism of
with ~~h~cost.of nvJn,~
remains. one of, opportullism, and this. is
•• ___,rlation .of.royaJ ,alaces, luxary
in~' m9st' glaringman~el.' in
.Cqiei1ies aud ·unoccupied dweDiDls t. sho"'?l
relatIOn to the Soviet diplomatic. offens.....t the bousilll shortage. EstablishmeDt
ive around a pn)jected European security
..,; defence committees to protect apinst pact. It is true that the Soviet bureau"'.ordl" thugs. eficUoa by b.lliC. .an. cra~y is arming Egypt massively, and ig'~rr."lileDtbypolic~ Organlsatioas.' nOfmg threats of imperialism, but at the
tlla;.tI· committees to have tbe right t. same time that it carries out the immel?s~ly progressive task of sustaining the
e~. iUd ..fixratei aad rentl•..
"•• ;Factories .. about to be closed to b. soc1alIst reVOlution in the Middle East,
,tae•• UDder w~rker. managemeat, leadi... it subjects the revolutionary ittterests of
.. 'DationaIilation· uaderworker. mau.,.- the European proletariat to the utopian
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fantasies of dislodging imperialism- by
stageS i.e. the prOjected Btlropean Secur~
Hy Conference. It is not marxist to
speak about preserving peace, when imperialism is .openly preparing for w.orld
war, and it is not possible to advance
with the necessary speed,. when the policy
of the British Communist Party is geared
to supporting this line and lining up
with bourgeois interests in support of
the right wing elements in Czechoslovakia.
Jack. Jones of the TG\yU has supported
the idea of the European Security ·Pact,
in other words the limitations of the
union leaedrship sustain themselves on
the banalities and opportunism of. the
Soviet bureaucracy and the Communist
Party..' On the contrary, it is necessarY
.to discuss the genuine revolutionary
marxist platform of this stage-the independant single trade union centre in
Europe, linking all the European proletariat together, on the anti capitalist
programme, the perspective of European
political general strikes, to bring down
the regime. of Franco etc. The CP cannot
claim to be marxist when .it attacks Heath
on. the domestic front ,and goes along
with the Gromyko-Heath opportunist diplomacy.
Similarly, it is not enough talk in gen~
eral terms of opposing the legislation of
capitalism, .• it is necessary to specify the
programme and the methods. It is nece(lsaryt() abandon the ide:;: that Par!iamentca.n.be taken over .to Impose SOCIal·
ism, it can. be used as a. mouthpiece for
socialist propaganda, b'ut the serious business of taking 'poweris done by the
organisms of the masses, and means' the
organisation of revolutionary violence .to
smash the state apparatus 'by the working
class. To pose doubts on this is to
open the doors .to class collaboration, as
has happened in the previous history of
the CPo And for this, it is necessary to
realise in all its significance the process
in . Northern Ireland-it is not possible
to segregate the course of history there
from Britain. There in direct brutal 'terms
we see the army of· imeprialism, confronting the revolutionary aspirations of
the masses, and there is no hope of
eliminating imperialism in,. Ireland, save
py revolution in ,a,unitedfront with~e
British masses. It is. not possibletpsay
the solution in England is different in
principle from that in Ireland.
It is well known that there are extensive disagreements in the CP as to the
way forward .. This - was clear in relation
to the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia, where a sizeable minorityat.the
last' Congress rejected' the rightist statement of the CP leadership, supporting

.Dubcek and Co:: There are wings who desire discussion Of Trotskyist and Posadist
. ideas, and wings wedded to inertia, and
petit bOUrgeois concept:ons. We call upon
the best elements in the CP to impel a
serious ideological- struggle in relation to
the programme to follow. We are against
arid discussi.ons about what Trotsky or
Stalin said or did at a particular time,
but it is necessary to discuss the perspectives for the international socialist
.revolution what type of programme is
necessary 'to put forward, what sort of
party is required to impel the victory of
socialism .in this country and the rest of
tbe .WOrld, and it is impossible to do
this if there is no serious and honest
discussion with the N International. For
example, it is rank dishonesty on occasion for the anti Trotskyist group ''\International Socialism". to be referred to
in' the columns of the "Morning Star" as
Trotskyist, so as to conceal what real
Trotskyism i.. all about.
. We appeal for .the Morning Star ,to
become a real forum for an honest idC9logical discussion, and that the Communist Party aligns itself firmly and unequivocally with .the revolutionarycoutse
of the world process, and elimin~tes-,Qn
the basis of discussion~fromits ranK;.~
the elements who' want to stay' in the
safer paths, or openly anti·, communist
paths of the Oto Siks and Garaudys. We
appeal to the CP .to .call meetings, a policy now !'eingpuf.SUeij <by the Fr.e~c~
CP-in whIch there IS no ,bar on 'polItu:.,l
discussion,' so that revolutionarymamsm.
.can intervene. And we appeal for an
elevation of the aditudeofthe 'CP ill
relation to the guerrilla movement in th\e
Middle . East i.e. an end .to "humanitar~
ian" objectiOns tohighjackings, and for
a real Bolshevik comprehension of their
utility or not. Finally in the context of
tbe class struggle now taking place i!l
Great Britain we call for the perspective of the pr~arationof. a general strike
using the term 'boldly, and not concealing
it as days of action. A general strike is
~fter all part of the preparation for the
taking of power. its use is a fundamental
part of revolutionary strategy. And we
call for the OP to adopt the anti capitalist programme for; the imposition of ,
workers control in ,the factories,. for all
w.ages to rise with the cost of living-,asa natural attachment to all wage agreements-for equal pay for w9men now~
for alI the profits of automation'. to the
workers,. for single unions, in all the fact:ories, fora single European workep;
centre and for the ending of NATO~d
the i~p()sition. ,of . the Socialist. Soviet
United StateS of Europe.
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to examine the accountl of .all Indu.t!i,••
t4~'Expropriation ··of the . wealthy farmers.
~ge .farms must be brought Into stat.
ownership, and' small farms federated an.
run' on collective lin.. by committees 01
farmers . and agricultural worker.. who
would, orgaAisedirect marketing of product
a"deUt out mi(fdie
ORDER THE
tS.Formation of 'factory committees Gil
In the editorial of the last issue f,lf
.aeh job and workers councils In eaell (CONTINUED FROM PAGEl 3)
Red Flag we made a short analysis of
EUROPEAN
the process in. Canada, which was not.
locality OA an anti-capitalist programme.
arming _of' the factories and the workers correct.
16. Foraslngle European Trade Union
MAR.x I.S T
areas! Support the triumph of the
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
It
is
not
correct
to
speak
about
the
Chilian masses in aD the workers' and
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defenc.
REVIEW
struggle for a Socialist .Quebec, seperapng
of the colo~ial revolution by every meao. revolutionary states in the world! Ap- it from the rest of Canada, but only
plication of the socialist programme,
51- PRE PUBLICATION PRICE
Including strikes," boycott and sabotage, without conciliation, and by basing it on of the struggle for a Socialist Canada
and' . the despatch of arms to. colonial the mobilisation of tbe masses to guaran- of which Quebec will form a part, and
workers.
tee the government, and impose the pop- in which it will have the right to selfdetermination; To struggle for a Socialist
18~ Withdrawal from all Imperialist al. . ular wiUagainst the 'putcbistes' who preliances, such as .NATO, CENTO, SEATO, pare a COUp! From the government to Quebec isolates the French speaking
etc.,' directed against the Workers Stat.. power by the .aCtion of the masses, and workers from tbe whole process of revolutionary maturing,which is expressed
and the colonial revolution. Alliance aud an anti-imperialist anti.capital$st program- throughout the U.S.A. and Canada today Published ,by Reyoilltiollary Workers':
me
by
the
united
front
of
the
workers
1I0lidarity with the Workers States and, tit.
iu Ii great number of different ways- Party (Trotskyist), Fourth International
co,onial revolution against Imperialism. movement, and of its parties. and organ~ the si1ldent .struggle, the 'huge General Publications 24 Cranbourn Street, London
isations with all the exploited and reLiquIdation of the Polaris and rocket pressed.
Motors· strike, the American· Negro
..'
W.C:2.
struggle, etc:. We make a self criticism
bases aD. their' means of supply.
for the incorrectness of this .analysis, and
[9. For the United' Soviet Socialist StatN
International Secretariat
resolve to raise' the level of ,our. com.
Europe as part of a world front or
of tbe IV International
prehension and analysis in the future.
Printed 11y St. Martin~~ iprintc!rs (TV)
.ocialist states.
86d, Lillie Rd., S.W.6. Tel.:Ol~385 8637
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'Make December 8th a General Strike with
factory occupation and massassernblies 1:0
'defeat the proposed" anti trade 'union laws
and for,· workers control~ tfie'$liding scali
and ,"against,' redundancies
of
,

,,;

The bombing ,attack on North Viemam> by U.s. ImperialiSIQ,' and the lea~e its members to decide for them- "But the miners do not return:to work de.
,attempted invasiO'lW of Gmnea~ are the latoot attempts of lmperiaiism to try selves ,whether to $trike or not" Jack Jones feated or demoralised, they ,have won' a
to' halt the constant PJ;'6c4.!ssof theworld'revolntion\~ Faced with the wa~ of .the TGWU, although not openly cal- snbstantial economic victory, and mo.re
in' Vietnam arnd .the Middle Eas~the social revO'lution in Latin Amenc" and ling forsuppurt for the strike, in the important, they have provoked a~risis m
.., ,
'
..,
past supported the .idea of massive de- their. nnion leadership, which can never
. the rsing clags sn'uggle in the heart .of the U.s.A., it has only one means of monstrlJtions in working days, and the be healed. The discussions will .continue
defence, constant bombardment of t,he ma~ leading towards the. launching Midland region of that. nnion are SUP" in the ludges' and in the next Conference
of the nuclear Waif. The bombing nf North Vietnam is obviously an C€caIatioo purting it, and. the leaders of the Con- of the N.U.M. many c)hangescan be .exin the stage towardS! the final encounter, provoked on the one hand, because structional Engineering Uniun have de· pected in both tbe bureaucratic rules and
U.S. Impe,rialiSin can see that it is nct winning the war, with its soldiers refos... dared tbemselves 100% behind the strike. regulations of the union structure, nnd in
iog to fight whoo they get there, and ~ the other, to give ccnfidence to a The revolutiul;lary, leadership of ;the class the compositiun of the union leadershiiJ.
ha){
Id I' • fum Th
• I bb'
f th
tskirt
f H '.
€I willrej:eive a big stimulus from the pre. The miners haVe returned to work de;ter' s e n wor'
mpena . • ~e aena 'om mg ()
eon
,\S 0
anOl,an, paration of tbe strike and the strike ,it. mined to continue the fight to gain 'Control
t"eport of Haiphong, altho'Qgh stated by the U.S. to' be only lasting for one , seHfbr the@onstr:uctionof a newI~ader
,w,i thinthelr>liil
. i ;t1. ,",,'" ',' ',;.",.,:,
"
da"'.Sihows clcad v the.
·.S~ ,(mni>
th~t 'al ,
erehas
' . , ' ',,' ,,',
"
',' '., ' ," " ' ' . "
,, ' , ," , ',' ,'" 6. "
',',' ,,' ,',"
,
J>
"
, J
' "
','
' ' ,l'~
", "
, "
""..
'is n,4,)j
,
nrocess ijrst constiuct· .~~e;,~'e;}.)~.it·;appealt~ ,t,he leadership
~eil'l,l;J~.'·ip·;:$e."fi;gJ.d;i~" , ,
,"',' i". , , ' ,
'"
"f:;foi'7y~0Ug~~·;:'
·t'l~;"(ili
'1Wd'«'tB~rt~:tlil1ing:~heana /fntf' rankalid"'fife~~\tni~wlllp:'HiCij);
bases.there, thaf it c{)utroIsthe: war throughontIiido China. '
strike. Thetwointer-inflilence.eae;'h other; at~ in the strike on the 8th December, to
At ~ the sa~ ",time as we' see thes,e' new demand which in' the immediate future n· part of the leader~hip discusses the change the appruach of 'the strike frQm
escalations, towards the nuclear war, splits will b~ fOllght for here~ 'Intbe Middle qu~tion, encouraging the class to' inter- being a, defensive struggle against the pro.
within the camp' of imperialism become East the Egyptian masses show tbat they vene, this in tum pllsbes this leadership, pOsed' anti trade union legislation of the
mOre apparent. A sector of capitalism, are not prepared to continue with the which then has to advance to. a new level. Tories to an offensive one against all tbe
seeing that the only way forward is for cease fire agreements uf the Israelis, and
This problem of constructing an ade- anti-working class proposals made by .the
more links both economic and social with Sadat of Egypt, as tbe International anal- quate leadership was seen in the recent government. It is not only tbe workers
thee Wurkers States, take steps to, achie:ve ysed, is not able to carry on the role of strike of the miners ,where after stri~ing who the Tory government are attacking..
this. Hence we see that Italy and Canada Nasser, as a gret centraliser but contain- fUr two weeks, they vuted to accept tbe it .is the a'bildren, and families uf the
take up diplomatil;: relations with the er uf the struggle in the Middle East. £3 wage increase, and to return to work.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
-Chinese Wurkers State, Couve De. Mur- Sadat hasn't the social, anthority whicb
ville returns frOm his visit to' Clhina sing- Nasser. had, and hence, be is forced imiog its praises, and ,there is, a majority vote mediately to go further to the left, in RESOLUTION OF mE P.D. OF THE R.w.P.(T).
at the United Nations in favuur of entry order to maintain his position. The masses
for the Chinese Wurkers State. These 'Yant to finish with the imperialiSit base
links, which are.· taken up by, capitalism of Israel, they want tbe lands lost in the
with China are not dune purely for econ- 1967 war reclaimed from the Israelis, and
omic reasons, but to try to present to the hence Sadat bas to agree tha.t, it will be
working class an impression of. friend- all out war till the ,end, when the present
Imess and reSpect towards tbe Workers ceaSe fire agreement expires.
It is within thk;framework of advance
States. And this attitude damages the
centralised interests of world capitalism.
of the world revuIntion, and tbe. constant
The world masses are not in anyway defeats of wurld imperialism, that' we see
CapitaUsm has no interest in protecting cisionS", and applied them in the workers!
intimid'ated by ethe violent methOds 'of im. this General Strike un tbe 8tbof Decemperialism, for on a world scale, tile work: ber being prepared. This is a formidable tbe lives of the masses, and this is why districts. They showed up the total in.
ing class, peasantry find exploited peta blow to the proposed measures of tbe cunditiuns are sucb that enormoUs numb- adequacy aud Jack of collective concem
bourgeoisie, show in their everyday act- Tory government. And it mns,t, be seen as ers uf people 'live in' potentially danger- of the measures undertaken by 4:apitalism~
iOils that they are ready and prepared to an offensive not defensive measure by the ous areas. subject to flood, earthquakes, The decision to have done with the inhumgo ahead with the revolution, and the vanguard of working class, who wish to volcanic erruptions, and every uther type anities of capitalist organisation exists in the
smashing of the capitalism system. Stin take pOwer;
the unions, in the factor- of natural bazard. Cyclones hit the Ganges masses thronghont the world, expressed in
tbere is no conscious organised leader- ies, and in the country. At the meeting delta regularly, and it is perfectly pos- it moieor less organic way, and it does
sbip of the masses, acting as a unifying held un the 14,th November in preparat· sible scientifically to provide adequate in East Pakistan tuo. These people bave
programmatic centre, but nevertheless ion for this strike (as the article on page warning of their advance, build cyclone a long tradition uf struggle and constantly
they show that they are prepared to take 4 shows)-there was a clear differentiation shelters and "reclaim" this richly fertile feel the influence of the Chinese Workers
on capitalism, and they are confident that between the communist and T.U. rank and land, pro,tecting it from flood. But cap- State and tbe whole Indo-Chinese revol·
they can develop this essential leadershill file, and some of tbe C.P. and L.P. leaders italism is occupied with preparations for ution. Capitalism tries to profit by paintduring the struggle, as in fact they are on tbe platform. The difference was most atomic war against the Workers States, ing a picture of overpowering grief and
develOping it now. Using tbe present clearly expressed in the question of what trips to the' moon, witb reactionary milit· pessimism in tbe face of the disaster. But
leadersbip,s, which they have, the masses type of demonstration December 8th ary aims, and imperialism tries to bold it is the element of revolutionary hope
.ow how they put preSSUre on these and should be, with the rank and file declaring back the revolution by exterminating and optimism that sustains the survivors
push them, and impel them into' taking it would be a General Strike, while the wbole populations indiscriminately like in together with their fraternal preuccupation
anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist measur.. platform tried to limit it by calling it a Vietnam. The loss of nearly a million for one another.
peasant lives is nothing to capitalism,
es. For instance in Cbile, Allende has "Day of Action". Certainly it will be a
We applaud the effort to help the Paidbeen forced to disband the riot squad of day full of action throughout the whole wbich is content to. explain away their stani masses, made by tbe Wurkers' States
tbe police force, and the peasants are not of the British Isles, but if thousands of very existence witb references to "over- and revolutiunary states by sending mater.
waiting for tbe land reforms to be passed workers refUse to' work, and go on demon- breeding;"
ial aid, but we appeal to. tbese countries
In a world. wide climate of shock and to accompany tbese gifts witb denounciat.
by parliament, but are going ahead expro- strations. for a day, what is that but a
. priating tbe land immediately. In Italy general strike! Tbe response to. the call sympathy, even the bourgeois press and ions of the capitalist and feudal regime;
We see that the pressure of tbe wurking for a strike ihas been magnificent, already individual bourgeois have been muved to. and declarations of the programme for
class nnd their struggle for unity in a over 300,000 workers have declared that juin tbe cborus of criticism of the callous its overthruw. The rand in PaRistan must
single workers centre bas led to the dis- they will not work on the 8th, lind tbe lack uf cuncern. sbown by tbe Pakistani be expropriated; by the masses and farmed
cussions of the leading trade uinons and vast majority of these wurkers 'are those government. Patching up measures have collectively. All building industry and
tbeir linking togetber. In the USA there in the key sectors of ;tlle· industr:y, the big been suggested, like the establishment of agricultura. suppliers must be nationalised
has been the great victory uf· tbe United car factories, ship building, engineering, a UN fund to cop.e witb sncb disasters. under workers' control and without com.
Auto Workers, who after a hard fought and juined to these are large sectors uf But tbe capitalists, as a class and a reg- pensation. Demand that tbe Pakistani rul.
s,trike bave won their wage increases and tbe petit bourgeoisie. National Union of ime, are shown to be incapable of pro.- ing class recompense tbe masses for tbeir
more important, bave won an agreement Students Conference voted overwhelming- viding tbe fundamental solution. It is from losses; nationalise the bank and exprowbereby their wages now rise 'autumaticaJ· Iy to support tbe strike, while tbe printing the masses themselves that the will to priate all, imperialist capital to pay for
organise for tbe future comes. During the a development scbeme for the benefit of
Iy witb tbe rise in the cust of living. union SOGAT, and DATA have butb deTbis has not gone unnoticed by the wurk· dared· OffiCial support fOr it. The' attitudes recent fluod in Genoa it was tbe populat- the masses-make the ruling !:lass pay for
ing~Jassof Eurupe, witollee tbat ,their
whicb different union Jeaderships take ion, which organise'dits own rescue oper- the c~ime it is responsible for!
'
wage increa,ses are constantly being eroded" over this strike is vel;'y important. Tbe ations witlh 'a soviM type functioning in
by tlie evllr rising cost of living, it~ i~f AEU, fUr instance, has said that it will committees wbich discussed, came to deCONTINUED, ON PAGE 2

CAPITALISM, IS TO BLAME
FOR THE DISASTER, IN
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The failure of the counter-revolutionary coup; the triumph of
the revolutionary counter-coup; the worker-peasant-studentmilitary alliance and the new phase of nationalism to the
Workers State in Bolivia
7 OCTOBER 1973
It is necessm:y .to. see thi9 popular military counter-coup as an' aspect of
the revolutionary process, which develops through~ut the world. It has shown
itself after the hijacldngs of planes by .the Fedayeen, after the civil war and
dnal power in JordJ,in, after the triumph of the guerrillas, and the demonstrations by five miliion people in Cairo. The whole of these mctSJ have been an
brt"etus iu the entire world to the deepening of the crisis of capitalism, of the
bQprgeoisleaderships, and' reactionary sectors. AU this, on the other hand, has
animated the sectors, which seek to progress and to go forward with social
mftasnres, and economic and political measures. One cannot take Bolivia in
an isolated way, but as ~ aspect of! the world process.
'Fhe •audacity of the action of Torres

4Ioelr' not~ 4;ome from, was DOt bom from
wbat happens in Bolivia,. but tbe world

process, and among others tbe decision
of the masseS of the Middle-East. All
that . has weighed on lhim. A part. of this
audacity comes also from the fact, tbat
be bases himself on the limitations and
weidmess of capitalism' and imperiaHsm
which ,COUld not iutervene.-Previously, aU
those "in Latin America,who accompl.

ished coup d'etats found themselves

1m-

der constant presSure of tbearmies of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile. They laanched their cou, counting. on ~he internal
struggles of. the. military sectors. Tbis
time, Torres made his c:oup without
counting On any other Sll,POrt than that
of the government of Peru. In order to
launch his coup in this way, he bases
himself on the perspectives, which exist.,
and of which he is conscious.

TIlE WORLD REVOLUTION IS CONCENTRATED IN BOLIVIA
The events of Bolivia show anew that force of decision. The discussions on the

students, the peasants of Cochabamba, iu
in arms, the armed miners and the general
strike by the unions g'ave an impulse to
Torres to act.
.:
It is on that that it is necessary to
look for support in the stages to come.
It is necessary to count wid! the conditions of the country, where nothing of
that is new. The Trotskyists have a gs:eat
tradition in Bolivia. They are the ones
Who gave the programme of Pulacayo,
they who called for the struggle for the
formation of workers militias. They are
at the origin of all this tradition.. The
organisation of Che militias arising in
1947 under the impulsion and intervent.
iOn Of the Trotskyists is arising again today among the peasants, students, workers.
They are the ones who bave made the
taking of power by tbe masses, feared,
if there bad not been the arrangement
between the military. And it is for that
reason that Torres was pressed to bOxnbard, and intimidated the right. and made
them capitulate., It would be absurd to
flbink that they capitutated just on the
pressure of the bombardment. They c:ap.
itutated, because they saw themselves,
and because of this Ovando took flight.
He saved himself, because he saw that
the right was launching a coup counting
on the fear of the Ief.t mobilising the
masses, It is always that, that they count
on.. But this time, the coup failed, because the masses went Oll>t onto the
streets, did not let themselves be intimideted, oblIging Torres to go forward, to
be firm and. energetic. His first declarat~on
4id, not ~orresp~nd ;to the fact that they
l)Vere. within trium,h. Th,s dema~s .. other
osons . 9f~onSldWatiOns. It 1S··tnt'~ in~oPle';
who have triumphed, and it . is . because
of this that it is nec:essary to make a
series of' appeals to it for complete part.
icipation: an appeal which poses the organisation of power at the base of the

unions, for a popular government based
on the unions, for a revolutionary governementof workers, peasants, students,.
and ,the revolutionary wing of the army.
It is necessary to (.aU to the population to watch out that the neighbourin~
armies of Argent:na and Brazil don't in·
tervene. It is necessary to appeal to the
masses of Argeutina, Brazil, Peru, and
Chile to mobilise, to prevent military
presSllre, and the military intervention of
armies, and in particular those of Argeo.
tina and Brazil Wiho are their enemies.,
The C.O.B. must appeal for the support
of tbe masses of these countries.
It is necessary to start off from thes~ .
circumstances, It is a development, and
not a change, or a transformation, of
the deepening of the revolutionary process. It is from there that we. must start.
It is not a change, but tbe development
of a pre-existing situation.
The attitude of the President of Colombia, Pastrana, making concessions to
the masses, ~onfronting· the oligarchy; the
~ation in Mexico, in Ecuador, in Ve.
nezuela, witere the majority of the Christian-Democrat youth is in agreement with
the triumph of Allende in Chile and
wants the .same thing in its coun;try, and
these events in Bolivia, all this is. an indication of the revolutionary state, which
exists in Latin America. This revolution.
ary .process exists also, to different degress in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay.
Tbe whole of this revolutionary elevation, the triumpih of the revolutionary
coup, which has repulsed the coun.terrevolution in Bolivia, is going to give
au impulse to the revol.ution in .the rest
ot' 'Latin l1\m&'fea•. It is: ltot'~ojii~lO:
create it, but impel it. It t., in these conditioDS that it is necessary to Intervene
in the military governments, the military.
groups, which are leaning toward!! a SOC~
ialising social position.

the people, the proletariat, the peasants, programme, on who was going to govern
t~ peti;t bourgeoisie, mobilising in the
the country, who was gOing to command
streets, ,are an. irreplaceable factor of were pursued up to. ;the eve of the genertriumph. The mobilisation of the masses, al strike. It is that strike which ·decided,
tile general strike to intimidate, and dis.. which obliged Torres to impose, and the
concert, disintegrates all the coups of the others to capitulate. The strike dominated
right,fwbidh feels insecure. . '
.
all the country, bringing in .alI the mas:' But the people m the, street have in- ses. That is why the movement is much
t{juidated the enemy, dismtegrated it, deeper than the declarations of Torres.
made it afraid, ,taken from it all assur- In consequence it is necessary to wait
ance and made it va(!illatf\!~,and lose all fOr the later much deeper co~quences.
~QJid~Il(!' ~. jn.~~lf.,Jl~tion:nj co~~ and. i.t i~. in these .conditions that it is
'~'mlpr~0lt•. qn{}pr!lXeqt Jllelr feneawes n~es~r:v.\to.illter~!m~.
.;
J
from organising. . For the organisation of
This revolutioWU'Y coUnter cOUP. in
society through the g~nerai strike of the Bolivia was produced immediately after
proletariat has impeiledthe sectors which great world events, after' great mObiliswant to advance iu the revolution" and ation. of the masse~ demon!i1trating the
~y a countercoup have disintegrated the
initiative and revolutionary spirit of them.
inemy. That is decisive.
World unity is iu the pro(!ess' of expres• In aU this last stageo in BOlivia, the sing j:tselt' through the revolution. Nothing
mass~ prepared themselves to weigh and All that has been transmitted to BoIivia.
APPEAL FOR mE INTERVENTION OF TIlE MASSES IN ALL
decide•.' Several weeks before the coup, Nothing· faster exists, not telephone, nor teLATIN AMERICA
the' .'students attacked the· fascists, and legraph, than the revolution. Th.e hijacking
threw them out of the university, with Of the airopJanes by the P.F.L.P. precipi(atthe support of fhe workers, the unions, ed a process, a chain. That revolutionary
It is necessarY to call the C.O.B. to it is necessary to do all this•.
It must not be allowed that the C.O.n.
aud.the C.O.B. There had been stoppages action destined to show the power of the exercise the independent function of the
at "work, strikes, demonstrations of revolution, has also shown that by arms Workers P.arty Based on tile Unions. It rnaintaiQs a bureaucratic apparatus, like
,wo~kers, demonstrations of journal'sts and civil war one can advau4;e the re- must orgauise and agitate as a Workers it has .~t present, but.it mU$t be changed
'l1Upported by the students and workers volution, and smash the plans of cap it- Party :to apply the Pulacayo programme; by imposing' the conditions ontlined
aglli,nst th~ closing of the paper "Prensa". alism. It was followed by the civil war it must appeal to the government to ap- above. It is necessary to .caU for. a fed,:fhat situation obliged Ovando to retreat in Jordan, by dual power in that country. ply it; it must appeal to aU the masses eration of Bolivia, Peru, Chile, Ecuador,
and accept the ,expulsion of the faschts
The hijacking of the airoplane~ was an Latill America, of Peru, of Chili, of as a step on the way to a socialist federfrom the univ.ersitYi precipitating' the expression of dual power with world Ecuador, of Argentina, ,()f Brazil. of atjpn of .Latin America. These countries
crisis and counter-revolutionary . coup .of capitalism. lit is in fact obvions: a little Uruguay to support! '.' tb~ .programme. must plall their political and social act~
Miranda, to stop the increasing revolut- nuclens has imposed on the great capital- This is a possibility;:.o because. imperial- ion ~ith the object of making the re~
ionary intervention of the masses•. The ist forces of England, Germany and ism is very weak, ana' shows itself. po. volution advance. The C.O.B. must . have
reply of the masses witb the general Switzerland: the exehange of the hostages werless to prevent this triumph of theo re- an independent functioning on the .Pula.
cay'> . programme, alld. without waiting fOr
litrike. jIbe arm.ed mobilisation of the min. ~or the prisoners. The guerrillas. in order volut10n.
ers and students of Oruro, the peasauts ~o triumph. leant ,on a world spirit" which
It'is necessary to launchimmediateap- its complete application, make a·. series
. of Cochabamba has been explosive. Tbe favoured them. The civil war ilL Jordan, peals with this programme,and not wait of measUJ:es advance in discussion with
~~lIPat!on, .,f the country by the 'masses
led by tile guerrilla groups, the extension till, Torres ,gives a programme. It is tbe the ,military, proposing to them, and apimpels .Torr~. to intenene, to bombard of dual power, expressed in the Irbid .C.O.B., which should give it. It is neces· pealing to them for a total appl:cation
the Gover~melU palace, and .to declare soviet, is. a social dual' power. These are sary "that it launches immediately into of this programme. They can do it witb.
not the aspects or forms of dual power, great agitat!on. The agrarian reform, or out risking being smashed, which could
" "revQluti9narygovernxnenl".
If Torrestbreatencd, then bombarded but a concrete dual power in the whole the nationalisation of euterprises, whrfo}b have been the case before, but j5 no long.
the government palace, it isbeclluse he country.
Torres proposes is not sufficient. It is
th~ught that the proletariat were •taking
The failure of the assassin king Hus- necessary to have an organic. and social
PAKISTAN
pOVl'~r,' ;that from the mobilisations of sein,. and the failure also of' Nasser for
functioning much deeper than the milit.
the 'maSSes. would emerge a government attempting to subdue :the guerrilla comes ary team can give. They can make a
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
. of the C.O.B•. (Workers Centre of Bol- from the fact that they saw the danger series of natioDlllisations, but they conThe Workers' states must by their ex~
ivia), a 'revolutionary government of Of the extension of the revolutionary war. tinue to function as bourgeois power,
workers, peasants and soldiers. It is for Nasser realised] that the dual power in making a constant threat of a reactionary ample stimulate the formation of popular
that reason that he immediately bomb- Jordan was gaining Egypt. He had to coup, or a military intervention of the committees to solve the problems of the
population. China has a very great res·
arlied, and that :the right junta had to make a declaration ~gainst Hussein and Argeutinian or Brazilian bourgeoisie.
instantly capitulate, without any resist- show himself in agreement /with the guerIt is necessary to immediately appeal· ponsibility iu this respect: conditions are
anee,seeing the danger which was com- rillas and EI Fatah. The egyptian masses and alert the Argentinian masses, the very similar in parts of China, and under
ing. This danger was not coming from were capable and disposed to dual pow· C.G.T., to support with solidarity the de- capital:sm thousands died every year of
the bombardment, which according to the er, and that was demonstrated two dnys fence of the development of the revolut- starvation and drowning, but since mas!>
information recieved didn't cause any da- after the death of Nasser with five mil- ion .in Bolivia., The C.O,B. mus;t agitate intervention and the overthrow of capital.
mage, but of the general strike, which lion demonstrating in the streets of Cairo, in an independent fashion, and put pr,es. ism no-one dies this way in China. Cbina
was in process of carrying all the detennine,d to take po~ver. They were sure on the government for power. leadmg must make the conclusions of her experi.
country, with the armed intervention of mobilised by a common sentiment, of firstly to tlw realisation of tbe Pu]acayo ,ence availahle to the Pakistani masses.
the m:ners and students of Oruro, and reflection, of. understanding, by' a' com- programme: agrarian reform, nationalisM
We ,appeal. to aU workers and revolut.
atlon of industries,of all the means of
tlie':"peasants militia of Cochabamba. It mon desire to inlervene.
ionary
organisations to pass resolutions of
is also aU that, which pushed Torres to
It is also all that which expresses itself production; plaIming of ,the economy. It
bombard'.Wheo he saw that Ovando cap- in Bolivia. The decision was not taken is necessary to agitate this programme support to the Pakistani masses, and
itulated, and thait the masses were mob- by chance in two days. Miranda launched with the support of' the miners, and ap- denounce capitalism as the cause of the
" ilising in the general strike, decided by the coup counting on .the fear of others, pealing to the student movemen,t; and disaster. We send our warmest fraternal
the~ )Jlnions, be decided to intervene, and
and in par.ticular Ovando, .and on the making all immediate united front. It can greetingS and solidarity, and appeal to the
to b9mbard the government palace.
fact that Torres was not organised. be made around the C.O.B. on the basis Pakistani masses to· convert this tragedy
n4it indicates that \the moment is much otJierwise the reply, would have. been im· Of' a revolutionary democratic functioning into a stage in the organisation for tile
dee»er than Torres shows; mu"h deeper!1pediate, Miranda could . therefore main. in the unions; assemblies, conferences, on taking of power in Pakistan.
!;I(~· th,e people in the street, and the
tain himself .. in pqwer for twenty four the bas~so of the revocability of elected
':geD,~al .strike, which have decided. The hours; ,and it was the mobilisations of re~resentatives a\lcJ leaders, who do not
•
'°?tobilillati9D ~'o~*f~~ '~sS,esl :the"";~(;Ci\.~pat;, ".,.t~~J m,al\Ses" ~M .~'t.'i~~ Jthmedia,te repJj I; ~S1)ect, and' ~o, net struggle for this ,pro- - ; Resolution,
Ion of the vlllages,the! armed 'sttuggle of'Torres-;-whicli fot~~d ''lith! '~tolea'Ve. ,I' gramme~ Outt~.'th ,all~h~.eW'he,~wiare,,!~R.~.P.f:t.)~
of tbe miners and peasants have been the which forced Torres to intervene. The against it! It is 'at this very m:oment' that ternational,
0
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BOLIVIA,
united front and. military argeements bet- inconvenient for the military, who are sectors ,deciding. Tbe revolutionary sect- "
ween Chile, Peru, 'and l1lcuador, to pre- with the revolution, to adopt new ors therefore receive jointly the influence
vent and . confront all attempts of military forms of functionlng: forms which elim- of the population, aud are impelled to
intervention of'the Argentinian, or Brazll- inate the posdbility of the nactionary go forward witb the revolution.
ian armies, supported by the C.I.A., and
imperialism. It is necessary to reject ail
THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION ADVANCES IN THE WHOLE
attemp~ to prevent Allende from assumOF LATIN' AMERICA
ing power in Chile, reject aU invasions
of Bolivia, and the counter revolut:on in
This coup shows the maturity of the ian reform, with their blood. They bave
Peru or in Ecuador, It is necessary to condit:ons, which exist in Latin America constantly maintained the social slruciure
arm the workers, peasauts, students, for the' development of the social.sf revo-' which has prevented the concentration of
women, children, old people and form lution; not for the nationalist process, but capitalist forces, both economic and socfactory conimittees, area committees, reg- for the socialist revolution. Tbe masses ial, and they have maintained tbe bases
ional committees, to cut at the roots all are mobU:sed for the socialist revolut.on. which permit them tod'ay to advance once
counterrevolutionary attempts, replying The peasants of Cochabamba and the more in the revolut:on. The. ~ers, the
wIth
progressive social
revolutionary . miners of Oruro mobilised; arms in hand, . peasants, the factory workers have immeasures, with~ the occupation and natio- for the socialist· revolution.
an economic
pOsed the maintenance
n'alisation under workers control of all
As bas been posed in all the previous and social structure, which has prevented
properties of imperialism and. capitalism, texts of cOmrade Posadas and, the Inter- any reanimation, re-establisbment or conwith the planning under workers control national(I), all the previous stage of this centration of the forces of capitalism. It
of the economy.
process of the revolutiOn was characteris- is because of this that this revolut:omirv
ed as a "revolutionary interlude" as an counter-coup has been able to triumpll;",
"interrupted civil war", where the senti. It .is thanks to the level of the struggle.
ORGANISE THE MILITIAS, DESTROY mE CAPITALIST
ments and the revolutionary will of the constantly maintained by the miners, the
STRUCTURE OF TIlE COUNTRY
masSes, of the miner' proletariat, of the workers, the peasants, in defense of nati.
If the masseS had intervened before, military to refuse to act against them, factory w()rkers, remained intact and ready onalised property, revolutionary policy
there would not have been this coup. It and, on the contrary, to support the re- to express themselves. The only way to pro- and the anti.imperialist struggle.'
,<,'
is necessary to make the masses inter· $'olution.
This is why a part of the army has
gress in the revolution and tbe struggle
vene ,now. It is only with the developThe existence of organs allows the for power, was the revolutionary organis- today been able to give this counter~coup.,
meDt of solid' economic progress, sup- masses to intervene instantly, to control alioft of the mas~es, of the workers. of by' basing itself on the previous struggle
ported by social organisms of the soviet the economy, society and politi~. it is the peasants and not of the guerrillas.
of the masses; Now they' must 80'0· fortype, which allow the masses to inter- the best. way of developing all. the proFrom 1'46 to 1"0, capital:sm bas been ward. If the power remains. once more in
vene spontaneously, to take. up guns, is gramme above. It is necessary for soviet powerless to recuperate all its power in the hands of the' army, separat~· from
is possible to advance the' revolution.. type organs, in the form of district coni· Bolivia. It maintained its political power, the 'population, once more these military
Witkout dissuIving the army in a com- mittees, district militias, which caD mob· but since 1951, It bas Hot been able to grOups are goilig to be created, whtch are
plete fashion, it is 'necessary to rapidly iliseinstantIy, to face any imperialist or regain, the -economic· and social control going, to try to absorb. to contain, to
arm .tbe militias, so tbat the masses can counter revolutionary intervention. It is of the mines and the prinicpal sources of limit the revolution, and permit. counterintervene instantly. There is the basis of necesS'ary 'to coordinate the militias. with wealth. A process of dual power has been revolutionary .COUPk It is necessary fo
triumpb. It is not necessary to dissolve the' revolutionary part of the army., those maintained. The miners bave' defended make the population, intervene, as itm,-,
tbe army. but it is necessary to stiPluI- which accept the revolution. It is neces- nationalised. property, the progress accomate' its political role, and for that agitate sary to orgamse' their liaison with the plished by the revolution, like the agrarCONTINUED ON PAGE 4
that the military must submit to. the UDlons, their districts and tkeir facto....
political control of organisms, where the ies. It is necessary to take the factories
masses can decide.
and make them function independently of
We call to demand now the disintegratthe employer; take the districts and inake
ion of tbe political commandos of the them function under the control of the
army, organising militias by their sid'e" inhabitants, to eliminate and liqJIidate all
which take over a part of the ml:tary counter revolution. It is necessary to orgpower of the army. So tbat power is not in anise a bouse by. hOuse control. Tbat is
the army, which remains a constant wbat workers militias must do, the dist.
source of corruption, of sabotage, of reo rict committees, the factory committees,
cruitment of the agents of imperialism.. and region committees. It is in that way
It is necessary to finish with such a
that it is possible to control all the
functioning with .the aim of dissolving country, also production,
distribution
the interior structure' of thearmy;"l'r:is~ ..tc:;"~.'"'~'
necessary to' reorganise a revolutionary
It is necessary to IIqulil;i~ i'mmediately
army, of wbich a part would be made iIlhe pOlice andi justice apparatus, and re~
up of the militias. A p' rt of tbe army place them by militias and popufar trif):.
can be maintained, but it is necessary to. unals. It is necessary to show that the
liquidate aU the military agents of im., justice applied at present is a function
periaIism, and Jet remain only flhose who. of the conception of the bonrgeolsie,
DECLARATION OF mE GENERAL CONFEDERATION
bave shown that they will submit them- charging and condemning the deprived to
OF LABOUR IN PERU (EXTRACTS)
selves to the necessities of the progress, the profit of the possessors. It is necesof the revolution. In conjunction with that,. sary to introduce popular tribunals into
Some time ago the trade union leader Olavo Hansen Wtl(S' assassin::
make the militias work with tile military the districts and factories; giving them
ated
in prison. Other trade union leaders and cadres have been murdered.
in agreement with the revolution, sbow- theobject:ve of developing the revolution
before. At the Present moment it is calculat.ed that there are ~15,OOO,..
ing that . their role as military has chang- in all Latin America. Imperialism is gopeople in prison in Brasil.
ed. Its function is no longer to decide ing to intervene and lanoch tbe counter
with tbe gun, but to learn from the work- revolution in all ways. It is necessary to
The democratic movements of our country, the parties, the tnde;
ers" and. the masses to make ,the country mobilise the masses, because it is the
pendant personalities, the religioils groups, the workerrs movement and
progress.
only efficient and effectiVe way of prethe political part!es have the obligation to protest about· these facts alu}"
We, appeal for a united front of Peru, venting thf,l intervention of imperialism,
Bolivia, Chile, and Ecuador; to make an expropriating an its wealth, nationalising
many ot~ers, whlCh are already public, with th~ noble object of liberating
appeal to the Latin American· masses to and, planning production.
.
fr,;,m. pr'tsons t~e thousands of men and women, .. who have fought with
unconditionally defend the BolivianreIt is necessary to call the Workers
dlgmty for thetr c,c!untry and for the end of d: regim~ 'of terror, contrary
.volution. We 'call to the, C.O.B•. to funct.,. States to" give unconditional, support for
to the most eleme'!tary principles of humartity. Litila, 1 September 1970.
iQn as a S:ngle Centre, and call f.or a
the Bolivian .revolution, to lend to it
"'ali» American Single Centre,' a Latin w.lthOut interest,to send technicians, whO
The National Council of the C.G.T.P.
American united fr.ont of workers,. peas- live the life of the workers and masSes
ants,. Soldiers, and students to lead for- of Bolivia., At the same , time' as giving
DECLARATIONS OF TRADE UNIONS .AND . TRADE UNlQN'
ward the, prf)gr~mme of nationalisation such, a .technical and econom~ . support,
in BolivJa•.. It. js . necessary, to .call for a tbe Russiau reyolutidn mnst give its !)lor..
LEADERS IN PERU
planning of .the four countries between al and. social support; that wOUld be a
themselves, and that tbey appeal to an great stimulus' to the revolution. That
The following trade unions and leaders have all made declarations
the masses of aU tbe Latin American would give confidence. and assurance to
in defence of the lif(!1 of the Trotskyists and other revolutionary prison.
countries to support the' Bolivian revol· tlhe cadres of the army, to the technicers i'n Brazil, for the liberation of all the prisoners:
,.'
.
ution .unconditionally with den'loustrat: ians,to members of the liberal profesions, meetings, assemblies, .taking posit- sions, who still see the economic measSINGLE TRADE UNION OF THE PEASANTS OF TUMBE (SUCT)
ions, resolutions, in support of the pro- ores from the point of view of individual
REGIONAL TRADE UNION OF SECONDARY TEACHERS (gengress of the revolution towards socialism benefits to sucb and such a sectors of
eral secretary Arturo Sanchez Vkente)
in Bolivia.
the population. It is necessary, on tbe
We caU for tbe expropriation of imper. contrary, to make them· feel the, necesTRADE UNION OF THE FOOTWEAR FACTORY "EL DIAMENTE'!
ialism, . for the unification of all Latin sity and the possibility of a social colFEDERATION OF STUDENTS OF THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY.
America with a programme of expulsion lective developmenl, as the only way of
(I. M. Salcc;do President)
of imperialism. We appeal t.o the Cuban progress.
masses to give all their support to the
The proof of it is given by the failure
COMMITTEE FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE, REVOLUTION·
BOlivian revolution through the Cuban oj' all the previous coups. Only small
NORTH ZONE, DISTRICT "EL AGUSTINO"
•
workers centre and tbe Communist Party. gronps could decide, and the masse!!
I. CARRERA, ge!fleral secretary of the TRADE UNION OF "INDECO"
It is necessary that the Cuban govern- could not intervene, or weigh through
ment launches als.o an appeal in support any organ. The repulse of Miranda is a
I. PAREIA, general secretary of the WORKERS TRADE UNION of
of tbe Bolivian revolution, as part of the new proof of it. Small groups were dethe "NATIONAL MAJOLICA"
Latin American revoluti.on. .
ciding supporting themselves on the ap.
R. GONSALEZ, Secretary for defence of THE WORKERS TRADE
It isnecessaty to be prepared, because paratus. It is necessary to smash the
UNION OF "RAYON CELANESE"
imperialism is going to c.ontinue to launch structure, which allows them to decide in
coups, because it is not going to accept this way; tll'at is to say sDlash the present
G. REYES, General secretary of the UNION OF TEXTILE WORKERS
the situation. It is going to prepare to structure of the army, of justice, of police
IN "BELLOTA"
.
.
launcb coups even in cata~trophic con- a~paratns, of the economy, of the parlillLIMA 26 August, 1970
ditions. It cannot accept Chile, and tben mentary system. If' the other countries
Bolivia. It is going to attempt some meas. and armies of· Latin. America protest, it
ures. We cannot foresee them, but we is necessary to show that it is a function
ean say that it is going to attempt to of the caJ)itallst interests that they de'sabotage, to provoke explosions and mas- fend~
MA
H
sacres to justify its intervention. It justThe whOle of these measures do not
.
NC ESTER MOSS SIDE LABOUR PARTY YOUNG SOCIAD
ifies itself supporting itself partly on the go against the 'revolutionary military, but
ISTS PASSED A RESOLUTION CONDEMNING THE MURdER
Arg~ntinian and Brazilian armies. It is against the using of the capitalist struct~
OF OLAVO HANSEN, THE IMPRISONMENT OF TR"ADE
necessary to, take account of all this, and ure by: the atniy; against the reactionary
UNIONfSTS, POLITICAL pRISONERS AND THEIR tORTt/RING,
make<i gr~at .agitational campaign in ali , !\CCtQfS, uSe of ift.lIt is neces§1¥'y to, elimin~jl
"
. ,
..
" ' ; i dx," ,i
. 'the' c1>~~tHes,:~aUint::;!~~.;:!Da,s~e,s ;:n~}~fhe.~':atei~is ',strltctute. 'It:lis'i'ij~1.·· going ,Jqj b~lv, ",...ii ..
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Ilr. It' is necessary to demonstrate that
such an ac.tion is going to impel the reo
vOlut:on in Argentina, Brazil, and all
Latin America. It is the reaction w,hich
repulsed, and the revolution which. ado.
,vances! It is necessary in consequence to
maintain and elevate the audacity.
. We appeal for a La,tin Amer:can united
,front against imperialism; for the nationalisation of tbe principle sources of production, for a political independence from
imperialism, for tbeplanning of product.
ion. It is necessary to launch immediately au appeal to impel ,tbe left wing of
,the nationalist government of .1;orres.
It is necessary to prepare for a .mmtary intervention, possiblY' of tbe Yankees, or tbe armies of the Latin Amerlcan
bourgeoisie, Argentina and Brazil above
'all. It is necessary' to reply with, the
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The Conference (Nov. 14th) of
'the Liaison Committee for, the
defence of the Trade Unions
demonstrated the will of the
.workers vanguard to organise
a 24 hour General Strike
on December 8th.

.

,

BOLIVIA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
tervened before, and in taking up arms
impelled Torres to bombard, and to mam·
tain the level of the struggle at an elevated level.
We appeal for the organisation of the
POPULAR GOVERNMltNT BASED ON
THE TRADE UNIONS, based on the
workers, the armed miner proletariat, on
the peasants and the students, on the
nationalist revolutionary soldiers, with the
ant••imperialist and anti-capitalist programme of the COB.

with the workers and s,tudents, the petit
,bourgeoisie. It is necessary to intervene
with audacity in the process in the nationalist military government. It must be understood that there is a revolutionary sector
in the army, which wants to advance, but
which does not know how. It has a certain
llm:tation and fear of communism. It is
frightened of being accused of' communism, because it still depends on the
opinion of the army. It is necessary to
a(lt in such a way, that it comes out
of the frame work of this opinion, and
that it makes itself sensitive to the opinion
of the population. It is necessary to make
it feel that this change does not signify
a retreat nor a weakening. and that it
is necessary to be based on the socialist
forces which decide.

We appeal for the independent fundionThe party intervened with leaflets, and the party press to impel the dis..
cumon at the Conference. The large attendance show,§! the tr~mendous desire ing of the trade unions; so that .the COB
functions independently as a workers party
of the vanguard to struggle for the overthrow of cap'italism,
based on the trade nnions, as the organiSM
The conferen~~ itself was organised in a most bureaucratic manner, no re- ing centre of the masses with the prosolutions: were allowed from the floor, and delegates had to vote for-or gramme ofPuIacayo, and a complete pro.
The sectors of the left of the army
against-the statement of the committee, which called for a "day of action" gramme of revolution and revolutionary
have
triumphed, because the masses came
not
bureaucratic
function.
democratic,
'and
,~on Dec 8 for the formation of local committees of action to' orgaoise fortbe 8
into the streets. They decided to come
"for the recall of the TUC Conference, and the annual conferences ofOaUthe ing. The immediate recall of delegates,. the out
out, because the masses had already done
trade unions. Speakers from the "floor" were allowed five minutes, and were functioning of assemblies,where everyone so, and because iii Omro they were fight.
can
discuss,
and
which
strictly
accomd'seleCtedby the cGmmittee "behind the scenes", However, immediately speakers pliShes the anti-capital;st and anti.imperi- ing with arms. in hand, and. already there
were allowed from the: "floor" the dift'erence between the tbnidity of the orgao,- alist programme is necessary, so that it were eight dead.. They decided to move
isers and the combativity of the .workers vanguard Wasl felt. Fol'l example, aU is the workers who decide. In order that because several. ,days before,' and weeks
,the speakers from the "floor" talked about December 8 as a general strike, and tfdey can do it, they must have the pos- . before, and months before, the students.
'lIot as a"day of action". Indeed,' a few speaker~talked about an' unlimited sibility of electing and recalling those who ,made demonstrations" strikes, occupat.
'do not apply the programme, who do not ions of the factory; they were mobilisgeneralstr'ike and the overthtow of the Tory government.
; At the .end of the morning the Labour
M:P, Norman Atkinson spoke and received
the only really bad reception of the whole
conference. His speech was very confused,
but the general line seemed to be that it
was not really a political strike that was
caUed for, but a strike against the bosses
who will then put pressure on the Tory
government. The delegates opposed this
. idea, and he was finally forced to "shut
UIL .and sit down". The chairma.n only
managed to regain order by calling for
:;llnity of the left" and announcing lunch.

!

After the break, the Labour MP Sid
Bidwell spoke, and although he defended
Atkinson in the early part of his speech,
he ,later went on to attack the right wing
leadership of the Labour Party. He said
that Wilson, Castle and Co should have
been ,removed long ago. He then went on
. to, say that a new leadership both national anq international was tiecessa,ry. These
ideas were 'not develope<J; ;But ~ point to
the prOfound crisis, which is now at work
in the Labour Party-a crisis of growthand showed a response in the most general
terms to the needs of the vanguard by
sectors in the Labour Party.
Despite the lack of proletarian democracy, the worker delegates made use; of
the instrument that was available to give
confidence to the vanguard. The delegate
from StOckport trades council called for
support for the :DecemberSth strike, saying
tpat they were calling the whole town out
on . strike on the Sth. A delegate from the
SOGAT printers union e'xecutive announced. that they had made the strike official
and hoped to mobilise 70,000 workers in
demonstrations. The chairman of. the upper Clyde shipyards Joint Shop Stewards
Committee said that they would stop the
whole of the Upper Clyde (Scotland) on
the 8th Dec. This shows the force of the
workers intentions, but little corresponding
to the depth of the struggle was advanced
in the way. of concrete programme ideas.
A Merseyside docker spoke of the opposition in his area-Liverpool docks-to
productivity agreements, and their determination to prevent any unemployment. A
,comrade of his said that a "pOlitical takeover of all major industry" was necessary

EDITORIAL
workers, and the pensioners, who wiD
suffer if the Tories push through their
proposals. The programme and aims of
this strike must be" broadened to include
demands for all the exploited masses, for
instance, COMPLETE MAINTENANCE
OF THE NATIONAL HlMLTH SERVo
ICE, NO CUTS IN THE SPENDING ON
EDUCATION, FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF FREE SCHOOL MILK, NO
INCREASES IN THE COST OF SCHOOL
MEALS, FOR AN IMMEDIATE FREEZE IN COUNCILS RENT AND THE
COST OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT" FOR
ALL PENSIONS TO RISE WITH THE
COST OF LIVING, FOR ALL WAGF.,8
TO RISE WITH THE COST OF LIV·
lNG, NO MORE UNEMPLOYMENT,
WORK SHARING WITHOUT IJOSS OF
PAY,
NO
DENATIONALISATIONS,
NO MORE PUBLIC 'MONEY FOR
PRlVATE ENTERPRISE, FOR THE
IMMEDIATE NATIONALISATION UN.
DER WORKERS CONTROL AND
WITHOUT COMPENSATION OF ROLLS

meaning nationalisation. A CP militant
from Shell (Carrington)-in the same
area"'-spoke in favour of the general strike
and the united front of the workers movement. The· chairman of the London airport
Shop stewards committee spoke of the
struggle to defend the nationalised' airlines, and !he was followed bya Scottish
miners official, who spoke of the ahtibureaucratic struggle in the NUM. He
did not raise the question of instant recall
but he did demand that all officials ,be
elected yearly, and gave a very gOOd picture of the current struggle within tbe NqM
at present.
The meeting ended in semi disorder
when delegates were arguing about the
need fora general strike, and attacks were
made on those breaking the "unity of the
left". In the Morning Star further attacks
were made on tJhe mysterious "ultra
lefts" who keep on talking of "power",
and putting forward, delUands that' w.ere .
far too' advanced!!! Without question. the
intervention ;by the Party, although indirectly through the press and by leaflets,
was effective, and fused with the mood
of many of the delegates. The Conference
.,discussions and interventions' imposed before the vanguard more and more the
need for a new programme and le,adership, and the need above all to make the
Labour Party the' vehicle of the masses
by which to take power. We salute tbe
passion to advance of the revolutionary
vanguard, as shown in this meeting. The
need is now to impel proletarian democracy at all levels in the unions, in the
factory committees, in the Labour Party
and tihe Communist Party.The struggle in
the CP between the proletarian and rightist sectors is going to accelerate, (already
open in this Liaison Committee). We appeal for the united front of the LP, the
OP and the :IV International to impel the
new leadership in the LP. on the anticapitalist programme, and as part of this
to impel th~ TUC to orgahise a general
strike, and to impel the maximum organisation of a 24 hour general strike on
Dec 18th with factory occupations, imposition of workers. control and' mass assemblies
to discuss ~he way forward nationally and
internationally <

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ROYCE, FOR A SINGLE EUROPEAN
T.U. CENTRE. To confront the increased
repression of imperialism the demands
must be ·raised for THE WITHDRAWAL
OF ALL BRITISH TROOPS FROM
N.A.T.O., OUT WITH N.A.T.O. BASES, THE WITHDRAWAL OF ALL
TROOPS .FROM NORTHERN IRELAN,D,
FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OF AMER.
ICAN TROOPS FROM VIETNAM AND
THE HALTING OF U.S. AID TO
ISRAEL, FULL SUPPORT TO THE
VIETNAMESE
AND
PALESTINIAN
MASSES.
The meetings and discussion, which will
be (held on the 8th December will be of
utmost importance, we call for mass demonstrations in the large cities, linked
with occnpations of the factories. Take
the factories over 'and use them as ceutres
of discussion for all the problems con·
fronting the working class. Organise discussions on the necessitv of FactorY' Committees within each factory,. where workers of all unions can disc~s, ~nd ha~,e

fight for it, and who do not apply the
methods of the revolution.
Among the immediate measnres to take,
it IS necessary to dissolve the police apparatus, the apilaratus of justice and
finance. It is necessary to change fnll
apparatns of the army to the profit of
the forms and structures, which allow
the masseS to control. The army must
not weigh as a retrograde institution•
It is possible to combine its action with
that of the masses, witb the workers mil·
itias, with the trade unions, with the
objective of. making the revolution advance. For this, the programme .of. the
socialistrevolufion is necessary. These
are the measures which it is .ne~essary
to take immediately. And we appeal to
our Bolivian Section to intervene in this
line.
The triumph of the masses of Bolivia
is a true triuml:ih of the revolution. The
extent of this triumph is going to appear
lat.:r, Ir the maSses can 'mteWene. 'It. is
a triumph, because it has made the reo
actionarji attempt fail. It is a coup
against the Argentine and Brazilian
bourgeoisies above all. It is going to
stimulate the nationalist sectors .of these
countries to go much further forward, and
to make a front with the masses. As far
as the masses are concerned, they are
going to see that they can only decide
with weapons. They cannot expect to
persuade, convince, or to have It numer·
ical majority. The revolution is not respected, because of the number involved,
but the decision of triumph: the fact
that the masses came out into the street
made the right capitulate.
It is necessary to expect a development of the crisis within the Communist
Parties of the nationalist movements, be
it in Peru, be it in Equator, or in the
Argentine, or Uruguay, Brasil, Colombia
Or Venezuela. The situation created in
Bolivia is going to pUSh forward the internal crisis of growth, becau~ it is go.
ing to stimUlate the revolutionary tend:..
encies to advance, to seek contact, relation and united front with the masses,
with the trade unions, widt the peasants,

ing. Otherwise the smaD group of Miranda,. who tried· to, make a conp would
.have succeeded, ~ounting on the isolation of the army from the rest of the
population. Tbe mobilisation' iu the
street by the· masses is what forced the
revolutionary wing of the army to in.
tervene.
It is necessary to appeal to the CGT
Of the Argentine, to the Peronists, the
Communists, to discuss, to draw revoluti~
onary conclusions from this triumph of
the revolution in Bolivia, in order to
develop it in the whole of Latin America. It is necessary to appeal for a revolutionary united front to expel imperialism, to nationalise the principal sources of production, and to plan. Unconditional support for Cuba is necessary
as is the appeal to it to intervene. Production must be planned throughout Ihe
whole of Latin America; The Latin
American anti-imperialist' United Front
mu!w be organised. The Latin American
single trade union centre must be fought
for, and for the unconditional support
to the masses of the Middle East, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. Allpeal for
fhe world United Front to smash capitalism.
The economy must be planned in the
whole of La,tin America towards measures and forms, which elimin~te the capitalist structure, and advance towards the
Soviet Socialist Federation .of Latin America•. Appeal for the formation of workers
par,ties based on the trade unions in aD
the countries, as centres of regroupment
iUld organisation of the masses. It is
necessary to appeal for a United Front
of . the Communists, the Socialists, ;the
Pro-Chinese, the nationalist movements,
the left Christiau Democrats, basing it
On tUe mObilisation of the masses-evep
without weapons-which alone can decide
from the failure of the counter-revolution
and the triumDh of the revolutionarY
counter-coup
Bolivia.
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PRINCIPAL TEXTS OF CDE. POSADAS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
REVOLUTION IN BOLIVIA, THE PROBLEM OF THE. GUERRILLAS AND THE ,.
DEVELOPMIl4NT OF THE NATIONALIST REVOLUTION TO THE WORKERS
STATE
(I)-The role of the; Guerrillas in the fight
for workers power (12-2-1966)
(Red Flag Supplement)
-From the Nationalist Revolution to the
Workers State (Feb 1966)
(Red Flag Supplement)
-The Guerrilla in the Revolutionary
struggle of the Mases, the sign<ificance of
the assassination of De La Puenta and
Camillo Torres and its correct historical
significance. (6 March 1966)
-The failure of the military dictatorship

the opportunity to intervene; on the necessity of workers area committees, linking
factory committees with tenants committees, in order to discuss and resolve any
local or regional problem.
Thus make December 8at a day of offensive demonstrations, which will raise
the level of programmatic demands, and
the level of organisation and leadership
of the class, in preparation for unlimited
general strike to impose all the demands
of the exploited masses.

and the new course towards the Civil War
in Bolivia. (April 1966)
-The uninterrupted civil war and the
construction of the Party and the organisms to struggle for the Workers and
Peasant government in Bolivia (Nov. 1966)
-The assasination of Turcios by .the
Communist Party is the consequence of
the failure of all the attempts to eliminate
the guerrilla. (Oct 1966)
QRed Flag No 40)
-The false letter of Guevara, the need
for a communist political discussion, and
the true political thought of Guevara to
apply in Cuba and in the rest of the
world, (April 1968)

VIVA THE LIBERATION
OF MARTINEZ TRUCO
BY THE BOLIVIAN REVOLUTION
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